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“You know how you’re always being challenged to specify what you’d want to take along for a stint of solitary confinement on some remote desert isle? With this dazzling volume, James Elkins effectively proposes that all you’d ever really need to bring would be your own eyes—your eyes, that is, properly tuned and vitalized. If the doors of perception were cleansed, Blake used to insist, we’d see the world as it truly is, which is to say, infinite. Leaving aside its vitalizing bounty of particular revelations, what Elkins is really offering with this marvelous book is nothing less than Murine for the mind, Windex for the soul.”
—Lawrence Weschler, author of Mr. Wilson’s Cabinet of Wonder: Pronged Ants, Horned Humans, Mice on Toast and Other Marvels of Jurassic Technology

“A magical mystery tour of the ordinary and arcane. Elkins goes detecting, explaining, experimenting so that, our vision revitalized, we can finally see.”
—Rosamond W. Purcell, photographer of Swift as a Shadow: Extinct and Endangered Animals.

“Intriguing, informative, and revealing. A beautiful guide to the art of not just looking but also seeing.”
—Antonio R. Damasio, neuroscientist and author of The Feeling of What Happens

“In 32 informed yet graceful essays, Mr. Elkins, a professor at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago, teaches you how to look at postage stamps, pavement, Egyptian hieroglyphs, the periodic table, grass, a twig, moths’ wings, color, the inside of your eye and nothing at all, among other man-made and natural things.”
—The New York Times

“… Elkins proves himself an enthusiastic, fun guide. With dozens of full-color photographs, this is a great book for the coffee table.”
—Publishers Weekly

“… a useful book for writers, artists and teachers, as well as the rest of us to enrich our daily lives.”
—Marilee Reyes, Star-News

“Elkins shows us the extraordinary in the most ordinary of things.”
—Jerry Davich, Northwest Indiana Times

“An intriguing and beautiful project, it is wide-ranging and well-informed in the subjects it covers … this book … takes us on a fascinating exploration of the visual world—which we too easily forget extends beyond television, movies, and art museums—in all its rich diversity.”
—Lisa Soccio, afterimage
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Our eyes are far too good for us. They show us so much that we can't take it all in, so we shut out most of the world, and try to look at things as briskly and efficiently as possible.

What happens if we stop and take the time to look more carefully? Then the world unfolds like a flower, full of colors and shapes that we had never suspected.

Some things can't really be seen without reams of special information. I cannot hope to understand the monitors I see in pictures of NASA's command center, or the strange implements in my doctor's office. I don't pretend to be able to guess the insides of my digital watch and I can't decipher the scary-looking devices in the electric relay station that is a few blocks from where I live. There are books that can help you learn to understand such things, but this is not one of them. This book won't tell you how to repair your refrigerator or read bar codes. It's not a museum guide, either—you won't learn how to understand fine art. And you won't learn how to predict the weather by looking at clouds, or how to wire a house, or how to track animals in the snow.

In short, this is not a reference tool. It's a book about learning to see anything, learning to use your eyes more concertedly and with more patience than you might ordinarily do. It's about stopping and taking the time simply to look, and keep looking, until the details of the world slowly reveal themselves. I especially love the strange feeling I get when I am looking at something and suddenly I understand—the object has structure; it speaks to me. What was once a shimmer on the horizon becomes a specific kind of mirage, and it tells me about the shape of the air I am walking through. What was once a meaningless pattern on a butterfly's wing becomes a code, and it tells me how that butterfly looks to other butterflies. Even a
postage stamp suddenly begins to speak about its time and place, and the thoughts of the person who designed it.

I have tried to avoid writing about things that are already widely appreciated. (People do write about stamps, but only to list their value.) There is a chapter on oil paintings, but it is about the cracks on the surfaces of the pictures, not the paintings themselves. There is a chapter on bridges, but it doesn’t mention the famous ones. Instead it is about culverts: a kind of bridge so ordinary and lowly that it doesn’t seem like a bridge at all. A culvert is any waterway that goes under a road, and it can be nothing more than a buried pipe. Yet there is a great deal to be seen in culverts: they can tell you whether the land is eroding, if it ever floods, and how the population in the area is affecting the landscape.

The most common things, like culverts, tend to be the most overlooked. Many people know how to tell an elm from a maple or an oak, but fewer can do that in the wintertime, so I have included a chapter on twigs. Fingerprints are with us all the time, and they are a stock-in-trade of murder mysteries, but how many people have learned how to identify them? (The chapter on fingerprints will tell you how, following the official FBI manual.) Faces are among the most familiar things of all, but they are very different when you can look at them and know the names of the folds and wrinkles, and see what is underneath, and how the face will change with age. A muscular shoulder can be a lovely sight, and it is all the more interesting when you can also see how the muscles work together, compressing and pulling in complicated, evanescent patterns.

Shoulders, faces, twigs, sand, grass—they are the ordinary stuff of life. We see them, and ignore them, every day. It struck me when writing the chapter on grass that if it hadn’t been for this book, I might very well have gone on ignoring grass my whole life. I have sat on grass, and mowed it, and have picked it absentmindedly; and I have noticed it in passing when it grows too high on a neighbor’s lawn. But before I sat down to write the chapter on grass, I had never really paid attention to it. I guess I thought I could always do that sometime in the future, when I am retired and have time to spare. But a little cold-blooded calculation makes me wonder
about that. A normal lifetime, for a person who lives in a developed nation, is about 30,000 days. Grass is in bloom for about 10,000 of those days, and certainly I could take one of them to sit down and get to know grass. But it is frightening how quickly life passes. I am a little over forty years old, and that means I have used up more than half of those 10,000 days that I have been given for viewing grass. If I’m lucky, I have about 30 summers left. Each summer has about 60 days of good weather, and maybe 20 days when I actually get outside and have time to spare. That adds up to a little over 600 chances to see grass. They can easily slip away.

(The mathematician Clifford Pickover has a clever, but depressing way of reminding himself how long he has to live. He calculated that he has 10,000 days left to live, based on his age and life expectancy; then he drew a square grid with 10,000 squares—100 squares on each side. The grid hangs over his desk. Every morning when he comes in to the office, he crosses out one square. I don’t think I could stand to have Pickover’s calendar, but he is exactly right to remind himself how quickly time passes.)
Many chapters in this book are about common things like grass that can be seen just about anywhere. But that is not all there is to the visible world: there are also wonderful objects that are uncommon or rare. To see an example of the ancient Mediterranean script called “Linear B” you might have to go to London or Athens. I have written about it to show how much there is to be seen even in small, “uninteresting” archaeological artifacts. To see an alchemical emblem or a Renaissance rebus, the subjects of two other chapters, you would have to visit a large library. Still, it is important to know that such things are out there: they are richer in meanings than the ordinary images you can see in museums, and often more beautiful.

Linear B, Renaissance rebuses, and alchemical emblems are the rarest things in this book. Everything else can be seen with only a little effort. All that’s required to see culverts is to stop the car when you cross a gully, get out, and walk down the slope to the streambed. To see your fingerprints, all you need is a little ink (from a stamp pad, for instance), and a photocopy machine to enlarge the prints so they can be studied. It helps to have a good magnifying glass if you’re going to be looking at sand, but it isn’t absolutely necessary. Hieroglyphs and Egyptian scarab beetles are in many museums, and you can find Chinese and Japanese calligraphy everywhere from magazines to movies. X rays, perspective pictures, engineering drawings, and maps (the subjects of four other chapters) are all part of modern life. Ice halos—the subject of a section toward the end of the book—are uncommon, but since I first learned about them I have seen several each winter. A great deal depends on knowing when and where to look. An especially spectacular halo, called the 22° solar halo, fills a large part of the sky (see the picture, p. 191); you might think that if one appeared over a city it would cause a sensation. But the last one I saw, in the sky over Baltimore, went entirely unnoticed. There it was, like a huge eye with the sun at its center, bearing down on the whole city—and no one saw it. People didn’t expect to see anything, so they didn’t look up. And the 22° halo is so large that even if someone happened to glance up into the sky—which was, at any rate, a blinding white—they would have seen only a small portion of the enormous perfect circle hovering overhead.
So what does this all add up to? What is the common thread that binds sunsets to fingerprints, or culverts to Chinese script? They are all hypnotic. Each has the power to hold my attention utterly captive simply by the fact that it exists. For me, looking is a kind of pure pleasure—it takes me out of myself and lets me think only of what I am seeing. Also, there is pleasure in discovering these things. It is good to know that the visual world is more than television, movies, and art museums, and it is especially good to know that the world is full of fascinating things that can be seen at leisure, when you are by yourself and there is nothing to distract you. Seeing, after all, is a soundless activity. It isn’t talking, or listening, or smelling, or touching. It happens best in solitude, when there is nothing in the world but you and the object of your attention.

My favorite chapters of this book are the ones on the sunset and the night. It’s a little-known fact that if there are no clouds in the sky, the colors of the sunset follow a certain specific sequence. When I discovered that, I spent some wonderful evenings sitting outside, with my notes in hand, watching for the oranges, purples, and reds to appear, and discovering the various sunset phenomena: the amazing “purple light” that appears about twenty minutes after sunset, and the “Earth’s shadow” that rises up in the east. Afterward, when the sunset is over, night begins and there are other lights to be seen: stars, of course, but also lovely faint lights that come from the air itself (called the “airglow”) and lights from the dust that circles the planets (called the “zodiacal light”). These are very precious things to know, because the world looks different when you know them.

I hope this book will inspire every reader to stop and consider things that are absolutely ordinary, things so clearly meaningless that they never seemed worth a second thought. Once you start seeing them, the world—which can look so dull, so empty of interest—will gather before your eyes and become thick with meaning.

James Elkins
Chicago, spring 2000
THINGS MADE BY MAN
A. B. Creeke, Jr., diagram of the original die of the world’s first postage stamp, the Penny Black. Designed by Sir Rowland Hill, profile engraved by Frederick Heath, background by Messrs. Perkins, Bacon, and Company.

This is a diagram of the first postage stamp, the “Penny Black,” showing the young Queen Victoria. The key was designed to help tell the difference between the various editions of the stamp; it points out places where the engraver went over the original design, strengthening it and bringing out the queen’s features. After fifteen years of use, the lines had worn down, and they had to be deepened; later versions of the Penny Black are just a little coarser-looking than earlier ones, and the queen eventually got the kind of intent stare she has in Figure 1.1. After that the designers changed the color, and the queen ended up with fat cheeks and a somewhat silly expression (Fig. 1.2, top left).

The stamp just says “POSTAGE” and “ONE PENNY.” (With the period, to make it more emphatic.) In 1840, England was the only country making stamps, so there was no need to add the words “Great Britain.” Even today English stamps are the only ones without the name of the country, although France tried to rival them at one point by reducing their name to a tiny “RF,” for “République Française.” When it comes to designing stamps, space is at a premium. The omission of “Great

figure 1.1

A. B. Creeke, Jr., diagram of the original die of the world’s first postage stamp, the Penny Black. Designed by Sir Rowland Hill, profile engraved by Frederick Heath, background by Messrs. Perkins, Bacon, and Company.
DIE II.

1. The deep shading at the side of each stone, in the upper of the two rows of jewels in the band of the diadem, gives them a diamond-shaped appearance.
2. The shading below the band of the diadem is very heavy.
3. There are eight heavy lines at right angles to the curve of the upper eyelid.
4. The nose, at its juncture with the forehead, is concave, which gives the bridge a convex appearance, entirely altering the shape of the organ.
5. The lower eyelid is heavily shaded with lines.
6. The shading on the eyeball is very pronounced.
7. The nostril is larger and distinctly arched, with heavier shading.
8. The mouth is almost closed, showing a much longer upper lip.
9. The top of the chin shows a distinct indentation, causing the lower lip to appear much fuller.
10. A line has been added to the bottom of the chin, almost at the edge, following its curve up to the above-mentioned indentation.
11. The top of the band behind the ear is quite distinct.
12. The lower edge of the band is formed by one thick line, the white space having disappeared.
13. The penultimate twist of the pendent curl curves distinctly round towards the centre of same.
14. The shading on the external rim of the ear is lighter and less distinct.
15. The lobule of the ear ends abruptly on reaching its lowest point.
16. The shading of the cheek is much heavier, and of a coarser character.

by Mr. Creeke, originally appeared in the Christmas, 1897. Number of "The Stamp [Collectors' Fortnightly."
Britain” freed up a fraction of a square inch, and gave the artists more room for the
queen’s face.

Postage stamps are little universes, compressing the larger worlds of art and poli-
tics into a square half-inch. The art gets cramped but it also gains a surprising
depth, and the politics gets boiled down to platitudes. Stamps make up for their
tiny size by having detailed designs, some of them done with microscopically fine
engraving machines. The airy trellises that run up each side of the Penny Black and
the filigreed lathe work background were made with a machine specially designed
for the purpose. Afterward, the central area was erased, and the artist Frederick
Heath engraved the queen’s profile. Many of the lines are too small to be quite seen
with the naked eye. But they are designed so that we almost see them, and that lends
the stamp an entrancing softness. It is as if the stamp had its own atmosphere, like a
little bell jar with a plant inside. Heath would have had a magnifying apparatus, so
that his view of the stamp would have been like the large key plate. Today, people
with Heath’s skills are almost nonexistent, because the work can be done on com-
puter at any convenient magnification. The Penny Black is exactly what it appears
to be: a tiny artwork, made on a tiny scale. Today’s stamps are ordinary pictures
electronically reduced.

The words “POSTAGE” and “ONE PENNY,” together with the two filigreed borders,
make a complete frame around the queen’s profile. The frame is jointed at the top
with two Maltese crosses and at the bottom with two blank squares. In actual speci-
mens of the Penny Black and later issues, there is a different letter in each box; note
the “G” and “J” on the stamp in Figure 1.2. They are “check marks” intended to de-
feat forgers, and each stamp in a sheet had a different combination. I can imagine
contemporary counterfeiters having a laugh over this—these days counterfeiters are
hardly deterred by metallic strips, anticopying patterns, and micrographic writing.
To counterfeit these stamps, all they would have needed to do was to fill in the
squares with the letters of the alphabet.

The whole ensemble ends up looking like a painting in a frame. That was the
first and most important model for stamps, and it never quite worked. The Penny
Black (and the red version in Figure 1.2) doesn’t really look like a painting or a

---

*figure 1.2*

Nineteenth-century British stamps. 1 penny rose, 1864; 4 penny gray brown, 1880–81;
6 penny gray, 1873–80; 2 penny lilac, 1883–84; 2½s penny lilac, 1883–84.
framed medallion, and even if it did, its size would make it look odd. In the next
two decades other designers tried to create designs that were intrinsic to stamps.
The fourth stamp made after the Penny Black is the 4 penny rose, designed by Jou-
bert de la Ferté; Figure 1.2, top right, is an adaptation of his design. Ferté kept the
profile of Victoria but reduced the frame to a set of geometric lines of the kind that
might ornament a Greek temple. It is much weaker—much less like a simple picture
and frame—than the Penny Black. The “check marks” have grown too big for the
frame: they look more like sturdy pillars on the ground plan of some neoclassical
house. Victoria’s face is set in a disk, and the disk overlaps the frame on both sides.
The idea was to make the stamp look more like a coin, but the idea backfires, and it
ends up looking like a large heavy medal placed on top of a picture frame. Ferté’s de-
sign could never actually be constructed in three dimensions; it is a paradoxical com-
position of two different things: an antique medallion and a framed oil painting.

Soon afterward there was a series of stamps in which each value was given a sepa-
rate design so they could be quickly distinguished. The three pence stamp has three
intersecting arcs, the six pence, six (as in Figure 1.2, middle), the nine pence, nine.
But this kind of symbolism quickly becomes a problem. The shilling stamp was an
ellipse—not an obvious choice—and the two shillings was a mandala, a kind of
cat’s-eye ellipse. Other series were designed with even more elaborate shape sym-
bols, but they were never released—and for good reason, since they were more con-
fusing than useful.

Then the designers tried another strategy, and based their stamps on architecture
instead of paintings, coins, or numerical symbols. Cecil Gibbons, a philatelist who
has studied this subject, calls the new architectural stamps “atrocious.” The designs
were divided into blocks, as if the stamps had been built out of rough-hewn marble.
Some look as though they were made a little too quickly, so that the blocks don’t fit
properly. A couple are reproduced at the bottom of Figure 1.2. The stamp at the
lower left is made of little blocks, and the blocks don’t quite fit—there is a little
shadow in the gap between them. The one on the lower right is reminiscent of a
round window with marble trim.

\[\text{figure 1.3}\]

Cochin 1/2 puttan yellow, 1892. Scott no. 1.
After the masonry series, the designers turned to heraldry and coats of arms. They made stamps with little shields and rows of compartments with the devices of the royal family. Victoria’s head began to look like the helmet that is put on the top of a traditional coat of arms, and the stamps filled up with obscure symbols.

From this point it is easy to follow the history of stamp design. Each new formula is a new metaphor: first oil paintings, then coins, then number symbols, then masonry, then heraldry. . . . King George V (who reigned from 1910 to 1936) was a philatelist, and the stamps of his period introduce the horizontal “commemorative” format, which gives more room. In 1929 Britain issued the first stamp without a frame, or rather the first stamp that let the white paper border be the frame. Nowadays anything is possible, and there are triangular stamps, relief-surface stamps, and even 3-D stamps; but these basic design problems have never been solved. The underlying issue is that we still treat stamps as if they had to be modelled on something (paintings, masonry), instead of thinking of them as little objects in their own right.

It is nearly impossible to find stamps that do not rehearse the issues first broached by the Penny Black. In the nineteenth century, country after country produced stamps that looked just like England’s, or else they borrowed their designs from English innovations. Italy, Germany, France, and the United States all began with variants of themes that had already been explored by English designers. Even today stamp designs are centralized, and many of the world’s smaller nations have their stamps made for them by a few companies in New York City. The early stamps of Mongolia were designed in Hungary as part of a long-standing agreement between the two countries. The Hungarian artists were in turn influenced by British design. The stamps of some nineteenth-century Indian states, such as Cochin, Alwar and Bundi, Jhalawar, and Travancore, were often designed in a central British office, and they have the same classical frames as the early British stamps (Fig. 1.3). Victoria gets replaced by all sorts of exotic things. This Cochin stamp has a shell of Indra and a ceremonial umbrella. Nepalese stamps have Nepal’s symbols—a srivech and crossed kuchris. The Mongolian stamps have the soyombi, a kind of coat of arms. To find stamps that are genuinely beyond the reach of European influence it is necessary to look at places so poor and so isolated that they were physically incapable of European-quality printing and design. Some early issues of the Indian state Bhor, for example, are little more than colored washes that were accepted as stamps (Fig. 1.4).

Stamps get ignored because their politics are reductive and their pictures are un-rewarding. They tend to be simple and to borrow their ideas from other arts. On occasion a stamp might say something new, or say it in a new way, but most of the
Figure 1.4

Bhor ½a carmine, 1879. Scott no. 1.
time stamps rehearse the lowest common denominator of a nation’s patriotism or its sense of art. Since the mid-twentieth century, the general trend throughout the world has been toward harmless or comical motifs: flowers, animals, movie stars, platitudes. Stamps are getting more trivial, sweet, and childish with each passing year, as if to atone for their first century of aggressive, sentimental nationalism.

Every once in a while, stamps can be interesting both politically and artistically. The stamps issued by the newly independent Irish Free State (1922–49) are an example. Ireland had just won its independence, and it took itself very seriously. Heavy, medieval symbols—the shamrock, the Irish harp, the Red Hand of Ulster—were done in somber greens and browns. The captions were seldom in English but in Irish or bilingual Irish and Latin. When Ireland lifted its trade restrictions in the 1950s the stamps began to get playful in the modern manner.

In our rush to be inoffensive we have largely lost the idea that stamps can have interesting meanings, and in our desire for modern efficiency we have forgotten that stamps can be tiny worlds filled with details that can barely be seen. Early American stamps are exceptionally finely done (Fig. 1.5, bottom row). The nearly microscopic lines produce a wonderful, shimmering effect; the tiny “motorwork” scrolls are so fine that they are barely visible even at this magnification. The stamp at the upper right has lines so small they are altogether invisible. Done this way, even a landscape a quarter-inch across can look enormous, full of light and distance and air. Compare it to the stamps in the middle, which were recently printed to commemorate the old stamps. The new stamps are coarse, crude, and uninteresting. Clearly, no one was meant to look at them. The sky is filled with dashes that look like rows of migrating geese, and the picture is ringed with a set of fake pearls.

I wouldn’t say that all stamp designs should be as subtle as these old stamps—but at least the old designers knew that there is no reason to make everything easy to see. It’s a lovely feeling to be drawn closer and closer to a tiny scene and to wonder at its depth and detail. Nineteenth-century stamps could work that kind of magic. Now all we have is colored flaps of paper, with almost nothing to catch the eye.

*figure 1.5*

*Nineteenth-century American stamps, alongside a modern reprint. United States 12 cents black, 1861–62; United States 24 cents red lilac 1861–62; 3 cents ultramarine, 1869; and a modern reprint of an unused issue from 1869.*
Design originally prepared, but not used, for U.S. postage series of 1869.
A culvert is a place where a stream passes underneath a road. It might be as simple as a buried pipe to guide the water, or it can be a tube as large as a two-story house.

As people slowly pave over the whole Earth, culverts get more and more common. Forested land and grassland absorb rainwater, and so does cultivated land. City buildings, houses, parking lots, streets, and sidewalks do not retain rainwater, and so streams carry more water in urban and suburban areas than they do out in the country. In cities, nearly 100 percent of the rainfall has to be carried off by gutters, storm drains, and rivers; so there are more culverts—and bigger culverts—in populated areas. Areas prone to flooding also need large culverts to cut down the chances that the road would have to be rebuilt when a big storm hits. In general, every time a road crosses a stream, it needs a culvert. The artificial network of roads and the natural network of rivers and streams cross one another in hundreds of thousands of places, and the majority of them are culverts, not bridges.

You can’t really see culverts from the highway and you may not notice you are driving over them at all. They do not look like bridges, and typically they are marked only by little concrete rails about a foot high or metal safety rails to keep cars from going over the side. On a superhighway you will see the gully on each side
of the road and the embankments leading down to the stream. To really see the culverts you have to stop the car and walk down the slope toward the stream.

If you live in the middle of a city, you won’t see any culverts at all, because the streams are sent completely underground. Several cities have rivers that are completely invisible; Baltimore is one. An X-ray view of Baltimore would reveal a large river running directly underneath the city streets. Chicago has a “Deep Tunnel”—a gigantic tube 300 feet underground—to catch excess rainwater.

Most people probably remember culverts from their childhood: if you waded in a stream you would eventually come upon a place where the stream went under a road; and then, if you were adventurous, you followed the streambed into the dark culvert and eventually out the other side. Some culverts are like big garages open at each end. They don’t have much mystery. But others are long and sinuous. I remember walking through an especially long one: I kept going for several minutes in deep darkness, listening to the echoing sounds of the water and the cars overhead, until I emerged in another landscape on the other side.

It can be a sobering experience to explore a stream in an urban area. A few years ago, I walked along a stream in downtown Baltimore. The stream ran at the bottom of a small woody gully, so it was out of sight of the houses up above. A worn, muddy pathway followed the streambed. It was littered with garbage. There were signs of campfires and drinking parties. In one place pages torn from a pornographic magazine littered the pathway. The stream passed through four culverts: two small ones, which were dark and cold, and two larger ones decorated on the inside with graffiti and empty beer bottles. The whole experience was very different from the streets just above, which were more orderly and peaceful.

If you have never explored culverts, you might want to stop next time you pass one on the highway, and walk down and have a look. Suburbs and superhighways are good places to see culverts, and some of the largest ones are out in the country. There are giant culverts in the Southwest, where dry streambeds might suddenly swell with a flash flood; and there are also huge culverts in the Southeast, where the chances of intense thunderstorms are higher than in other parts of the country. Figure 2.1 is an old culvert in Tarrant County, Texas; when the picture was taken the stream was nearly dry, but the height of the culvert shows what can happen in a sudden summer storm. When a stream floods, even if it floods only every few years, the culvert has to be able to carry the water, so the culvert entrances are normally much higher than the water level of the stream. The inside walls of the culvert will be stained at different levels by floodwaters, so you can make a rough guess about the level of the runoff during spring rains and during exceptional floods.
The trick in building a culvert is to tamper as little as possible with the stream's natural direction and speed. If the stream doesn’t flow straight into the culvert, it becomes necessary to build a large curved “wing wall” to guide the water in. Any change in water speed changes the streambed—if the water goes faster, the bed will erode; and if it slows, the bed will silt up. If the culvert tilts downhill too fast, the water will pour out with too much force and start undercutting the stream on the downhill side; if the culvert is too flat, it will start filling with silt. If the area has a relatively dry season when the water slows down naturally, then the culvert may need a bevelled floor just to keep the flow up to speed so that the culvert can clean itself.

Some streams actively erode their own beds. If the land around a stream is mixed earth and vegetation but the streambed is rock, then it is actively eroding; on the other hand, a stream with a silty, muddy bottom is probably laying down sediment as much as carrying it. The culvert has to match those conditions. In a swift stream, it has to have a large “head”—that is, a large

\[\text{figure 2.1}\]

\[\text{A culvert in Tarrant County, Texas, 1939.}\]
difference between the maximum height of water in the inlet and the outlet. In a slow-moving stream, the culvert has to have just enough extra head so that silt doesn't clog the culvert itself, but not so much that the fast-moving water causes problems on the downhill side.

Both the entrance and the exit have to be carefully designed. It's important to keep culverts from jamming with debris, so in areas where there are large trees or underbrush that might be swept downstream, culverts will need large openings and rounded corners to help the trees slip through. Most culverts need a wall on top, wing walls on the sides, and a solid anchor in the streambed, because when the water level is high, it can start dissolving the earth around the culvert, undermining it and eventually undercutting the road surface. The exact curve, or lack of curve, in the entrance walls can affect the flow rate by up to 50 percent. Just beveling the entrance increases the flow capacity by 7 percent to 9 percent, and curved wing walls increase it up to by 12 percent.

On the downhill side, the engineers work to avoid a sudden outpouring of water. If a pipe were simply put underneath a highway and allowed to spill out on the downhill side, the water might cut a new gully. The gully will cut up hill, back toward the culvert, and eventually undermine the highway itself. Entrance and exit are very different—as you can see by walking through the culvert or by crossing the road to the other side.

Culverts can have rectangular openings, circular openings, elliptical openings, or crosses between those three. If the stream has a deep, narrow cross section, a similarly shaped culvert saves money over a broad one. On older and less well funded roadways, the culvert might be broad and low because the road isn't high enough. Conversely, when the road is very high above the stream, the culvert may be circular because that shape is most economical when there is heavy pressure overhead. A half-moon shape with the straight segment at the bottom is optimal when the load is so great that it has to be evenly distributed.

All these things are studied with great precision. If you're mathematically inclined, you can calculate several things about the stream and the culvert using some simple formulas. I put these in here for readers who enjoy calculations; but you can deduce how well the culvert has fared just by looking at how well it fits into the stream at both ends.

Every stream and river has a cross-sectional area, which can be roughly estimated by eye. The easiest way is to divide it into triangles and rectangles, as in Figure 2.2. (The numbers are rounded, because I am assuming these are estimates made by eye.) Engineers call the cross section of the stream the equivalent waterway area. In this example it is the sum of the areas of the two triangles and the rectangle; here it is $45 + 60 + 75 = 180$ square feet. The wetted perimeter is also important; it is the
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...length of the streambed in cross section, in this case \( 13 + 6 + 18 = 37 \) feet. The hydraulic radius is the equivalent waterway area divided by the wetted perimeter, in this case a little over 40 feet. The slope of the stream is the change in elevation, in feet, divided by the length that is being considered. I find the easiest way to guess the slope without a tape measure is to hold up a pencil so that it appears to touch the streambed in one place, and then use the same pencil to measure the vertical drop (Fig. 2.3). If the pencil is 6 inches long, the drop here is \( 2\frac{1}{2} \) inches, so the slope is 0.4. Ideally the slope of the culvert is the same as the slope of the adjoining parts of the stream.

Using these numbers you can calculate the water discharge, measured in cubic feet per second, using this formula:

\[
\text{Water discharge } Q = CA \sqrt{rs}
\]

where \( A \) is the equivalent waterway area, \( r \) is the hydraulic radius, \( s \) is the slope, and \( C \) is a constant called the coefficient of roughness. If the channel is clean earth, \( C \) is between 60 and 80; if it is stony earth, \( C \) is between 45 and 60; if it is rough and rocky, \( C \) is between 35 and 45; and if it is badly obstructed, \( C \) is between 30 and 35.

The wetted perimeter, the equivalent waterway area, and the hydraulic radius can be compared in the stream and in the conduit. Since the water discharge has to be the same in the culvert and the stream, a smaller waterway area means the water is moving faster, and you can see how the engineers have balanced things out to minimize the environmental impact.

If you look on the inside walls of the culvert and along the stream banks, you can usually discern the flood level of the stream. If it is late in the dry season, you will also see marks that indicate its normal level. Calculating \( Q \) for different levels will show how the water flow varies through the year. Culverts are always designed with
a particular flood level in mind. The shape of the culvert determines how much water discharge it can manage. Box culverts with square cornered entrances are the least efficient; rounded wing walls help, and so do different cross sections. The water flow also depends on the “head”—the difference between the water elevation at the entrance and exit—so that when water backs up on the intake side, it will finally reach a point where the efficiency of the culvert is maximized—but by that time it may also have eroded the embankment.

A culvert is a lovely kind of thing because it is so utterly ignored. We don’t notice them, but they are rich with information; they are mute records of the changes that civilization has brought to the landscape. The culvert in Figure 2.4, near where I grew up, is a disaster—it was put in with too much head (it was too steep), and the water came out violently and started eroding the bank. Now it is shored up with some huge slabs of rock, and both banks are reinforced with rocks. It has stabilized but it remains as evidence of hasty construction—a very common sight in America.

Culverts are hidden injuries; the roads may look fine, but the culverts are evidence of what has been done to the landscape. Looking at them, you can see how the streams once went and how the landscape was shaped before rivers had to be hidden underground. And culverts are also opportunities to sample the feel of the place without interference from tarmac or manicured lawns. The culvert in Tarrant County, Texas, has the sun-baked look of the arid Southwest, and the one near Ithaca, New York, has the damp chill of upstate New York in the winter.
Here is something to try next time you go into an art museum. Go to the Old Master galleries but don’t look at the paintings in the ordinary way. Stoop down so you catch the glare of the lights, and look up at the pictures. You will not be able to see what the paintings show, but you’ll get a good look at the craque-lure, the fine network of cracks that scores the surface of most Old Master paintings.

Craquelure has a great deal to say about when paintings were made, what they were made of, and how they have been treated. If a painting is old enough, the chances are that it has been dropped a few times, or at least jostled, and the signs of its mistreatment can be read in the craquelure. Whenever a painting is moved, there’s a chance it will be poked by a shipping crate, by a corner of another painting, or just by someone’s elbow. A little ding like that on the back of a canvas will result in a little spiral or a miniature bull’s-eye target of cracks on the front. If something was scraped along the back of the painting, the cracks on the front will concentrate along the line of the scrape, like a lightning stroke.

Few museum visitors realize how many paintings have been seriously damaged and then invisibly restored. Flecks of paint fall off paintings, and often paintings are damaged by fire, water, vandalism, or just the wear and tear of the centuries. Conservators are exceptionally good at replacing even large patches of lost paint, and museums do not usually announce the fact that their paintings have been restored. By looking at craquelure you can tell what the conservators have replaced, because the new spots and patches will not have cracks in them. Conservators can mimic
Craquelure pattern in an oil painting, showing jagged and straight cracks with square islands.

Figure 3.1

Craquelure pattern in an oil painting, showing smooth and curved cracks with curvilinear islands.

Figure 3.2
the undulating surfaces of paintings, so that the paint looks thick or thin, but they do not often try to replicate the cracks. Counterfeiters have faked cracks by putting paintings in ovens, and they have even rubbed ink in the cracks to make them look old, but they cannot reproduce authentic centuries-old craquelure patterns.

Recently a conservator named Spike Bucklow made a thorough, scientific study of the patterns of craquelure and came up with a system for classifying paintings according to their cracks. He uses seven diagnostic questions:

1. Do the cracks have a predominant direction? (In Figure 3.1 they do, especially at the left; but in Figure 3.2, they do not.)

2. Are the cracks smooth or jagged? (Figure 3.1 shows jagged cracks, Figure 3.2 smooth ones.)

3. Are the islands of paint between the cracks square, or some other shape? (In Figure 3.1 they are square, especially at the left.)

4. Are the paint islands small, as in Figure 3.1, or large, as in Figure 3.2?

5. Are all the cracks the same thickness, or is there also a second network of thicker or thinner cracks? (Neither Figure 3.1 nor Figure 3.2 have a secondary network of cracks.)

6. What about the junctions between the cracks? Do they all form a connected network, or are they separated from one another? (Both Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 have connected networks.)

7. Is the network ordered or random? (Figure 3.1 is ordered; Figure 3.2 appears random.)

When there is a predominant orientation, as in Figure 3.1, the cracks usually follow the weave of the canvas (typically, they follow the weft and not the warp). If the painting is done on wood, the cracks either follow the grain or go at right angles to it. Most cracks in paintings that are not caused by accidents are due to the flexing of the canvas or the slow warping of the wood.

Craquelure can also give information about the structure of the paint. In past centuries, painters began their work by putting down a covering layer to seal the canvas or the wood and prepare it for the paint. In house painting that layer is called “primer”; artists call it “ground,” “size,” or “gesso.” The cracks that are caused by the panel or canvas support are known as “brittle cracks.” Another kind of crack, called “drying crack,” is caused by the paint layer contracting as it dries and shifting on the surface of the ground. A drying crack typically varies from thin to thick,
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Typical craquelure pattern from a fifteenth- to sixteenth-century Flemish painting on panel.

Figure 3.3

Typical craquelure pattern from a fourteenth- to fifteenth-century Italian painting on panel.

Figure 3.4
while a brittle crack remains the same width. Drying cracks look like cracks in mud: the plates of mud contract and pull away from one another, opening spaces in between. Brittle cracks look like cracks in a pane of glass, as if the whole painting had shattered in a single instant. If you look for drying cracks, you’ll find they vary from place to place in a single painting, because they depend on the thickness and oiliness of the paint. Painters have always experimented with exotic media, and many painters never learned how to put down stable layers of paint, so you can find places where different layers are cracked in different ways. When you look for patterns in craquelure, it is best to avoid areas in paintings that are very thick or thin or have rough textures. The best is a flat stretch of evenly painted sky, because it has the most to say about what is underneath the top paint layer.

Craquelure is not a hard-and-fast method of classifying paintings, but it comes close. Bucklow has shown that just a few criteria can serve to identify paintings fairly accurately. Figure 3.3 is a fourteenth-century Italian painting done on wood. Paintings from the 1300s and 1400s that were made in Italy and painted on wood often show the following characteristics, as this one does:

- The cracks have a predominant direction.
- They are perpendicular to the wood grain.
- They form small- to medium-sized islands.
- The cracks are usually jagged.
- There is sometimes a second network of smaller cracks.

In panels like this, the small cracks form first and then some of them get larger as the panel underneath continues to change shape. Notice that the large cracks are mostly horizontal, while the small cracks go in all directions. That is a sign that they reflect the warping of the wood panel support—the smaller cracks record local tensions, but overall the panel is being stretched top to bottom, and the large cracks show that more clearly. The large cracks are far apart because fourteenth- and fifteenth-century Italian painters used very thick coats of gesso. The thick gesso helps distribute the forces of the warping panel, so that when large cracks finally appear on the surface, they are widely spaced. The fact that the small cracks are jagged shows that the gesso has large crystals or grains in it that reorient the tension in random directions. A very finely ground gesso, with tiny grains, would be more likely to produce cracks oriented in a single direction.
Figure 3.4 is a sixteenth-century Flemish painting, also on a panel. Like many fifteenth- and sixteenth-century Flemish panel paintings, it has the following features:

- The cracks have a predominant direction.
- They form parallel to the wood grain.
- The islands between cracks are small.
- The cracks are smooth.
- The cracks are straight.
- The paint islands are square.
- The cracks have a uniform thickness.
- They are usually highly ordered.

Here the cracks are actually following the growth rings of the oak panel underneath the painting. In older pictures each board tends to warp separately, so the whole painting looks like a series of parallel ocean waves. Looking at the craquelure, you can sense the panel underneath even when the boards are nearly flat. In this example, the small cracks are smooth and run at right angles to one another because the size has no large grains or crystals as it does in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.5 is a seventeenth-century Dutch painting—a period that includes Vermeer and Rembrandt. This painting is on canvas, and the weave is directly visible in the orientation of the cracks. They are fine and close together, indicating that the ground is thin, so that tensions in the canvas are transmitted directly to the surface instead of being spread over a larger area of the picture (as in Figure 3.3). The telltale characteristics of seventeenth-century Dutch paintings are:

- The cracks have a predominant direction.
- They are strongly oriented, usually perpendicular to the longest side of the picture.
- They form medium-sized islands.
- They are jagged.
- They form squares.

When canvases are carelessly nailed to their stretchers, the canvas can pull at the nails and sag down in between, like an animal hide stretched on a wooden frame. Often enough you can see the actual weave of the canvas through the painting, and
follow the U-shapes around the edges. When the ground is thicker, the weave is not visible, but the distribution of cracks can give the same information.

The last example, Figure 3.6, is an eighteenth-century French painting, also on canvas. Bucklow lists its traits as follows:

- The cracks have no predominant direction.
- They form large islands.
- They are smooth.
- They are curved.
- They do not form square islands.

French paintings of this period have thicker grounds, which effectively “decouple the paint layer from the support”—that is, the cracks can form at a distance from the tensions that generated them. (Figure 3.2 is also a French painting.) When the ground layer is strong, new cracks do not form as often; instead, existing cracks tend to grow longer. The final pattern of cracks shows the “global” tensions of the whole canvas, rather than the inch-by-inch forces of the weave (as in Figure 3.5).

Bucklow’s work is complicated, but using these simplified criteria you can spend an afternoon in a museum trying not to see the paintings. It is interesting how much you can learn and how much you end up seeing when you look just at surfaces. The four traditions I have summarized are usually well represented in museums, and they are fairly consistent. If you inspect more exotic kinds of paintings, you will find many other patterns that do not fit these criteria. Every once in a while, the crack pattern is more beautiful than the painting itself. I feel that way about an abstract painting by Piet Mondrian that I saw a few years ago: the painting itself is just a few black and red lines, but the craquelure pattern has a lovely, perfect spiral.

It may seem perverse to go to an art museum just to look at the cracks in paintings. But paintings are very complicated objects, and there is a great deal to see. Even people in my field of art history tend to be overwhelmed, and so we overlook the most obvious things: the frame, the dust, the varnish, and the cracks that cover virtually every painting.
Typical craquelure pattern from an eighteenth-century French painting on canvas.

Typical craquelure pattern from a seventeenth-century Dutch painting on canvas.
Many things can go wrong with roads—not just the common pothole, but a whole exotic stable of defects. Cement pavements crack in all sorts of patterns, some of them very like the craquelure in paintings. The other major kind of road surface, which the engineers call “hot mix asphalt,” is prone to even more involved flaws.

The road surface in Figure 4.1 is heavily distressed (engineers don’t talk about “damaged” surfaces, but “distressed” ones). When a surface starts to crack as badly as this one, trucks will dislodge the pieces, creating potholes. This road has already had two potholes, which have been filled with more hot mix asphalt. But it is only a matter of time before more pieces are lost, forming more potholes.

The whole pattern in the foreground of the picture is called fatigue cracking or alligator cracking. It could have been caused by overuse—this is Monroe Street, in the Loop in Chicago—or bad drainage, which allowed water to permeate the surface layer. Or else it could have been caused by a road surface that is too thin to sustain the weight of the trucks that pass over it. (This is Chicago, after all, and a

*figure 4.1*

corner or two may have been cut.) Or it could have been caused because the under-
lying layers of the road are too weak. In this case it looks as if the underlying mate-
rial is giving way, because the alligator cracking lies on a bigger crack that goes right
up onto the curb (at the bottom of the photo), which is also cracked. Probably the
whole infrastructure of the road will have to be rebuilt.

Potholes and alligator cracking aren’t the only things that happen when asphalt
pavement gets distressed. This road is also suffering from low-temperature cracks.
The cracks open in the wintertime when the temperature drops and the asphalt
contracts and breaks into segments. Some cracks run across the road like railroad ties; one is visible here at the top left of the photo. *Longitudinal low-temperature cracks* go along the road in between lanes. This is a five-lane road, and it has low-temperature cracks between each lane and even in the middle of a couple of lanes. *Block cracking* is another kind of low-temperature crack; it breaks the road surface up into rectangles (very much like some oil paintings). This road is immune from block cracking simply because it gets so much traffic. When the road is less used, the asphalt isn’t packed down (or, as the engineers say, “densified”) and it can experience “thixotropic hardening.” Thixotropically densified hot mix asphalt is prone to block cracking, but the pavement here is too dense for that.

Naturally, some of the ills of pavement are technical. But many are colorful—there’s *rutting*, for example, when grooves form in the wheel path of cars and trucks (Fig. 4.2). Rutting is familiar to people who live in the country and travel on dirt roads. If the dirt turns to mud, the ruts can quickly get as deep as a pickup truck’s clearance, and then only heavy machinery can use the road. In Europe and America there are remnants of ancient roads that have literally dug themselves down into the ground, so the roads run in five- or ten-foot ditches. (In America, parts of the Oregon trail were like that.) On ordinary asphalt roads, engineers will start considering repairs as soon as the ruts begin pooling water. Even a one-eighth-inch rut might hold enough water to make a car hydroplane out of control. The Chicago road in

*figure 4.3*

Shoving.
Figure 4.1 also has rutting (it is clearest on the far side of the street), but this rutting probably will not be repaired. It is under control because the road is on a grade, so water can’t collect.

Besides rutting, there’s *shoving*, which can be caused when the road’s top layer slips over the underlying layer (Fig. 4.3). Shoving is common at intersections, where cars push the pavement each time they stop and start. Bus stops are especially prone to shoving, because buses are heavy and move slowly enough to grip the pavement and move it. I have seen pavement in Paris (just opposite the old Opéra) that has been shoved a full five feet down the road, shearing the painted stripes into zigzags.

*Corrugation* is a kind of shoving, where the shoves form ripples in the road (Fig. 4.4). The road in Chicago is faintly shoved and corrugated, as you can see by looking at the gentle undulations in the farther lanes.

In all there are three ways asphalt can get distressed: by cracking, by distortion (rutting, shoving, corrugation), and by just plain disintegrating. Some roads disintegrate by *wear loss*—the gradual removal of the road by passing tires. The Chicago
road shows wear loss, which has made the surface smooth. Engineers do not mind that kind of distress, provided the wear loss is not uniform. If it happens a bit more here and a bit less there, the tires can still get traction. Other roads are stripped—when the underlying layers lose their bond with the top asphalt layer. Trucks can strip pavements, and so can storms. I have seen a road that was entirely stripped by a winter storm—the wind pried chunks off the road and threw them onto the verge. A third kind of disintegration is ravelling. Roads ravel (or rather, they become unravelled) when small bits are torn off, exposing deeper and larger pieces. Ravelling, like cracking, ends in potholes.

Cracking, distortion, disintegration, ravelling, shoving, rutting—I love the terminology of distressed pavement. The utterly ordinary mangled surface of the road in Chicago, which I walk past blindly every day on my way to work, is full of metaphors for human disaster. It’s aging, it’s cracked and distorted, it’s been pockmarked and shoved and rutted until it’s nearly ready to be replaced.
Despite the appearance of all sorts of new ways of imaging the body—CAT scans, MRI, positron emission tomography, ultrasound—old-fashioned X rays are still among the most beautiful images. The reason is simple: they are not digitized, so they have a much higher resolution than the pixellated computer-generated images used in the more “advanced” techniques. X rays can have a lovely, thin, veiled appearance and a delicious softness that conjures the delicate insides of the body more faithfully than the hard-edged rectangles of the computer screen.

Figure 5.1 is an especially beautiful kind of X ray called a xeroradiograph. In the 1970s they were very popular, especially for mammography, but they have been discontinued because the X-ray dosage is unacceptably high. The image shows an upper arm down to the elbow, with the blood vessels. The translucent edges of the arm are fat and skin, and underneath them are the denser muscles. At the top right is the principal shoulder muscle, the deltoid (it is also discussed in Chapter 18). The bone curves up to the place where the deltoid attaches, to give it strength. Below that, the muscles divide faintly but unmistakably into two layers: the deeper one is

---

**Figure 5.1**

Positive xeroradiogram of an arm.
the triceps, on the back of the arm, and the one toward the surface is the biceps, in
the front. Even the armpit is shown in crystal clarity.

Modern computer methods reconstruct the body in three dimensions; they slice
it and reassemble it electronically, providing vivid images of the depths and thick-
nesses of the body’s insides. X rays are the exact opposite: they flatten the body into
a two-dimensional shadow. It takes a lifetime of work to learn to read X rays—years
of medical training, and years of practice thinking three-dimensionally about a flat
film. To understand an X ray you have to mentally rebuild the body into three di-
mensions; only then is it possible to begin to assess the patient’s condition. This
ability to see three dimensions where there are only two is one of the themes of this
book. It recurs in different guises when it comes to looking at engineering drawings
(Chapter 10) and diagrams of crystals (Chapter 30). Yet there is no single skill of vi-
sualization that covers every case, no way to learn how to see the extra dimension
for all possible subjects—and the reason is that a radiologist does not see the third
dimension itself, but rather the objects that are in it. The spleen, the stomach, the
liver, the transverse colon are the objects that a radiologist is trained to see, just as
an engineer can look at a flat picture and see gears, cams, levers, and bolts, or a min-
eralogist can look at a picture and see facets, orientations, planes, and angles. Even a
mathematician who specializes in the fourth dimension is trained mostly to see
four-dimensional cubes and toruses, not four-dimensional people. Visualization, in
other words, is not a subject, as some psychologists take it to be. It is a skill that de-
pends narrowly and precisely on what is there to be seen.

X rays are normally viewed as negatives, exactly as if you were to look at nega-
tives of family photographs. In this chapter I have reproduced the X rays in the nor-
mal way, but I have presented the key diagrams (Figs. 5.3, 5.4, 5.6, and 5.7) as
positive prints. Radiologists don’t use positive prints, and some say they would not
be able to read them as well. It is true that there is nothing like sitting in a dark
room, with X-ray films hung up on the viewer—the light comes only from the plate
itself, and there is no glare and no distraction. In those viewing conditions the grays
and blacks are very subtle, and the whites are brilliant. But there is no intrinsic rea-

*Figure 5.2*

*Chest film. 1987.*
son why positive prints wouldn’t work just as well. I leave it to readers to decide which of these two alternatives works best.

To read a normal “chest film,” as it is called, a radiologist first counts the ribs and visualizes them as they curve around the chest (Fig. 5.2). The ribs are clearest around the back of the body, where they attach to the vertebrae. In front, they are not bones but cartilages, which are more transparent in the X ray. They attach to the sternum, which is bony but is hard to see because it lines up with the spinal column. It is labeled A in Figure 5.3. So to begin, a radiologist will use the collarbones (clavicles) as a guide. (They are labeled B.) The clavicles attach to the top of the sternum, just above the place where the first rib attaches (C). Hence the first rib can be followed up and back to where it attaches to the spine. From then on, the ribs can be counted from the top down, beginning at the back at the spine and following them around to the front to the place where they disappear into cartilage. The first few times I did this, it took several minutes; but it becomes easier, and experienced radiologists count ribs automatically.

Just where the rib bones give way to cartilage, there are calcifications that extend a little way into the cartilages. On women, the calcifications tend to have a single point, and on men, they have two points or two bulges. This patient is a woman—as you can see from the breasts—and she has the characteristic pointy calcification. It is visible, just barely, at the ends of the ninth and tenth ribs. (One spot is marked with an arrow.) This particular sexual difference is one of the ways that male and female skeletons can be distinguished.

The shoulder blades (scapulae, D), arm bones (humeri, E), and clavicles all converge on the shoulders. This patient has raised one arm up higher than the other, which also raises the scapula on that side. The outlines of the scapulae are unusually clear on this film—you can see that one goes down to the space between the seventh and eighth ribs, and the other is higher than the seventh rib.

Note too that the ribs look as though they have silvery borders, especially at the sides; that is because bone is most dense around the outside and thinner on the inside. It’s like holding a straw up to the light: it will be darker on either side than in the middle.

X rays are like photographic negatives, so the darker areas are where the X rays penetrated to the plate. X rays go through air very easily, making the lungs look like a hollow space between the ribs. X rays don’t pass quite as easily through fat, as you can see by looking at the breasts. Toward the bottom of the plate, along the patient’s right side (our left side, since she is facing us), it is possible to distinguish a dense, thin layer of muscle over the ribs, covered by a thicker, more superficial layer of fat,
and you can follow the fat up into the armpit on that side. More X rays are stopped by organs such as the liver, spleen, kidneys, intestines, and stomach, so the lower part of the abdomen is milky and dense. Bone and muscle are best at stopping X rays; notice how the heart—the pear-shaped mass in the middle, sagging toward the patient’s left side—looks almost as dense as the ribs.

The heart looks like a water-filled balloon. Radiologists count up to nine contours, each corresponding to a separate part. In this case, the only ones that are visible are the left atrium, the left ventricle, and the right atrium (Fig. 5.4, F, G, H). The whitish curve above the heart is the descending aorta, the main artery that brings blood to the lower trunk and legs (I). It is possible to see other vessels as well: the pulmonary artery (J) and the smaller azygos vein (K) that runs behind the heart down the right side of the spine. Normally, the heart would be a little farther over to the patient’s left side, but this woman has turned slightly to her right. The turn is apparent in the spine itself: if you look up at the neck, you can see that the spinous processes of the vertebrae (circled on Figure 5.4) are off center. Spinous processes are what you see and feel on the back of someone’s neck, and so, because these are shifted to the patient’s left, she must have turned to her right.

Radiologists watch for enlarged hearts (a sign of heart disease) and hearts that are actually pushed to one side or the other (which may be a sign of lung disease or tumors). As a general rule, the width of the heart on the X ray should be less than half the maximum width of the rib cage measured from side to side inside the ribs. That is the “cardiothoracic ratio,” and it is used as a rule of thumb to assess the possibility of disease. This woman’s cardiothoracic ratio is less than one half.

The large, dark cavity that occupies most of the space on this film is the lungs, which are dark because they are filled with air. They meet along the azygosophageal recess—medicine is full of these mouthfuls of words—which is the thin white line in the very middle, below the cross. The windpipe (trachea) is also filled with air, so it is well delineated; I have outlined it at the top of Figure 5.4. Normal lungs look mostly black and empty, but a tenuous network of blood vessels branches outward from large vessels just above the heart. Occasionally a vessel will be oriented head-on to the film and will appear as a little dot. In this film there are several (marked with arrows on Figure 5.4). Patients with tuberculosis and other diseases show spots, more or less faint and weblike, in parts of the lung. Radiologists are very sharp-eyed for slight increases in lung density; any thin veil or dappled patch might be the sign of an incipient disease. This lung is healthy and full of air.

The abdomen is divided in two portions by two opaque bulges. They mark the position of the curves of the diaphragm, a tentlike muscle that isolates the lungs
Diagram of the bones in Figure 5.2.
Diagram of the soft tissues in Figure 5.2.
**Figure 5.5**

Diagram of the bones in Figure 5.5.
from the viscera below (L). Just below the diaphragm on the right side of the abdomen (the left side of the X ray) is the liver, the largest organ. In a normal chest film it shows up as a pure opaque mass. The stomach is on the other side (the right side of the X ray). Typically, there is a bubble inside it, composed of swallowed air (M). The inside of the stomach is corrugated with folds called rugae, which are visible all around the air bubble. Lower down, you can see the level of dissolved food and gastric juices, which shows how full the stomach is (N). Any translucent areas below the stomach are gases in the colon (O).

Often the colon has a kind of speckled appearance, which is the mixture of intestinal gas and semifluid feces; radiologists watch for “speckled fecal shadows” and gas bubbles as clues to the position of the parts of the colon. This patient has gas and some speckling.

On this patient, it’s also possible to see the lower tip of the spleen, an organ that lies behind and below the stomach. About the only other thing that is visible in the gut is the spine. The kidneys can sometimes be seen—they look more like fat, round pillows than stereotypical kidney shapes and

*Figure 5.7*

*Diagram of the soft tissues in Figure 5.5.*
they tilt up and in slightly. Occasionally, too, it is possible to see two pyramids of thick muscles tapering up from the pelvis toward the top of the kidneys; they are the strong psoas muscles that help keep us upright. But for the most part, chest films are exposed to give information about the lungs and heart.

Lateral X rays are the second most common kind of chest film (Fig. 5.5). People normally imagine that the spine is at the back, but a lateral view shows just how deeply the spine is embedded in the torso. No one tries to count ribs in a lateral view, because they are too confusing. This patient is turned a little from a perfect side view, because one set of ribs curves farther to the right of the spinal column than the other. The ribs farthest to the back may be the patient’s right side.

The shoulders are also in different positions. One humerus is clearly visible (Fig. 5.6, A), and there are faint indications of the scapula that attaches to it (especially the front margin, B, and part of the “spine” on top, C). The other shoulder is raised far up over the rib cage, and part of the scapula is visible at the upper right (D). It is typical of lateral films that it is nearly impossible to tell which shoulder is which: has she raised her right arm over her head, or her left?

This is a young woman with small breasts. One can be seen only very faintly on the original film (E), and the other is more pronounced because it overlaps. She has her chin down on her chest: her mandible is F, and the soft tissues of her chin are pressed around to her neck (G). The radioopaque shield she is wearing is to protect her ovaries.

Aside from the spine, the easiest thing to see on a lateral chest film is the outline of the lungs. Their front border is fairly clear, but since the patient has turned slightly, the backs of the right and left lungs are in different places. The lungs go all the way back to the ribs, well behind the spinal column. One lung—it may be the left—goes back to the line marked H on Figure 5.7, just in front of one set of ribs, and the other goes back to the line I. At the bottom, the lungs are bordered by the diaphragm. On the body’s right side, the diaphragm goes all the way to the front, as at J. On the left side, the diaphragm is lower in front to make room for the stomach (K). The outlines of the two diaphragms cross and recross one another, ending in back at two different levels. (Their ends are very subtle, and are lost in these reproductions. The right diaphragm appears to end a little lower and farther to the right, which suggests the ribs at I are her right ride, and those at H are her left.)

The heart is large—larger than you might expect—and shows three bulges for the left atrium (L), left ventricle (M), and right ventricle (N). You can just faintly see the trace of the aortic arch, the huge artery that leads from the heart down the trunk (O), and on the original film there is also a hint of the vena cava (P). Every-
thing else is very confused and hard to see. The two bronchi, feeding air to the lungs, are fairly clear because they are dark with air (Q, R). The little outline at the top left fills in some of the gaps in this picture. It shows the esophagus, leading to the stomach (shaded); but to really see the esophagus, the patient has to swallow a solution of barium. The barium coats the esophagus as it is swallowed, making a lovely snaking shape.

These X rays and the xeroradiogram are all of healthy people. Normal X rays are not often published, however; books on radiography are filled with bizarre and unpleasant X rays of diseases and deformed bodies. Some X rays are funny—films of people who have swallowed things by accident—but most are horrifying. It was touching and sad to see a series of films made of a young woman who is dying of tuberculosis: each plate shows the lungs a little brighter and more clotted with scar tissue than the plate before, until finally she cannot breathe. The series ended with a photograph of the lung itself, taken at the postmortem. There are also pictures of people with serious fractures, people born without collarbones, people who have had arms and legs amputated. All this is silently recorded, and in the same exquisitely beautiful tones of gray and white. The images have a kind of unfeeling beauty, no matter what they record: it makes me wonder what happened to the pain.
Some things I describe in this book tend to be hidden away in the corners of big museums. When I go to museums, I mainly spend my time ferreting around, peering into dusty display cases, walking off to the ends of long corridors. Museums are right to put the major artworks front and center, but they are wrong to hide the other thing—the many objects from the many cultures that never made oil paintings or marble sculptures.

One such kind of fascinating, overlooked object is the little clay bars made in ancient Crete around 1250 B.C. They are inscribed in a kind of writing called Linear B (there are also Linear A, C, and D). Linear B is one of the success stories of modern linguistics. It used to be that no one could read what was written on the clay bars; then in 1952, after several generations of unsuccessful attempts, a linguist named Michael Ventris deciphered the script. It turns out that Linear B is a record of the Mycenaean language, which is now extinct. (“Linear B” is the name of the writing, as “Roman script” is a name for our writing.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>ト</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>i</th>
<th>午</th>
<th>o</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>u</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>da</td>
<td>た</td>
<td>de</td>
<td>で</td>
<td>di</td>
<td>ど</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>ど</td>
<td>du</td>
<td>ど</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ja</td>
<td>甲</td>
<td>je</td>
<td>ケ</td>
<td>jo</td>
<td>ジ</td>
<td>ju</td>
<td>甲</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ka</td>
<td>甲</td>
<td>ke</td>
<td>ケ</td>
<td>ki</td>
<td>キ</td>
<td>ko</td>
<td>ク</td>
<td>ku</td>
<td>く</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ma</td>
<td>ま</td>
<td>me</td>
<td>メ</td>
<td>mi</td>
<td>ミ</td>
<td>mo</td>
<td>モ</td>
<td>mu</td>
<td>ム</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>na</td>
<td>な</td>
<td>ne</td>
<td>ネ</td>
<td>ni</td>
<td>ニ</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>ノ</td>
<td>nu</td>
<td>ヌ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pa</td>
<td>ぱ</td>
<td>pe</td>
<td>ペ</td>
<td>pi</td>
<td>ピ</td>
<td>po</td>
<td>ポ</td>
<td>pu</td>
<td>プ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qa</td>
<td>か</td>
<td>qe</td>
<td>ケ</td>
<td>qi</td>
<td>キ</td>
<td>qo</td>
<td>ク</td>
<td>qo</td>
<td>ク</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ra</td>
<td>ら</td>
<td>re</td>
<td>レ</td>
<td>ri</td>
<td>リ</td>
<td>ro</td>
<td>ロ</td>
<td>ru</td>
<td>ル</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa</td>
<td>さ</td>
<td>se</td>
<td>セ</td>
<td>si</td>
<td>シ</td>
<td>so</td>
<td>ソ</td>
<td>su</td>
<td>サ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ta</td>
<td>た</td>
<td>te</td>
<td>テ</td>
<td>で</td>
<td>デ</td>
<td>to</td>
<td>ツ</td>
<td>tu</td>
<td>タ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wa</td>
<td>わ</td>
<td>we</td>
<td>ウ</td>
<td>wi</td>
<td>ウ</td>
<td>wo</td>
<td>ウ</td>
<td>wo</td>
<td>ウ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>za</td>
<td>ズ</td>
<td>ze</td>
<td>ゼ</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ゾ</td>
<td>ず</td>
<td>ズ</td>
<td>zo</td>
<td>ゾ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6.2


Figure 6.3

Transliteration of Pylos tablet Ab 573.
Like many ancient writing systems, Linear B has no alphabet. It does have a list of signs that every literate person would have had to learn, just as children in the West learn the alphabet. In Linear B, some signs are pictures, so they would have been easy to memorize. There are signs for “wheat,” “figs,” “woman,” “boy,” and many others; such signs are called “pictographic” or “ideographic.” In addition Linear B has a “syllabary”—a set of signs that each stand for a syllable, instead of a single consonant or vowel as in the alphabet. There is a single sign for ka, another for ke, for ki, ko, and ku. For that reason there have to be more signs than in an alphabet: about 60, as opposed to the 20-odd signs that make up typical alphabets. The basic syllabary is given in Figure 6.1.

If you see something written in a strange, ancient script, you can tell whether it is an alphabet, a syllabary, or an ideographic script by counting the signs. If there are only about 25, then the script has an alphabet, like English. If there are around 100, it may be a syllabary, like Linear B. If you lose count entirely, it must be an ideographic script, like Chinese.

The tablet in Figure 6.2 was found at the palace of Pylos in Crete. It starts, at the left, with a set of syllable signs. (You might want to see how much of it you can read, or guess, using the list of syllables, before you go on.) The first syllable sign, which is two upright lines capped with a curve, is pronounced pu. The second is a simple cross, pronounced ro. Together the six syllable signs would have been pronounced
pu-ro mi-ra-ti-ja. They spell two words: puro is the ancient name for Pylos, the place where this tablet was written; and miratija means Miletus, an ancient seaport in present-day Turkey.

The brief text spelled in syllable signs is followed by an ideogram for “woman,” which looks like a woman with a high-waisted dress. It is conventionally transcribed as “woman,” in capital letters, as a reminder that it is an ideogram; that is, it doesn’t tell how the word woman was pronounced in ancient Mycenaean. After her comes a little horizontal mark and six vertical marks. That is how the number 16 is written in Linear B. Immediately following are two smaller syllable signs, spelling ko-oua, meaning “boys.” They are followed by the number three, and—after the crack in the table—two syllable signs, ko-ouo, meaning “girls,” and the number seven. Notice that oua and ouo, the markers of gender, are also little pictures—oua is irresistibly a boy, with legs and penis; and ouo is the classic pubic triangle, found in many ancient Middle Eastern scripts, and possibly two breasts above it.

At that point the tablet splits into two rows. The top one has the ideograph for “wheat,” and then the number 5. The next sign is simply called “T”; no one knows what it means. It is followed by the number 1. Underneath is the sign ni, which also means “figs,” and the numbers 5 and 1. And finally, at the far upper right, two more syllable signs, da and ta. No one knows what they mean, either.

This tablet is one of a long series that are very similar. Each one starts with “Pylos,” and then there is either the name of a place, like Miletus, or the name of an occupation, such as “bath attendants,” “corn grinders,” “spinners,” and “carders.” Clearly, these tablets were a census of palace slaves. Judging from the tablets that have survived, the palace at Pylos had around a thousand slaves. Some slaves are named by their occupations, and others, like these, by their native land. It has been suggested that these are new slaves, freshly brought from Miletus, and not yet assigned to a definite occupation. Almost all the slaves are women and children, which also suggests that the men were killed or shipped off somewhere else for harder work. (The palace at Pylos specialized in the manufacture of fabrics.) The purpose of the listings of wheat, figs, and “T” is not entirely clear, but they may indicate monthly rations. The enigmatic data at the very end might be something like an official seal or sign, like “approved.”

Because the tablet doesn’t have full sentences, there is some latitude in the ways it can be read. I might read it literally, like this:

Pylos / Miletian slaves / women 16 / boys 3 / girls 7 / wheat 5 / T 1 / figs 6 / Approved
Or I might rearrange it so it suits the English language, and read:

Records of the Palace of Pylos. Miletian slaves: 16 women, 3 boys, and 7 girls.  
Their rations: 5 units of wheat, 1 unit of T, 5 units of figs. Approved.

For some scholars, “slaves” seems too strong a word, but clearly they were virtually
slaves; paid in food and assigned to different kinds of work. Because the tablet says
so little, it is hard to say what might be implied. Instead of “women 16” the writer
might have meant “The king owns 16 women slaves,” or “The raid to Miletus
yielded 16 women.”

These slips and slides make it tricky to give an idiomatic translation. To me the
most interesting part is the way the tablet mixes pictures and words. Consider how
minimal the ideograms are. “Boys” is just a few little scratches, followed by three
more scratches. The “boys” are almost the same as the numbers showing how many
boys there are. The little tally marks are very close to being a picture of a row of little
boys. And the marks are so matter-of-fact—so demeaning, as we would say. How
can people who are designated by such minimal marks not be slaves? The marks are
like skinny bodies—they occupy space, they stand in rows, and they suggest the
orderliness proper to possessions. There are limits to this kind of interpretation, of
course. I would not want to say that the number “10,” just right of the ideogram for
“woman,” represents a woman lying down. But the tablet is very like a picture, and
that influences the way I read it. Despite the fact that this is a list, and that it is
writing, I see the women and children lined up in front of me.

A large number of ancient artifacts written in such forgotten languages as Myce-
nean, Sumerian, Babylonian, Akkadian, Hurrian, and Luwian can be enjoyed in
this way. Looking at them you can ponder what it meant to own slaves, or to be a
slave. You can get just a little insight into the way things worked in Crete in such an
unimaginably distant time.

There are artifacts in Linear B in the National Museum in Athens, and in Crete.
Your local museum probably will not have anything written in Linear B, so you will
have to find these objects in books. But there is no reason why museums can’t ac-
quire such things. Ask them! For the price of a single painting, a museum could get
a wonderful collection of these “minor” artifacts from “minor” cultures.
There is a long tradition in the West of looking at Chinese characters as if they were pictures. To be sure, many characters do have pictures in them. “Rain” is a lovely example: 雨. It is made of four droplets 水 which fall から云 from a cloud 天 that hangs from heaven 天.

Other Chinese characters aren’t exactly pictures, but they make pictorial sense. The character for “king”:

王

is very like the character for “jade”:

玉

The character for “mouth”:

口

resembles the character for “field”:

田

Those four words all resonate in the character for “nation”: 国
It’s as if “nation” were a king (who is himself like precious jade), standing inside his domain (the field), or ruling by the power of his words (the mouth). The Chinese word for “China” is “middle kingdom,” formed by adding the character for “middle” to the one for “nation”:

中国

Like many simpler Chinese characters, “middle” is self-explanatory: a line marking the middle of the mouth—or by extension, a territory or even a field.

Because there are several Western-language books that exposit Chinese in this fashion, it is important to keep in mind that native speakers of Chinese don’t learn their own characters this way. The Western way of thinking tends to split Chinese characters into two groups: those that look like pictures, and those that don’t. In China there is a traditional way of dealing with this question that is very different—and very surprising to Western ways of thinking.

The Chinese six categories or “writings” (liu shu) that describe the variably pictorial nature of characters are:

1. Xiang xing, “representing the form.” For example, the character “mountain”:

山

This is pretty much the Western idea of “pictographs”—signs that work by resembling what they symbolize. But the sense of naturalism is different from the Western sense. We might not say that those mountains are very realistic, or that “sun”:

日

resembles the sun, or even that “tree”:

木

resembles a tree. (It might look better upside down, so the branches spread upward.) Yet these are all traditional Chinese examples of characters that “represent the form.” Apparently Confucius thought the character for “dog,” quan, looked very much like a dog:

犬
A modern scholar says “this induces us to believe that the dogs, in the times of the philosopher, were strange animals.” Another character for “dog”: 狗 looks nearer the mark.

2. Zhi shi, “indicating the matter.” The character for “field” or “square”: 田 was originally a swastika shape, but it is taken to represent a rice field with narrow paths running through it. In a similar fashion “above”: 上 and “below”: 下 point up and down, and the numbers one, two, and three: 一二三 are collections of horizontal strokes. This is not the same as the first category; these characters are understood more or less as westerners might think of diagrams. In the Chinese way of thinking, “field” does not resemble a field, at least not the way that “mountain”: 山 resembles a mountain.

3. Hui yi, “conjoining the sense.” For example, “horse” drawn three times means “gallop.” “Tree”: 木 doubled makes “forest”: 林

And, notoriously, “woman” drawn twice signifies “quarrel.”

4. Zhuan zhu, “redirected characters.” For instance, “prince” switched left to right signifies “clerk.”

5. Jia jie, “borrowed characters.” For example “scorpion,” wan, is borrowed from “10,000,” wan.
6. *Xing sheng*, “harmonized sound,” is made from a semantic determinative and a phonetic sign; for example the sound *ko* from the word for “fruit,” added to the character *shui*, “water,” denotes *ko*, “river.”

This is the Chinese system. A westerner would not be likely to name the relations between pictures and writing in this way. The first four categories are pictorial in a general sense. The linguist Florian Coulmas calls the first category “pictographic,” the second “simple ideographic,” and the third “compound ideographic.” William Boltz says the second category is “ostensibly graphic representations of the thing in question,” but the first is “graphically suggestive in some impressionistic sense of the meaning of the word”—a characterization only slightly less opaque than the one the Chinese texts offer.

I think it is difficult for a Western eye, used to Western naturalism, to say that the character for “field” is more or less naturalistic than the characters for “tree” or “sun.” Even the third category includes weakly representational examples such as “honest,” which is comprised of “man” and “word.” The fourth introduces an entirely unfamiliar notion, and the final two categories are different once again since they have to do with sounds. Boltz says the fourth and fifth categories are “classes of usage, not of character structure,” and neither is “a description of graphic structure.” Yet the fourth does pertain to graphic structure, and neither is purely a matter of usage aside from “graphic” functions. The first category is clearly pictorial; isn’t it a different kind of category from the other categories?

So one way to look at Chinese is to notice pictorial elements and ponder the differences between Chinese and Western ways of thinking about pictures. Another is to look at calligraphy. In Chinese, as in Japanese, there really is no way of writing that is not calligraphy. In the West, calligraphy is just a pastime, a way to make writing pretty. In Chinese and Japanese, writing is calligraphic, and the only time writing is mechanical is when it mimics Western typography or computer-generated script. Here are the numbers one through ten in a flowing script, an intermediate one, and a mechanical, Western-style script:

一二三四五六七八九十
一二三四五六七八九十
一二三四五六七八九十
There are many styles of calligraphy in the Chinese and Japanese traditions, ranging from strict rectilinear modes, like the one just above, to extremely fluid and nearly illegible styles. Japanese “grass script” is one of the most amazing. Its characters are so distorted that even Japanese readers need special courses to read them. Figure 7.1 is from a grass script manual for Japanese students. I have added some Roman letters at the top to help identify the characters. The large character on the top, below the letter D, is one of the Japanese characters called hiragana; it is pronounced “shi.” Under letters A, C, and G, in small vertical brackets, are three possible characters that sound the same in Japanese. Any of them might be used in classical Japanese literature to stand for the sound “shi.” (They are Chinese characters called kanji, which the Japanese borrowed from Chinese writing.)

The calligraphic character under the letter B is a version of the kanji character under the letter A. Can you see the similarity? (I can't.) The calligraphic characters in the two columns under the letters E and F are versions of the single bracketed kanji character under letter C. Here the similarity makes some sense, at least with the first few examples under the letter E. Each calligraphic character is from a different classical Japanese text, and the ones just under E are the earliest. They have the strongest resemblance to the character under C, but as time went on—the later examples are further down, and in the column marked F—the zigzag disappeared almost entirely.

How much practice would it take to look at a characters in column F and recognize it stands for the character in brackets under letter C? It’s easy to see how entire lifetimes could be devoted to mastering the grass script. If you study the next kanji character, the one bracketed under G, you’ll see it has a top portion that looks like a double-barred cross, and a lower portion consisting of four marks arranged horizontally. The grass script characters preserve that two-part structure (under columns H and I). But even the earliest examples blur the bottom half of the original character into a rough zigzag, and the later examples (under column I) smooth the bottom half into a single straight line. The four little marks in the lower portion of the character under G are a Chinese character that means “heart,” so in a sense it’s “heart” that is being smeared and finally flattened.)
The difficulties do not end there, because Japanese calligraphers loved to string characters together, massing several into a single group. Figure 7.2 is a page from later in the same book, showing how to turn groups of kanji characters (in vertical brackets) into grass script. The first set of two kanji characters in the brackets at the upper right yield the three calligraphic shapes in the first column. If you look closely, you can just barely discern the remnants of the two horizontal lines that comprise the upper kanji character. But what an astonishing art form! Look at the very last kanji combination, at the lower left: five different characters (in the brackets) are slurred into a single looping line. No writing system is as extravagant, as willfully distorted, as nearly illegible as Japanese grass script. But it is also something anyone can appreciate, to a degree. Only a few Japanese can read it; most of them look at it more or less as I just have: admiring its balance, its flow, and its breathtaking condensation of long, tedious characters into apparently effortless running curves.

Grass script versions of combined hiragana characters.
Hieroglyphic Egyptian looks simple—after all, it is made entirely of pictures. But it is a complicated and difficult way of writing. Some of the “pictures” are symbols that work like our alphabet does, with a slight difference: in the alphabet, each sign stands for a consonant or a vowel; in the Egyptian “pseudoalphabet,” each sign stands for a consonant and also an indeterminate vowel. The pseudoalphabet is short, and easy to memorize (Fig. 8.1). There are three birds (the Egyptian vulture, the owl, and the quail chick), two snakes (the horned viper and the ordinary snake), and three body parts (the forearm, the mouth just above it, and the foot). Most of the other signs are household objects (a wooden or wicker stool, a basket, a jar, and so on).

Unfortunately the pseudoalphabet is only one class of signs in written Egyptian. Other signs stand for combinations of two and even three consonants. (They are known as biliteral and triliteral syllabic signs.) Still other signs represent ideas like “bravery” or “eating,” or things like “Pharaoh” or “lion.” (Technically, those are...
Egyptian vulture (glottal stop)
owl
hill slope
basket
stand for a jar
hard
placenta (?)
tethering rope
two reed flowers
loof
animal's belly
wick made of twisted flax
mouth
flowering reed
forearm (guttural sound)
quail chick
foot
stool
pool
horned viper
folded cloth
hand
snake

water
mouth
reed shelter in fields

placenta (?)

wick made of twisted flax

mouth
reed shelter in fields
ideographs and pictographs.) So even before you begin to learn the Egyptian language, you have to learn several different kinds of symbols.

Some signs are *acrophones*: that is, they are used only for their first consonant, as if I were to draw a lion in order to represent the sound of the letter “l.” Others are determinatives, special signs that help resolve potential confusions—as if I were to draw a lion in order to be sure you knew what I meant by writing “l,” “i,” “o,” and “n.” Some determinatives identify the gender of the person or the thing that’s being written about; others identify parts of speech (as if to say, “this is a verb”); and others tell the reader when a sign is to be read for its sound and when it really is a picture of what it represents.

Here is an example, the hieroglyphic Egyptian for the verb “to pray.”

![Hieroglyphic Egyptian for the verb "to pray".]

*Figure 8.2*

*The Egyptian verb "to pray."*

The bird is conventionally called a “guinea fowl.” (It isn’t in the pseudoalphabet in Figure 8.1.) If I were an ancient Egyptian scribe, and I were writing a text about birds, I could use the guinea fowl sign to mean “guinea fowl.” But the same picture can also function as a syllabic sign, in which case it does not mean “bird” at all: it is simply a symbol that is pronounced *neh*, with the rough *h* as in the Scottish word “loch.” (In Egyptian, as in ancient Hebrew, vowels are not written. Because the original language is lost, no one knows exactly what the vowels were. For convenience, Egyptologists put the vowel *ē* in between most consonants; even though the “guinea fowl” sign is technically just *nh*, it is pronounced *neh*.)

Egyptian readers would have to be alerted that the guinea fowl sign does not mean “guinea fowl,” but rather *nh*, and to do that the scribe could add two signs from the pseudoalphabet denoting the sounds *n* and *h*. Those two signs are determinatives or “phonetic complements” of the guinea fowl sign. They repeat the *n*
and the \( h \), but they also make it clear that the guinea fowl is to be understood as a sound and not a bird. Modern Egyptologists write the three signs this way:

\[ \text{nnh}^b \]

as a reminder that the "extra" \( n \) and \( h \) are there to underscore the sense of the primary sign.

To complete the verb "to pray," the scribe would add another determinative, this time a man pointing to his mouth. It indicates that the other signs are a word for a part of speech—in particular, a kind of verb. It contributes the ending (\( i \)) and violà!—the four signs spell "to pray."

This may seem very repetitive and time-consuming, but people who are fluent in reading hieroglyphic Egyptian say it lends the script a wonderful clarity. Almost all signs in Egyptian come from pictures, but that fact is not always relevant. The \( n \) sound from the pseudoalphabet is also a picture of water, and the \( h \) sound is a picture of a twisted piece of flax that was used as a wick in oil lamps. But a reader need not think of birds, water, or lamps when reading this text.

Here is another example: the Egyptian way of writing the word "man," which was pronounced \( s \):

\[ \text{f i g u r e 8.3} \]

The Egyptian word "man."

The so-called stroke-determinative is a short vertical line (\( | \)); here it indicates that the ideogram "man" is being used to denote the actual object it depicts, rather than the traditionally associated idea. In other words, it literalizes the picture of the man, warning readers against taking it as a symbol of something else or as a sound. In early Egyptian writing, the scribes might also add a sign from the pseudoalphabet just for good measure. The "bolt s" is a such a sign. It is a picture of a door bolt,
but it denotes the sound $s$. In this example, “man” is spelled two ways: the stroke-
determinative says, in effect, “this is a picture of a man”; and the “bolt $s$” reminds readers
of the sound of the word “man” in the Egyptian language. It’s repetitive, but it’s clear.

It is not difficult to learn the Egyptian pseudoalphabet and a few dozen other
common signs, and with that knowledge you can puzzle out many elements of hiero-
glyphic inscriptions. (You won’t know what it means, because the next step would be
to translate the language, but you’ll see how the sentences are structured.)

All the repetition, and all the detail, made for slow writing. It’s not surprising,
then, that written Egyptian also has shortcuts and abbreviations. In later Egyptian,
there is even a curved backward-slanting stroke (\) that means “the hieroglyph that
would go in this place is too tedious to draw.” As the centuries went by, the scribes
learned to write faster and faster, and eventually the hieroglyphics melted into a kind
of script. At the other end of the scale, there are inscriptions that are so elaborate
they seem like little landscapes scattered with implements, birds, snakes, and people.
In such cases the signs begin to look irresistibly like pictures. Figure 8.4 is a sample.
The sign for “foreign country” (number 1) is usually written as three simple bumps
on a register line. This one is delicately drawn with shrubs at the lower levels and
steep slopes above. The hills sit on a grayish-blue base, which may represent the Nile.
The sign for “horizon” (number 5) is normally a round circle between two bumps.
Here it is a huge red sun, just at sunset, looming on the western horizon. As in “for-

giend country,” the desert is pink with reddish rocks. It is irresistible to think of an
Egyptian looking across the Nile and watching the sun set out over the western desert.
Number 6 is the pseudoalphabetic sign $\gamma$, a picture of a flowering reed—as in Figure 8.1.

Egyptian painting and Egyptian writing are full of natural details: a sycamore tree
(number 2), a pond with lotus flowers and buds (3), a lotus stalk and leaf (4), papyrus
plants (11), a pile of corn (8), a deep pool (9), a red branch (12), and even a starry sky
(13), a lotus flower (14), and a thin crescent moon with a single bright star (16).

These pictorial qualities do not add to the literal sense of the sentences they
spell, but they always bear on the mood, the connotation, and the sense of the par-
ticular time and place when the inscription was made. You can look at hieroglyphs
and ponder these stylistic questions. Does the sign for “horizon” (number 5) record
a local pattern of vegetation, or a local style? Is “foreign country” (number 1) some-
one’s particular idea of a foreign land? I have intentionally put together the glyphs in
Figure 8.1 from several sources and drawn them at several different scales to bring out
the peculiarities of each sign. The owl sign looks curious, as owls often do; the viper
sign (lower left) is bizarre, with the horns exaggerated into floppy rabbit ears. No
matter how businesslike they get, hieroglyphs are always pictures as well as writing.
Egyptian writing seems very pictorial, but Egyptologists pay little attention to its visual qualities. Alan Gardiner’s *Egyptian Grammar*, the standard introductory textbook, devotes exactly one sentence to pictorial organization. In the first subsection of Lesson 1, he admonishes the beginning student to “note the effort that is made to arrange the hieroglyphs symmetrically and without leaving unsightly gaps.” But for other writers, “the hieroglyphic system . . . virtually *is* painting.” I prefer the second view and I am often entranced by the pictures “hidden” in hieroglyphic writing—it makes a trip to the Egyptian section of the museum that much more interesting.
Another kind of lovely object that gets hidden away in the corners of museums is Egyptian scarabs (Fig. 9.1). They are small, bug-sized objects shaped like Egyptian dung beetles, which is probably why museums keep them out of sight. But they are often beautifully carved—smooth and detailed on top, and flat on the bottom for inscriptions. Some were used as seals, to make wax impressions on official correspondence; others had magical formulas engraved on them, and a large number were just decorative. If you were an Egyptian living back when these were made—from 2700 B.C. to the first century B.C.—you might well have owned one or more scarabs as good-luck charms and as an identification. (The inscribed lower surface could be pressed into wax, somewhat in the way credit cards are still sometimes pulled through little rollers to take the impression of the raised numbers.)

Because some scarabs had a magical purpose, scholars have wondered about the meaning of the decorative patterns carved on their lower surfaces. Could they have meant something? There is an ingenious theory, spurned by most Egyptologists,
that these “decorations” are really secret sentences about the god Amun, whose name means “the hidden one.” The idea is that a hidden message to a hidden god would be more effective than a simple prayer written in ordinary hieroglyphs. Some scarabs were commonly engraved with a prayer called the “trigram of Amun,” which reads “I mn–R nb. I” or “Amun-Re is my lord.” Could scarabs like the one in Figures 9.2 and 9.3 be even more powerful versions of that prayer, in which the hieroglyphs are mysteriously changed into “meaningless” swirling lines?

On the bottom of the scarab in Figure 9.3 are two pincushion squares made of spiral lines linked together. In all, there are five S-shaped spirals and six U-shaped spirals. (I have numbered the U-shaped spirals.) At the left and right are papyrus plants (P), each one bent and tied into a U-shape with two faint lines representing cords (C). To find the hidden meaning in this scarab, the curving lines need to be read three times: once as spirals, again as borders, and then a third time as cords. In the Egyptian language, the first sound of the word for “border” is a, the first sound of the word for “spiral” is m, and the first sound of the word for “cord” is n. Put them together, and you have “Amn.” (More exactly: “border” is ḫnh, yielding an ḫ: “spiral” is mnn, yielding “m”; and “cord” is nhw, yielding “n”. Together they spell ḫmn.) The lack of the “u” and the slightly different vowels don’t matter, since Egyptians wrote only consonants, not vowels. And it’s not entirely unlikely that “Amun” would be spelled this way; it’s permissible in Egyptian to spell words using the initial sounds of other words.

Spiral, border, and cord make the god’s name. The rest of the prayer “Amun-Re is my lord” comes from the papyrus plants, which have the phonetic value $\underset{\text{i}}{\Xi}$, and from the way that the small cords, together with the bent papyri, seem to make little baskets; in Egyptian, “basket” is “nb,” completing the sentence “Amun-Re is my lord.”

If there is a sentence hidden in the papyrus reeds, it is repeated at least twice. There are two baskets and two papyrus plants, enough for two sentences. That would make the prayer that much more effective; and on top of it, the name Amun is repeated at least five times, and perhaps—counting all the spirals—eleven times. If the cryptomorphic theory is right, the design would work like a rosary, cyling and

*figure 9.2*

An Egyptian scarab, side and top view.
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recycling the name of Amun as the viewer’s eye follows the deceptively complicated pattern of the spirals, always returning to the papyri and baskets.

It is an attractive theory, but it is very likely that the people who promote it go too far. A consensus of Egyptologists has long since turned against them. William Ward speaks for most scholars in the field when he says that “practically any scarab . . . can be made to render the name of Amon.” Still, many scarabs mix clearly hieroglyphic symbols with apparently decorative elements; and after all, the God Amun was “the hidden one.” Next time you are in a museum that has Egyptian art, have a look at some scarabs and judge for yourself.

*figure 9.3*

An Egyptian scarab, bottom view.
You don’t need special training to read an engineering drawing. There are only three obstacles, and two of them are easy to surmount. First, engineering drawings look complex because everything is transparent, so you see through to the farthest parts of the machine. Second, everything is flattened, and so you need to mentally reconstruct the third dimension. And third—the difficult point—you have to be able to turn on the machines in your imagination and picture how they move. (Strangely enough, these are exactly the skills necessary to read an X ray, as I have described in Chapter 5. You could substitute “body” for “machine” in the sentences above and have a perfect description of reading an X ray. In this sense, at least, the body really is like a machine: or rather, we often treat the body as if it were a machine.)

Figures 10.1, 10.2, and 10.3 are drawings for a machine that winds thread onto the bobbin of a sewing machine. It’s typical of the machine age that very few people have the faintest idea how such a simple thing is accomplished. I don’t understand washing machines, refrigerators, cars, dishwashers, sewing machines, or any of the other mechanical devices that I use. But I know I could understand them, because I can read engineering drawings. (Electric and electronic circuits are another matter. I still can’t understand anything but the simplest electrical schematics.)

The bobbin on a sewing machine is a metal cone, and the thread has to be wound around it in a specific way: it has to have a uniform thickness at its base, and then taper toward the apex of the bobbin. That is shown in Figure 10.1, which
Bobbin wound with string.
is a section through a bobbin. A bobbin could be spun very simply, the way that thread is wound into a cylindrical spool in the factory: the bobbin spins, and the thread is guided from the top to the bottom and back again. That winds the thread exactly as a fishing reel does, but it would not work for the bobbin because the thread would be equally thick across the length of the bobbin. It takes a more complicated machine to achieve the taper on the upper half of the bobbin.

The next drawing shows the mechanism. It consists of a guide for the thread (letter A), which slides back and forth on a stationary support (C). The guide is moved by an L-shaped “bellcrank lever” (M–M). Notice that the bellcrank lever has three pivots, one at each end and a third in the middle, at the elbow. The parts that move it are the “cross-head” (G) and a bar (O). Their motions are what determine how the lever slides back and forth on the stationary support (C).

The cross-head moves back and forth on two tracks (E, F). It is driven by a cam (K) on a shaft (L). (If you don’t know what a cam is, don’t try looking it up. It is easier to study the diagram until it becomes clear.) These last two elements, (K) and (L),
have to be imagined in three dimensions, behind the tracks (E) and (F)—picture a metal cylinder lying on the table; imagine that a hole is drilled down its longitudinal axis, so that it becomes a tube. Picture a metal shaft or axle that runs the length of the cylinder; that is the shaft (L). If the cylinder is cut at an angle (leaving the shaft intact), and then the parts are pulled apart slightly, there will be a channel formed that runs around the shaft. If the cylinder is then cut away from both ends, leaving only a little material on either side of the channel, the result will be the flanged channel that appears at (K). Imagine the cylinder and the shaft glued together into one piece, so that the shaft (L) and the channel (K) turn together. The pivot (H) in the cross-head (G) sits in that channel, and so as the shaft (L) turns, the pivot and cross-head move right and left.

The way to learn engineering drawing is just to stare and stare until the thing finally pops out into three dimensions. (These drawings are a little like Magic Eye pictures—you have to just relax and keep looking.) Here the shaft and channel (L and K) are behind everything else. The pivot (H) sits in the channel in front of both the shaft and the channel: the pivot is closer to us than they are. The cross-head (G) is even closer, and the L-shaped bellcrank lever (M) is the closest of all. When engineering students are taught to read these diagrams, they are tested by being asked to sketch the machines in three dimensions, as they would look from some other viewpoint. A good engineer could draw this machine from above, from below, from the right and left, and in various perspectives. It all depends on how well you can hold it in your mind.

By themselves, these parts (that is, L, K, G, E, M, A, and C, all the ones I have mentioned so far) would be enough to cover the bobbin with a uniform thickness of yarn. The crank (L) would turn, and the pivot (H) would move along the cam (K), pushing the bellcrank lever (M) back and forth, as in a fishing reel. To achieve the taper on the right half of the bobbin, the bellcrank lever (M) is also attached to a bar (O). The attachment (m) is a “roll,” a little knob that moves in a channel cut in the bar (O). The bar, in turn, is attached to a fixed pivot at (n), and its other end is attached to a pin (P). There’s a second cam (Q), a disk with a cardioid (heart-shaped) channel cut into it. The pin (P) can move only in the cardioid channel. The cam itself (Q) turns on an axle (r), which points away from us. The axle and the cam are turned by a worm gear (S). Worm gears are well named: they look like worms, and they are good for turning things very slowly. As the teeth of (S) engage the gear (r), the whole cam (Q) turns, but slower than the rest of the machine.

So the question is: When the machine is turned on, what is the effect of the bar (O)? How does the cam (Q) move the bar? To see what happens, you have to pic-
ture the assembly in motion. This drawing is like a flash photograph, arresting the machine in mid-movement. As the cam turns—it doesn’t matter if it turns clockwise or anticlockwise—at first the bar (O) will not move. The pin (P) will continue to move in the channel, and as long as the channel stays even with the rim of the cam, the bar (O) won’t move. The top of the bellcrank lever (M) will be free to move through a wide arc.

When the cam (Q) turns far enough, the pin (P) will start moving in toward the axis of the cam, pulling one end of the bar (O) with it. That means that the bar (O) will be closer and closer to horizontal. Imagine what happens when the bar is perfectly horizontal—the bellcrank lever (M) forms a perfect backwards L; it slides left and right, with the roll (m) just moving left and right along the bar (O). The bobbin end of the bellcrank level (A) will move through a much smaller distance.

As the cam (Q) continues to turn, the pin (P) will move even farther down, and the end (A) of the bellcrank lever will be able to move even less. At that point, the bobbin is completely wound.
You’ll know that you understand this drawing when you can picture how the bellcrank lever (M) moves under the influence of the two different parts of the machine. This kind of visualization can be very trying, and drawings like this are sometimes augmented by more abstract diagrams that show the skeletal outline of the motions. Figure 10.3 is such a diagram. It shows the same elements, but in skeletal form. The line (nP) is the bar (O), and it is shown in the three positions I have just described: up, horizontal, and slanted down. The L-shaped bellcrank lever is shown as a right angle. The cross-head (G) always moves the bellcrank lever left and right from the letter (H) over to the vertical line. When the machine is in the position shown in the main drawing, the pin (P) will be fixed in its uppermost position. At that time, the bellcrank lever will look like the right angle (AHP). As it slides to the left, the pivot (P) has to stay on the solid line, so the top part of it (A) moves through a distance equal to $S_1$. Later—in the second stage—the bar (O) is horizontal, and the bellcrank lever moves from the position shown by the interrupted line (that is, the line that is dotted and dashed), over to the left through the smaller distance $S$. And finally, when the bar (O) falls beneath the horizontal (note the dotted lines), the bellcrank lever moves from the position given by the dotted lines over to the left through a distance $S_2$. The thread guide (A) moves over less and less of the bobbin, producing the taper. The exact taper depends on the shape of the cardioid channel.

Some people find this kind of description utterly tedious, and for others it is a kind of fascinating treat, a puzzle that needs to be solved. People get very good at visualizing machines, and the book I’ve taken this from, called *Ingenious Mechanisms for Designers and Inventors*, has hundreds of such designs. It is meant to be read through by a reader who can take in the essential points without too much trouble. Outside of engineering, few people know the intricacy of these diagrams and drawings or how much ingenious thought can be compressed into a single picture. If you have struggled through even half this description, you have a taste for what keeps engineers and mechanics so busy.
Rebus is a puzzle made of pictures that looks like a sentence. Rebuses appear in Sunday newspapers and TV game shows, and in children’s books. In past centuries, though, a rebus was a very serious thing. They used to be made in imitation of Egyptian hieroglyphs—and because no one could read hieroglyphs, they were thought to be very profound and mysterious. Some people thought that the deepest ideas could be expressed only by pictures, because pictures had a direct line to the truth. (Letters, by contrast, were artificial creations.) No one quite realized that the Egyptian language lay beneath the Egyptian hieroglyphs; they thought of hieroglyphs as pictures that could be read in any language.

Rebuses and other mysterious symbolic pictures were all the rage in the Renaissance. Artists, scholars, and philosophers invented strange-looking pictures that had obscure meanings, thinking in a kind of unfocused way that the Egyptians must have done the same. By far the most elaborate rebuses are in a book called the Hypnerotomachia poliphili, which can be translated, somewhat inelegantly, as Poliphilus’s Dream of the War of Love. Everything about the book is beautiful and

A page from Francesco Colonna, Hypnerotomachia poliphili. 1499.
reico basamento in circuito inscalpo dignissimam et tali hieraglyphi.
Primo uno capitale ossò cornato di boue, cum due instrumenti agricultori, alle corni innodati, & una Ara fundata sopra due pedi hircini, cum una ardente fiammula, Nella facia della quale era uno ochio, & uno uultuere. Daposcia uno Mammario, & uno uaso Gutturino, sequèdo uno Clo
turo di filo, &ixo uno Pyrorno, & uno Antiquario uaso cù lorisicio obtu
rato. Vna Solea cum uno ocho, cum due fonde intramurare, luna di
cemica & altra di palma politamente orate. Vna ancora, & uno ancre. V
na Antiquaria lucerna, cum una mano tenente. Vno Temone antico, cum
uno ramo di fructigera Olea circumfasciato posti dui Hapaguli. Vno
Delphin, & ultimo una Arca reclusa. Erano questi hieraglyphi opti
ma Sculptura in questi graphiamentis.

Le quale uetustissime & sacra scripture penisculante, cussìo li interpretai.

EX LABORE DEO NATURE SACRIFICA LIBER
A LITER, PAVLATIM REDVCE ANIMVM DEO SVBIE
CTVM FIRMAM CVSTODIAM VITAE TVAE MISER
I CORDITER CVBER NANO TENEIT, INCOLUM FM
YESER VABIT.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO.</th>
<th>POLIPHILUS’S DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>POLIPHILUS’S LATIN TRANSLATION</th>
<th>MY ENGLISH TRANSLATION</th>
<th>THE MEANING</th>
<th>SYMBOLISM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bucranium (ox skull) with farming implements</td>
<td>EX LABORE</td>
<td>After laboring</td>
<td>labor</td>
<td>An ox or cow skull is a reminder of death, and a classical architectural ornament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>An eye and a vulture on a flaming altar resting on goat’s feet</td>
<td>DEO NATURAE SACRIFICA</td>
<td>sacrifice to God of Nature</td>
<td>God, nature, sacrifice</td>
<td>God was sometimes symbolized by an eye, because He is omnipotent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A basin</td>
<td>LIBERALITER,</td>
<td>liberally</td>
<td>liberal</td>
<td>Libation was a liquid offering, poured out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>A vase, pouring</td>
<td>PAULATIM</td>
<td>in that way you will gradually</td>
<td>gradual</td>
<td>No arcane symbolism here—the thin-necked vase pours more slowly than the basin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>A ball of yarn on a spindle</td>
<td>REDUCES</td>
<td>lead back</td>
<td>lead back</td>
<td>This is reminiscent of Ariadne's thread, which helped Theseus return from the labyrinth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>An antique vase, tied with a ribbon</td>
<td>ANIMUM</td>
<td>your spirit</td>
<td>spirit</td>
<td>The old conflation of spirit and spirits kept in a bottle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>A sole with an eye, with sprigs of palm and olive</td>
<td>DEO SUBIECTUM.</td>
<td>to subjugation under God</td>
<td>subjugation under God</td>
<td>God, again, is symbolized by the eye. The palm and olive may be the peace and fruitfulness of His kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Poliphilus’s Description</td>
<td>Poliphilus’s Latin Translation</td>
<td>My English Translation</td>
<td>The Meaning</td>
<td>Symbolism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>An anchor, tied to</td>
<td>FIRMAM</td>
<td>The secure</td>
<td>secure</td>
<td>It symbolizes the steadiness of divine protection, moral and intellectual virtue, confidence in God, and Hope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>A goose</td>
<td>CUSTODIAM</td>
<td>shelter</td>
<td>shelter</td>
<td>It would remind readers of the geese that saved the Roman Republic by their vigilance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>An antique oil lamp held by a hand</td>
<td>VITAE TUAE</td>
<td>of your life</td>
<td>life</td>
<td>Lamps symbolize life or the soul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>An old rudder with a sprig of olive</td>
<td>MISERICORDITER GUBERNANDO</td>
<td>will be compassionately guided,</td>
<td>compassionate guide</td>
<td>Rudders are guides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Two grappling hooks held by a ribbon</td>
<td>TENEBIT;</td>
<td>held</td>
<td>held</td>
<td>and grappling hooks hold things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>A dolphin, tied to</td>
<td>INCOLUMMEMQUE</td>
<td>and intact</td>
<td>intact</td>
<td>Arion, the Greek poet, was saved from drowning by a dolphin who loved his songs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>A closed coffer.</td>
<td>SERVABIT.</td>
<td>preserved</td>
<td>preserve</td>
<td>The coffer symbolizes conservation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
mysterious. It is written in a combination of Latin and Italian, so it is very hard to read and nearly impossible to translate. It is gorgeously bound and printed, with mesmerizing woodcut illustrations of the strange story. At the very beginning of the book, Poliphilus falls asleep. He wakes up inside his dream, and soon afterward he falls asleep, and wakes up again inside his dream within a dream. The whole book takes place in his sleep, except the last page, when he thinks he has found his true love—but when he tries to embrace her, he wakes up and finds himself alone with a lovely, fragrant smell in the air. His dream is full of strange symbolic people and places: a broken colossal statue of a man with passages inside all marked with anatomical names, a hollow sculpture of an elephant pierced through with a huge stone obelisk, a stepped pyramid with a rotating statue that whistles in the wind. Poliphilus, the hero, wanders through the landscape looking at things and wondering what they might mean. He sees inscriptions in Latin, Greek, Hebrew, and Arabic, and some inscriptions that are just pictures. The most unusual inscription of all is a long rebus, or pseudohieroglyph, that he finds when he climbs up a stairway into the hollow elephant.

The inscription is utterly mysterious (Fig. 11.1). Poliphilus helps us out by describing the signs (at the top of the page) and then translating them (at the bottom). He writes his interpretation in block capitals as if it were another ancient inscription. The pseudohieroglyph is very complicated, and I have summarized its meaning in the table on the previous pages. On the left is Poliphilus’s description of each picture, and then his translation into Latin and my translation into English. He turns the rebus into a long sentence, which you can read by looking down the fourth column.

Like the dream within a dream, this is a puzzle within a puzzle, because you have to figure out how Poliphilus managed to translate the inscription. The fourth column gives the answer—each hieroglyph means something, and the concepts have to be fleshed out into a fully grammatical sentence. (I have also added a final column, listing some of the associations the symbols would have had to people who first read the Hypnerotomachia poliphili.)

It may seem that this is a detailed interpretation, but with mysteries like this there is always more to be seen. The skull is the common end of all labor, and so it adds a certain bite to the concept of work, but could it also stand for the Latin word ex, the “afterward” of labor? Why are there two farm implements, instead of just one? Is their repetition a reminder of the tedium of work? Or are they merely poised in a decorative balance? And what about the ribbons? The idea of work is tied to the
idea of death, and the rebus uses ribbons to tie the pictures together. But could the ribbon also be a sign that we should combine several pictures into one idea?

And what if you choose not to follow Poliphilus’s description? Can you make some other sentence out of the rebus?

Description, translation, meaning, symbolism—four layers of secrecy. The Hypnerotomachia poliphili is a wonderful book with enigmas to last a lifetime. Its world is very fragile, and beautifully balanced—a perfect house of cards in a dream. The book has many descendents, all the way down to strange and romantic CD-ROM games such as “Myst” and “Riven.” But no one has ever made rebuses as intricate as these, and no one has ever felt more certain that pictures hide real meaning.
A manḍala is a Tibetan religious image that is used for meditation. In the 1920s the psychoanalyst Carl Jung discovered manḍalas and began using them as part of his therapy. He had his patients draw pictures, and he would analyze them to find out their unconscious thoughts. In Jung’s sense of the word, a mandala is any circular image with symbols, from round windows in medieval cathedrals to Navajo sand paintings. Jung’s interpretation has nearly taken over from the original meaning. Real Tibetan manḍalas are interesting, complex objects, and a great deal has been written about them. I have listed some books at the end of this volume; but the subject here is mandalas without the Sanskrit diacritical marks—that is, manḍalas as they are understood in the West.

For several years shortly before 1950, Jung treated a woman he called “Miss X.” When she first came to see him, she brought him a self-portrait (Fig. 12.1). She had recently gone back to her mother’s home country, Denmark, in hopes of restoring some sense of connection to her. (Jung says that like many academic women, she had a positive father figure and a distant mother—she was “fille à papa.”) While she was there, she had been deeply affected by the landscape. It made her feel “caught and helpless,” and in her painting “she saw herself with the lower half of her body in the earth, stuck fast in a block of rock.”

Her breakthrough came in the next session, when she showed Jung a painting of the same shoreline but with a shaft of lightning striking a luminous sphere (Fig. 12.2).
**Figure 12.1**

*Miss X, picture 1.*

**Figure 12.2**

*Miss X, picture 2.*
Before, she had been mired in the life she wanted to forget. With the second painting she was transformed—she was no longer a realistic figure, but a sphere.

For Jung, mandalas have to be round because they symbolize the inner life of a person, which is a microcosm—a small universe in itself. Miss X took the first step toward drawing mandalas when she condensed herself into a sphere. Looking back at the first picture, it seems clear that she had an inkling of that idea, because some of the rocks around the figure are globular and almost spherical. It is as if they were other people stuck on the same dreary shore, or as if they were versions of herself. Even her body is rounded like one of the rocks, and she seems to be rooted to the ground. Jung sees the round rocks in the second picture as two of Miss X’s closest friends, immured in the same dark substrate as she was. He says the lights that gleam on the pyramidal forms are the unconscious contents of Miss X’s psyche pushing upward toward consciousness.

The instant she sees herself as a sphere, she also sees that she can escape. The sphere is hit by a stroke of lightning and broken away from the other rocks. For Jung, this is the crucial moment because it reveals that Miss X has torn herself away from the influence of her mother, at least enough to begin thinking of herself as an independent individual. The “fire-flash,” he says, splits the psyche from its dark unconscious substrate.

Jung draws a parallel between Miss X’s experience and the writings of Jacob Böhme, a German Renaissance mystic. Böhme wrote at length about a shattering experience he had in which he felt himself split into two parts. At first he imagined himself as a “dark substance,” the equivalent of the clammy rocks in Miss X’s paint-
ing. “When the fire-flash reaches the dark substance,” he writes, “it is a great terror.” He emerged entirely changed, and he drew the orb (Fig. 12.3, upper left) to denote his new state. The lower cup-shaped half is “the Eternal Nature in the Anger” that is “the Kingdom of Darkness dwelling within itself,” while the upper half with the cross is the “Kingdom of Glory.” Böhme used alchemical symbols to help him visualize what had happened to him, and he also calls the upper part “salniter,” an alchemical ingredient that Jung interprets as “the paradisal earth and the spotless state of the body before the Fall.” Böhme's diagram is a self-portrait of the new shape of his soul, and for Jung it is a perfect mandala.

Jung then goes on to add symbol after symbol, playing a kind of theme-and-variations with the picture of the orb. He likens it to the old chemical symbols for cinnabar, gold, garnet, salt, the Sun (Sol), copper, “the Cyprian”—that is, Venus—and even rather ordinary chemicals like tartaric acid and tartar. Many of these are things that “shine like glowing coals,” like Miss X’s shining sphere. Jung did extensive research into alchemy, and for him each of these symbols has special meaning. Gold, for instance, is sometimes symbolized by a circle with a central dot, and that in turn is the ultimate sign for the perfected psyche. The dot is the still center of the psyche and it occurs—so Jung says—in many cultures throughout the world. He thinks of it as a great mystery and says it is “simply unknowable.” Salt was also important for the alchemists, and Jung notes the way it fuses the hemispheres of Heaven and Earth, bringing them together in a single sign.

After a few pages these symbols (and there are many more that I am not naming) combine into a heady mixture. In Jung’s view, they all show that Böhme and Miss X both experienced a fundamental, transformative experience: the violent rupture that tears the rotundum, the incipient sense of the self, from its dark, unconscious matrix. The psyche is then free to understand itself. All the later mandalas that Miss X made are pictures of the rotundum, and especially pictures of its internal organization. Once she freed herself from the “confused mass” of her unconscious feelings, she was able to begin the work that Jung calls “individuation”—the long process of harmonizing and quieting the self, bringing all its parts into balanced relation with one another.

People who don’t like Jung complain that his symbols are so diffuse that eventually everything means everything else, and that is certainly a danger in Jungian analysis. His followers love the weird density of symbols he brings to bear. Speaking of the second painting, he says: “she had rediscovered the historical synonym of the philosophical egg, namely the rotundum, the round, original form of the anthropos (or στοιχείον στογγυλον, ‘round element’, as Zosimos calls it).” The many symbols
open out meaning in many directions; it seems uncontrolled to some, and very rich to others. There is also the question of influence, since Miss X had apparently read some of Jung’s works before she went into therapy with him, so she knew what she might be expected to produce. After her breakthrough pictures, she went on to paint dozens more mandalas and she continued in therapy with Jung for a number of years.

One of the later mandalas gives a hint of the possibilities (Fig. 12.4). This is her seventh picture, and now she is concentrating wholly on herself. She had painted a few pictures in which the mandala was circled by a black snake, but now the snake has been absorbed, and its darkness suffuses everything around the mandala and it has even seeped into the center of the mandala—that is, the center of her psyche. The fourfold division shows she has reached a more advanced state (Böhme’s “mandala” had only two parts). A little golden pinwheel at the middle rotates clockwise, indicating that Miss X is trying to become conscious of some parts of her mind that had been hidden. (An anticlockwise rotation would mean she was turning toward her unconscious.)

The golden “wings” all around are bonded to a golden cross, and Jung sees that as a hopeful sign: “it produces an inner bond,” he says, “a defense against destructive influences emanating from the black substance that has penetrated to the centre.” Since the cross signifies suffering, the whole mandala has a mood of “more or less painful suspension”; Miss X feels herself balanced “over the dark abyss of inner loneliness.” Several of the symbols I collected in Figure 12.3 reappear in this mandala. Jung mentions tartaric acid and notes that spiritus tartarus means “spirit of the underworld.” The sign for copper, he adds, is also the sign for red hematite, called “bloodstone.” In other words, Miss X is revealing a cross that “comes from below,” an inversion of the normal Christian cross. This one stands for suffering, but it is an inner, dark suffering and not an outward suffering.

In my experience, relatively few people read Jung’s books, especially the more abstruse ones. But his ideas have been very widely disseminated (by Joseph Campbell as a prominent example), and many people—artists, designers, architects—are entranced by round, symmetrical forms. Everything from logos to rose windows to “dream catchers” draws on the same repertoire of forms that Jung first articulated. And who is to say that they don’t serve well as reflections of their designer’s thoughts?

figure 12.4
Miss X, picture 7.
Virtually every picture you see is in perspective: every photo in a magazine, every billboard, every family snapshot, every scene in every movie, every image on television. The only pictures that are not in perspective are photos made with fish-eye lenses, photos that have been digitally manipulated, and—allowing for artistic license—some paintings. Medieval paintings are not in perspective, and neither are older Japanese and Chinese paintings. But these days it is not easy to find a picture that is not in perspective. Even collages are often just collections of perspective pictures.

Most people in the world grow up seeing perspective pictures, and they seem natural and right to millions of viewers. Given that, it is surprising that very few people know how they work. Try this experiment: make a little freehand sketch of a cube on the margins of this page. (Don’t look too much at Figure 13.1. The idea is to see what kind of cube you naturally draw.) Take the edges of your cube, and extend them into space. I tried it and got this result:

![Figure 13.1: Perspective picture of a cube. 1755.](image-url)
This cube is not in perspective. The laws are very strict, and they say that if lines are parallel to one another in real life—as they are on the real cube I am imagining—then they have to converge to a single point. One of my lines misses the point by a wide margin.

The practice of perspective is full of rules; it is permissible, for example, to have the front edges of the cube be parallel to one another. But all the rules come down to a single one, which is illustrated in Figure 13.1.

Imagine that the surface of the page is a flat floor, and you are standing on it. Say you are about as tall as the line EC, so that if you stretched out flat on the floor, your head would be at E and your feet at C. Imagine, too, that the rectangle is a window, an opening in the floor, and you are looking through it at the cube, which is floating underneath. It does not matter what size the cube is: it could be about six feet across or the size of a planet. Nor does it matter how far away it is.

Picture yourself standing in the center of the window, looking straight down at the cube, with your feet planted on the letter C. If you were to trace the outline of the cube onto the window, you would get exactly the outline that is drawn here. That is one of the miracles of perspective: if you go to a window and trace what you see with a crayon, you will automatically get a picture in perspective that obeys all the rules. If you extend the edges of the cube in all directions, drawing on the floor, they will converge as they do here, on the three points L (at the left), L (normal letter L, at the bottom), and A (at the top right). You're meant to imagine all those lines drawn on the floor and yourself standing there looking at them.

Now the trick is to imagine building a little tentlike structure on the floor. Say that the triangle LEH is a sheet of plexiglass, and that it is hinged to the floor along the line LH. If you stoop down and lift it up, you will be standing right up against it with your eye just at the point E. The triangle LLL is another such sheet, and it is hinged to the floor along the line LL. If you lift it up, its top edge J will touch the top corner E. The two plexiglass triangles will form a little tent. (There will not be much room for you at that point, unless you step around to the side. But your eye must stay at the point of the pyramid so that you can look down at the cube from the same position.)

This is the kind of setup it takes to explain the single law of perspective. Notice the lines that recede from the edges of the cube, going to the left: they all converge on point L. You might not expect it, but the edge of the plexiglass triangle EL is parallel, in real life, to the three edges of the cube gf, cd, and ba. In other words—and this is the law—if you draw an imaginary line from your eye to the surface that you're drawing on, then the place where that line touches the surface will also be the place where all lines that are parallel to your line converge. If you find that confusing, then you're not alone—it took a century and a half from the time perspective was invented until one
person discovered that law, and then it took another century and a half before it was widely known. Even today, most artists and architects who learn perspective don’t learn that law. (They tend to let computers do the work for them.)

You can also think of the law this way: if you are drawing this cube and you are not sure where the edges converge, you need only to draw an imaginary line from your eye toward the drawing, parallel to the edges, to find the point where they converge. With the plexiglass triangles swung up into position, then the line from your eye to the point L will locate the point where fe, da, and cb all converge.

In actual perspective drawing it is not efficient to build pop-up triangles, and so draftsmen rotate the triangles until they are flat on the surface, as they are here. The process is called “rabatment,” and in the nineteenth century it was basic knowledge for artists. You’ll know you have understood this if you see why the angle LJI and the angle LEH are right angles: because they need to have the same orientations as the cube. And you will have mastered it if you see how the person who drew this located the third vanishing point, the one at A, by making the length AH equal the length EH.

You can understand ordinary perspective drawings even without grasping the basic law, by watching where lines converge. Points like L and A are called vanishing points. Notice that lines df and cg are in the same plane, and so are lines dc and fg—they are all in the top face of the cube. It turns out that any lines that are drawn on the top face of the cube will converge somewhere along the line LA. If I were to draw a checkerboard on the top of the cube, all the lines would go to L or A; but more interestingly, if I draw any two parallel lines on the top face, they will converge to a point on LA. For that reason the line is called a vanishing line. Every plane has its vanishing line, and all sets of parallel lines in a plane will vanish somewhere on the vanishing line.

This is all very abstract, the way most books on perspective tend to be. Here is a more realistic example (Fig. 13.2). Practically any building can be used to demonstrate perspective; all you need to do is to stand still and visualize how the lines go. First look at the right-hand side of the house and imagine all the horizontal lines—the line of the floor of the porch, the top of the porch, the sills and lintels and sashes of all the windows, and the cornice on top. If they were all extended into space, they would meet in a single vanishing point, which I have labeled A in Figure 13.3. (Most often, vanishing points will be far away from the objects, and so I have made a smaller-scale drawing to go with the large one.)

Then do the same for all the horizontal lines on the front of the house—the front line of the porch floor, the front of the porch roof, the windows and cornice, and, over on the left, the basement windows, the trim line, and all the horizontal lines of the wood siding. All those lines converge farther away, at point B. (When you’re doing this
outdoors, as opposed to drawing the lines on a photograph, it helps to hold up a pencil
to gauge where the lines are going.) A straight, horizontal line between points A and B
is the horizon line. If you are looking more or less straight across at the building, the
vertical lines will still look vertical, as they do here. If you look up at a skyscraper, you
will have to add a third vanishing point up in the sky.

Notice, too, that all horizontal lines that are parallel to the ones on the front of the
house will converge on point B, including the lines on the chimney and even on the
house in the right background. As long as the houses are parallel to one another, their
vanishing points will coincide. And the same goes for all houses on any street parallel
to this one, even if they are miles away out of sight.

That is the simple part. Perspective becomes more interesting when you think about
other planes. The visible part of roof on the right part of the house also forms a plane.
Some lines in that plane are horizontal and parallel to the lines on the front walls of the
house, and so they will also vanish at point B. But what about lines that slope straight
Diagrams of the vanishing points and lines.
up, like the one labeled \( x \)? Here’s how to reason it: the sloping line \( x \) is in the plane of the roof and in the plane formed by the right side of the house. Imagine more lines parallel to \( x \) but drawn on the right side of the house; I have drawn one at \( y \). All such lines will vanish somewhere up in the air, directly above the vanishing point \( A \). Line \( m \), therefore, is the vanishing line for all possible parallel lines in the right side of the house. The point \( C \) is also the vanishing point for all possible lines in the roof that are parallel to \( x \). The line \( m \) is the vanishing line for any sets of parallel lines on the right side of the house; and similarly, any parallel lines that are drawn on the roof will vanish somewhere on line \( BC \). The two sides of the upper ladder will probably also vanish at point \( C \). (There is a lower ladder, too, and I will return to it in a moment.)

The other side of the roof was not visible from where I was standing, but its lines would tend down toward vanishing points below the horizon. Line \( w \) is an example. Because the roof is symmetrical, lines parallel to \( w \) will vanish at a point \( D \) that is exactly as far beneath \( A \) as \( C \) is above \( A \).

Over on the other side of the house, roof lines like \( z \) will vanish upward to point \( E \); and lines on the farther side, like \( v \), will vanish downward to the point \( F \).

There are also some planes in this house that are like plane of the right-hand roof (the one with the ladder) but not quite as steep. One such is the roof of the small addition to the left of the porch. Its horizontal lines will vanish at point \( B \), but its most vertical lines, like the right-hand cornice, will vanish on the line \( DAC \), somewhere above the horizon and below the point \( C \). And then there’s the lower ladder: it also forms a plane, the steepest one of all. Its horizontal lines—the ladder’s rungs—will vanish at point \( B \), but its sides will vanish very high, somewhere up above point \( C \).

Once you have studied a house and found the principal vanishing points, then you might try to visualize the vanishing lines that go with them. If you turn Figure 13.3 on its side—so the right side is up—the line \( m \) makes a perfect horizon, and the dashed lines leading to \( A \) and \( C \) are like railroad tracks. The windows on the right side of the house even provide some railroad ties. The same is true in more obscure cases. The roof on the right (the one with the higher ladder resting against it) has the vanishing line \( BC \). If you picture the surface of the roof and its vanishing line, and mentally erase everything else in the scene, you will find that you’re picturing a new horizon (\( BC \)) and that the roof is like a rectangle resting flat on an infinite plain. Then the higher ladder is like another set of railroad tracks, and its rails have to vanish somewhere on that horizon.

Every plane and its vanishing line are like this; it’s as if they were originally flat planes (or plains) and were tilted up into position. You can even visualize vanishing lines for planes that are out of sight, like the line \( BD \) for the far side of the right-hand roof. I have drawn in several others on the small diagram. After a while, you’ll be able
to look at the large photo and picture vanishing lines all around the house. And most important, the planes aren't separate: they all fit together like one of those folding paper toys that flex back and forth, revealing numbers or fortunes.

Perspective is dry—no doubt about it—but once you understand these principles, you will start to see things in a very different way. The visible sides and roofs of every house will become parts of infinite, invisible planes; and all the planes will intersect in vanishing lines. Every ordinary house will reveal itself as part of a larger structure, and you will be able to picture and sense the planes and points that define the structure. It's an interesting feeling; perspective is very exact and rational but it divides the world into geometric shapes so complex and unmoving that it can be claustrophobic and exhausting. Of all the kinds of seeing in this book, this is the one that gives me the least pleasure. I have thought about perspective for over a decade and I no longer want to see the lines. There is pleasure in the learning and in the first discoveries of how the planes interact. The first time I stood in front of a house and imagined all the lines in place, I was astonished. But perspective is also unremitting and it makes the world clearer and more obvious than I like it to be.
The most intricate pictures I know are Renaissance allegories and emblems; and among emblems, the most involved are those made by alchemists. They are a good example of just how dense with meaning an image can get. Even though the contemporary world is full of images, they tend to be easy to read. Speed is a common goal among graphic designers; the graphs and charts in publications such as *US News and World Report* and *Time* magazine are well known for their unsurpassable clarity. In business meetings, people use simple pictures, pie charts, and animations to grab the attention of jaded clients; advertisements and music videos are even simpler—they’re meant to be gulped down a dozen at a time. Whole books, like Edward Tufte’s *Envisioning Information*, show how to make images that require a minimum of effort on the viewer’s part. It’s increasingly rare to find complex images that need to be studied or pondered instead of just seen all at once and discarded. That is a pity—it’s an impoverishment of our visual culture—because the truly complex images show what images are capable of doing.

*Figure 14.1*

*Raphaël Baltens, Mirror of Art and Nature. 1615.*
In alchemy the most important things are secret, so “hermetic” learning is very highly valued; but at the same time the secrets are somehow fragile, as if they would melt away if they were exposed to the open air. The trick, for an alchemist, is to hint at the secrets without giving too much away. But the strategy hardly ever works—either the esoteric meaning stays too securely hidden, so nothing makes sense, or it leaks out of the exoteric (plain) meaning, revealing too much and losing its hidden power.

These possibilities are given compelling play in a picture by the seventeenth-century Tirolean alchemist who calls himself Steffan Müschelspacher. The picture is one of four, and it is titled “1. Mirror of Art and Nature” (Fig. 14.1). The author says only that it represents three alchemical processes, and it might—at the bottom, one alchemist watches a still and another peers into an oven. Between them is a container ringed around with an odd fire that is half symbolic and half real. But most of the plate is devoted to other things, and it is typical of an esoterically minded author to leave so much unexplained. As readers, we are supposed to meditate on the picture until we come to our own understanding.

At the top a man who represents Nature holds a book inscribed “Primat materia” (Fig. 14.2), which is the “first substance” from which alchemists began their work. Opposite him is a man representing Art (the banner above him says “Kunst,” meaning art), holding a book opened to the words “ultimat materia” (Fig. 14.3), the “final substance,” or the goal of the alchemist’s labors. The figure of Nature has a tripartite vessel inscribed with a sign that stands for the first substance, and the figure of Art has a vessel called a “pelican,” with the same sign upside down, this time standing
for the final substance. (The “pelican” was a vessel with hollow handles. Whatever was inside boiled up and then ran down the handles and back to the bottom. It was named after a medieval story about pelicans, which held that they fed their young by piercing their own breasts and letting their chicks drink their blood. In alchemy, that kind of circulation was thought to make things more pure and powerful.)

Between them are an eagle and a lion, symbols of the alchemical substances mercury and sulfur, and in the middle is a bizarre object that looks like a piece of surrealist furniture. It is a hermetic coat of arms, a kind of dishevelled heraldic device that stands for Müschelspacher’s family and for alchemy itself. In a normal coat of arms the shield is topped by a helmet, and the helmet or “helm” is topped by a crown or a ring (called a “torc”), ribbons (called “mantling”), and a crest. There are often animals on either side, supporting the shield. Here the animals have stepped back, and the shield has toppled.

Some parts of this coat of arms are fairly ordinary. The torc is often a crown, and the helmet is exactly right. But the crest is an outlandish combination of a striped Phrygian cap (so named after an ancient Greek hat) and outspread wings painted with black and white circles.

The shield itself is quartered, which is common enough, but its quadrants have unusual decorations. Alchemists were fascinated with things that came in pairs, threes, and fours, and the shield might express that by its four quarters, its sets of three circles, and its two “yin-yang” quadrants. We should probably imagine the circles in color, in which case they would denote the three alchemical colors, black, white,
and red. All these things are clues to the alchemical process, which Müschelspacher’s readers would have been trying to divine. On an ordinary coat of arms the shield gives information about the person’s family, but here the subject is alchemy, and so the shield implies that the final substance, the Philosopher’s Stone, is “born” from pairs of opposites and from groups of three and four. It might even be the case that the “yin-yang” quadrants are intended to look like fluids mixing.

It is not easy to know what Müschelspacher’s readers would have made of the entire assemblage. It looks a little like the altar of some secret society, with the shield as altar table, the mantling as dossal, and the helm, torc, and crest as sacred objects. It might also have looked like a kind of puzzle, in which the alchemical secrets have been camouflaged as a coat of arms. To a serious alchemist, the crest at the top might well have been reminiscent of the outspread wings of a phoenix, one of the alchemists’ favorite symbols. (They were interested in phoenixes because these birds were reborn from their own ashes, just as the alchemists’ substances were often resurrected from the charred remnants of previous experiments. It was also thought that the true Philosopher’s Stone could not be made without killing and resurrecting it to make the true Stone.)

The top panel is also a kind of rebus, because it can be read, left to right, as a story that reveals the alchemical process: beginning on the left with the first substance, and ending on the right with the final substance. The trick is to come to an understanding of what happens in between. (The two poems don’t help much, since they tell the reader that the answer is “plain, right in front of your eyes.”)

These mystical emblems can get dizzying. Everything is a clue and nothing is meaningless: even the floor in this top panel is symbolic, because its alternating circles and squares would have reminded some readers of the famous problem of squaring the circle. Ever since the Greeks, people had been trying, starting with a circle, to figure out how to draw a square with equal area. It was the same fascinating, impossible quest as the Philosopher’s Stone. Pictures like this are also dizzying because you can never be sure what kind of picture you are looking at. Is this top panel a picture of someone’s house? Is it a story in pictures? The central motif is clearly related to a coat of arms, but in a sense the whole panel is one big coat of arms, because the two men are like extra supporters. It almost looks as though they might step up and stand alongside the eagle and lion.

The middle panel (Fig. 14.4) is every bit as complicated, but this time Müschelspacher is playing with what are called microcosmic-macrocosmic schemata instead of coats of arms. The two “hieroglyphs,” as he would have called them, are also a single diagram, since they are bound by a common frame. The large
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“hieroglyph” on the left spells “vitriol,” an acronym for a Latin sentence that means “Visit the interior of the earth, and by rectifying, you will find the occult stone” (“Visita interiora terra, rectificando, invenies occultum lapidem”). On the far left and right, alchemists dutifully set to work finding their raw materials. When the letters vitriol are scattered, it is known as the “vitriol acrostic”—yet another puzzle for the uninitiated. The vitriol acrostic is surrounded by a caduceus, which is the symbol of Hermes, the traditional patron deity of alchemists. The two snakes are crowned king and queen, another traditional alchemical dualism and an echo of the idea that Hermes himself was secretly hermaphroditic. The center also spells “azot,” the name of the elusive universal solvent; and the large “A” recalls the Greek signs for “fire” (a triangle with the crossbar) and “air” (the same, without the crossbar). The center ring of snakes has a circle, a triangle, and a square, images of one-, two-, three-, and fourfoldness. “VITRIOL” is encompassed by the circle, and “AZOT” is bounded by the square, echoing the idea of sequence from square to circle, from fourfoldness to unity. At the top is the small symbol that also appears in the vessel held by Nature, this time with an extra bar signifying another substance known as the “crocus of Mars.”

The right-hand “hieroglyph” is a fusion of four kinds of diagrams. First it is a map or compass, since it has markings and a round border. Then it is a cosmic chart, like a map of the solar system, because it has concentric circles orbiting a central dot. It is also like an astrological chart, at least the kind that was cast in those days, which was square with lines crisscrossing the middle. The little symbols scattered around the middle are the signs of planets. And the “hieroglyph” is a diagram of the Greek elements, which are named around the outside. (The Greek “qualities,” which accompanied the Greek elements, are named in the adjacent “hieroglyph.” They are hot, dry, cold, and moist, “heiss,” “trvcken,” “KALT,” and “FEVCHT.”)

All this may seem excessive, but it only scratches the surface. Much more could be said about these diagrams, relations to the other parts of the picture, and about this picture’s relation to the three that follow it in the book. But this is enough to show how these things work. After you learn a few symbols, you can find your own way. Mystical and alchemical emblems pull all sorts of images together, and they can achieve an amazing density of meanings. Even in this brief tour I have mentioned symbols and signs, diagrams, “hieroglyphs,” heraldry, microcosmic-macrocospic schemata, acrostics, maps, compasses, cosmic charts, and horoscopes. People who are drawn to images like this one love the subtle play of half-glimpsed meanings.
People who are repelled by them prefer their information to be straightforward, with no hedging. Either way, these are among the most intricate pictures ever produced—the exact opposite of a graph in *Time* magazine.
Movies are full of special effects, and so are television shows and advertisements. Some are easy to spot, and others are seamless and elusive. People who are involved in images and in digital manipulation notice special effects that most of us don't; to them, movies and advertisements are more like puzzles or diagrams, full of telltale signs of how they were made. I notice most special effects and as a result, I'm not usually taken in by horror movies, dinosaur epics, or space operas. But increasingly the effects are so elaborate and sophisticated that I can't tell how they were done. The movie Titanic was a turning point for me, because it was the first time I saw effects I couldn't explain. Partly that was because the effects were so elaborate. In one sequence an entire digitized, animated ocean, with real dolphins splashing in it, was pasted onto a life-size model of half of the Titanic, superimposed against a real-life sky. When that much money is poured into a scene, it becomes nearly impossible to tell real life from fiction. (At the same time, I could tell something wasn't right, because the scenes had the overripe glow of a Maxfield Parrish poster.)

Simpler effects are easier to spot, and once you know something about how they are made, you will see movies and advertisements with a different eye. In this chapter I've chosen just one kind of special effect: the software that is used to build impossible landscapes—prehistoric swamps, spiky mountains, scenes on other planets. Invented landscapes are ubiquitous in television advertisements, science fiction movies, video arcade games, computer games, and magazine advertisements. Sometimes the landscapes are really collages assembled from several different real landscapes and "sewn to-
gether” in the computer. If there’s a car ad in a magazine with an impossibly lovely chain of mountains or a huge waterfall next to the ocean, chances are it’s digitally manipulated, and the car was actually in someone’s parking lot. Cigarette and beer ads also use collaged landscapes. The way to spot a fake collaged landscape is to look for signs of the size of the landscape—trees, boulders, paths—and notice, as you look farther into the distance, that the scale suddenly changes. In one recent ad, a car perches on a mountaintop, and a road snakes back and down into an endless idyllic landscape. It all looks right, and even breathtaking, until you follow the road; one turn has trees on either side, and then the very next turn has boulders the size of houses, and then, farther on, the same trees, but this time gigantic—and so on. The weirdnesses are the result of patching together different photos and reusing the same photo for parts of the road that are nearer or farther away. Normally the graphics design people in the ad agencies will have corrected for lighting and color, but they tend to overlook scale differences because they are so hard to fix. (That is, they are hard to fix unless you just go ahead and paint the entire landscape, the way that artists did in past centuries when they wanted imaginary landscapes. Unfortunately today the art of illusionistic landscape painting is largely forgotten.)

There is another kind of digitized landscape that I find even more interesting, and that is landscapes made from scratch in the computer. The software draws the mountains, the sky, and the ocean, and even puts in houses and trees. Nothing is taken from photographs and nothing is painted by hand. Those entirely digital landscapes can also be found in places such as computer games and magazine ads, and also in magazines such as *Scientific American* and *National Geographic*, in which computers are used to simulate Earth as it existed in the distant past or to generate a panorama of some other planet.

The software that produces such images is getting more sophisticated each year, partly as a result of better programming and improved processor speed, and also because of the increasing visual and artistic skills of some programmers. Digital landscapes that aren’t so well made tend to look kitschy, with green moons and magenta skies; that is not because the software is limited, but because the programmers and users are not trained artists, and have not studied naturalistic phenomena or the history of naturalistic art.

The misty landscape in Figure 15.1 was made with a few clicks of the mouse. One click generates the wireframe mountain shown in Figure 15.2, and then the user tells the computer what colors should cover the wireframe to make the appearance of a solid mountain. The mountain is created using “fractal geometry,” which means that one click can generate a reasonable-looking crumpled mountain. If the shape is too spiky, the user can change it in various ways; in the program I used to make these pictures, it
is possible to “erode” a mountain into a hill, or give it cliffs, or make it spiky and high. The fractal routines in the software mimic the results of actual erosion or geologic uplift. When I am satisfied with the shape of the mountain, I can choose the colors to go over it, and those too can be modified in a number of ways. The color that covers this mountain is actually a composite of three elements: a set of horizontal brown stripes, a set of whitish streaks, and a “bump map.” The grainy texture of the mountain is the result of hundreds of tiny bumps that are added to the smooth wireframe, following a pattern that can be modified in the software.

Another click of the mouse creates an infinite flat plane, which appears in the wireframe, Figure 15.2, as a checkerboard pavement. (The computer draws only part of it, but it actually extends to the horizon, which is the blue line.) Textures can be assigned to the flat plane, and I chose a strange texture that the makers of the software call “oily bronze.” (It is typical of the science fiction feel of so much computer graphics.) The next step would be to lower the mountain onto the plane, but I have left it hovering in order to show that the “oily bronze” is really only a flat coat of paint, and not the
swirling morass it seems to be. If you look at the shadow cast by the mountain on the right side of Figure 15.1, you’ll see it is a perfectly straight line. The infinite plane is flat, even though the shading makes it look three-dimensional.

Just under the mountain I have created a set of hills, which are painted in the same oily bronze pattern. They actually continue beneath the infinite plane, but I have brought them up so that some protrude above the plane like islands. By carefully comparing the wireframe with the painting, you can see the outline of the hills and how they cast shadows onto the infinite plane. The hills and the plane are nearly seamless, and unless you knew what to look for, you wouldn’t guess that most of the plane is flat.

Atmosphere is also easy to create in these programs. In this picture I’ve created a cloudy sky and set the sun about overhead so it would cast visible shadows. Users can manipulate the color of the sky, the colors of the clouds, their density, and their frequency. The clouds look reasonably like normal cirrus or stratus clouds, but as far as the computer is concerned they are infinitely high: no plane or spaceship could ever fly through them. For that reason they do not cast shadows on the ground, and they do not show up in the wireframe diagram.

**Figure 15.3**

Digital landscape of hills and a lake.

**Figure 15.4**

Wireframe model of Figure 15.3.
It is also possible to create horizontal planes and various heights and “color” them with clouds, as if they were sheets of glass with clouds painted on them. I put one such plane in this picture, a little above the base of the mountain. Notice the cloud near the bottom of the mountain, on the right: it intersects the mountain along a nearly straight line, despite the fact that the mountain has a bumpy texture; that is because the cloud plane recognizes only the fractal wireframe, and not the “bump map” that gives the mountain its rocky feel.

This landscape is fairly unrealistic, like the fantastic landscapes in some video games. More realistic landscapes can be more difficult to spot (Fig. 15.3). The hills in this scene were built from several different fractal mountains, which were eroded to make them smoother and lower. The wireframe, Figure 15.4, shows that there are actually three different hills, some with fairly complicated topographies. (The middle hill, for example, has a distant ridge that is just barely visible in the finished picture.)

The color and texture of these hills are also more complicated than in the first example, consisting of horizontal bands of tan and brown mixed with green and superimposed on a system of vertical lines that look like gullies and cliffs, superimposed on a bump map. The actual surface of the hills is fairly smooth, as the wireframe shows—all the shadows and sharp contours are added illusionistically in the paint.

The sky is also more complex. It has an infinitely distant plane of clouds, like the first example; that plane contributes the large white cloud masses. Then I added a cloud plane a little above the level of the hills, visible in the wireframe as a floating checkerboard. It contributes the larger gray clouds and the speckled clouds in the distance. And there is also a third kind of cloud, which is created as a wireframe balloon (there are two of them in the wireframe). These balloons can be filled with clouds—either dense, cartoony clouds, or very subtle puffs of smoke. The smaller purple cloud in the wireframe resulted in the round gray cloud that hovers just above the hill on the right. (The purple is just a random color assigned so that the wireframe is easier to read.) The larger reddish wireframe produced the much subtler little gray clouds that tend diagonally upward.

The water in this picture is just another painted infinite plane. All these substances—water, clouds, rock—can be adjusted to very exacting criteria. The user controls the amount of reflection, the frequency and height of the ripples, the color of the glints and gleams of the water, the color of the depth of the water, the water’s opacity, and so forth.

This is a fairly simple example, and it is easy to see how complex skies, landscapes, and water can get. Even so, it has proved very difficult for programmers to approximate the intricacy of even an average scene in nature. Several telltale signs give this away as a digital landscape. First, the water is not quite liquid. It still looks a bit viscous and a little too opaque. But with some tweaking, it could be nearly perfect. It would be
more difficult to mimic the normal wave patterns of a lake, where long-frequency waves from one direction often intersect shorter-frequency waves from another direction. Those things are not beyond the mathematics of such programs, but they would require special programming. There is also a problem where the water meets the land, because the shoreline is almost perfectly straight. In real life we are very sensitive to such boundaries, and we would always pick out little spots of color and changes of contour. The computer just draws the intersection between the perfectly flat “water” and the very smooth wireframe hill. (Not the textured hill, but the smooth hill that it is built upon.) Also, the right-hand hill has a suspiciously even texture throughout. The V-shaped gullies on the left look too much like the larger V-shaped gullies on the right. That is a typical failing of fractal landscapes—within any given landform, the colors and textures obey uniform patterns. The programmers have tried to get around that by making colors that are sensitive to height (they change as the altitude increases) and to slope (so that white “snow” can gather in crevices and hilltops and naturally “fall off” steeper slopes). This is such a color, but it is still too uniform. It works best when it is obscured by distance, as it is in the farther hills.

To get around this problem, graphic designers have to make each part of the hill a separate object, so it can be colored distinctly from the forms around it. In close-ups, the designers have to make dozens of rocks, each different from every other. Even then, the temptation is to make one rock, then copy it exactly to make the next rock. The user can shrink the rock, or distort it, or “erode” it, or rotate it in any direction, but it will still look like a copy of the first rock. Digital landscapes in magazines such as *Scientific American* and *National Geographic* have this kind of fault—the landscape looks as though it was cloned from itself.

The sky is the best part of this picture, but it also has two faults that are typical of these programs: the little round cloud is just a little too round, as if it were part of a smoke signal; and the clouds in the distance line up a little too neatly into straight lines. That last problem occurs because the computer is basically drawing an infinite plane that is “colored” with clouds in a certain pattern. If the pattern has stripes, they will become very evident with increasing distance.

So here are five telltale signs you can use to spot digital landscapes in movies and advertising:

1. Water is too regular—all the waves move in one direction.
2. Water and land intersect along straight lines or perfect curves.
3. Water, land, and sky have even, repetitive patterns.
4. Rocks or hills look as though they were cloned from each other.
5. Sky looks as though it was painted on a huge, flat pane of glass.
The more expensive the production values, the better the landscapes will look, but there is still the limitation of the designers’ and programmers’ skills in observing the natural world. The best programs and the best designers are either amateur naturalists or naturalistic painters. These pictures are purely digitized, but I could have taken them into a photo manipulation program and “retouched” them by painting or by pasting in photographs. With a little painting, a picture like Figure 15.3 can suddenly look much more like a photograph—and of course it would also be possible just to paste in a photograph and blend it to fit in with its fractal surroundings.

If you had just opened this book at random, would you have said Figure 15.5 is a photograph? I doctored it in a photo manipulation program to show how it is possible to get nearly photographic realism from an entirely computer-generated image. This version has higher contrast and a different color balance to simulate the effect of a typical snapshot taken without a sky filter. The image is cropped to avoid the worst of the “oily” water and most of the repetitious green-and-ochre cliff. I doctored the part of the right-hand cliff that remains to get rid of the overly regular stripes. I also added some very small irregularities to the shoreline, so that the water does not meet the land along a perfectly straight line. The skyline has some new details: a puff of smoke on the distant hill, and a high escarpment on the horizon at the right. For realism’s sake, it is important not to make shapes like those too big. We are used to seeing little anomalies in real landscapes; we hardly pay any attention to them, but they contribute to our sense of reality. If I had made a whole new hill or a big column of smoke, the image would once again have looked artificial.

The water itself was the hardest part; here it is improved somewhat by several distorting operations called “shear,” “wind,” and “blur.” A slightly higher contrast helps the water look more watery and less greasy. But even photographs of real water are odd to look at, and the longer you look, the more unnatural they appear; the best strategy seems to be to make water that does not draw attention to itself. Figure 15.5 is an improvement, but still there are clues that it is digital—especially the water along the lower left margin, which is entirely made of horizontal stripes. Still, when I have shown it to people without comment, they have taken it to be an ordinary photo. The “realism”—the affinity to a snapshot—isn’t perfect, because the original software was designed with

*figure 15.5*

Version of Figure 15.3, manipulated to resemble a photograph.
a certain aesthetic in mind—the person who wrote it is interested in American landscapes of the Hudson River School type and in psychedelic or science fiction effects. But it can be tweaked into different kinds of realism, including snapshot realism.

The first artists who tried to make naturalistic paintings, back in the Renaissance, used the laborious techniques of linear perspective to make their paintings look real. Over the centuries, the techniques have improved, but the art world has turned away from simple naturalism. Most people in my profession of art history are no longer interested in ways to make pictures look real. But the techniques live on in new and more amazing forms, in fractal design software and proprietary special effects packages. The results are all around us—and they have gotten so good that we seldom notice that what we are seeing is actually entirely nonexistent from the first pixel to the last. (There is another digitized landscape in this book, and after looking at these, you should have no trouble spotting it.)
The periodic table of the elements that hangs on the wall of every high school chemistry classroom is not the only periodic table. It is the most successful of its kind, but the elements can be arranged in many different ways, and even now the periodic table has its rivals. In other words, it doesn’t represent some fixed truth about the way things are.

The table arranges the chemical elements into periods (the horizontal rows) and groups (the vertical rows). If you read it left to right, top to bottom, as if it were a page of writing, you will encounter the elements in order from the lightest to the heaviest. The top left number in each cell is the element’s atomic number, which is the number of protons in its nucleus and also the number of electrons that orbit the nucleus. If you read any one column from top to bottom, you will encounter elements that have similar chemical properties.

Figure 16.1 is a version of Dmitri Ivanovich Mendeleev’s periodic table, the one that has become the standard. It serves many purposes well, but it is also full of drawbacks. Just looking at it, you can see that it has an unsatisfying lack of symmetry. There is a big gap at the top, as if a chunk had been taken out of it. And at the
### Periodensystem der Elemente

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gruppe</th>
<th>Ia</th>
<th>IIa</th>
<th>IIb</th>
<th>IIIb</th>
<th>IVb</th>
<th>Vb</th>
<th>VIb</th>
<th>VIIb</th>
<th>VIIIb</th>
<th>Ib</th>
<th>IIb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>He</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,008</td>
<td>4,003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Li</td>
<td>Be</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,048</td>
<td>4,86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>Mg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,09</td>
<td>12,49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>Ca</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,39</td>
<td>19,92</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Sc</td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,43</td>
<td>47,9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>Cr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,52</td>
<td>51,99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>Fe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>54,94</td>
<td>55,85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Co</td>
<td>Ni</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>58,94</td>
<td>58,71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>Zn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>63,54</td>
<td>65,4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Ga</td>
<td>Ge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>69,72</td>
<td>72,6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>As</td>
<td>Se</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>74,92</td>
<td>78,09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Br</td>
<td>Kr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>79,90</td>
<td>83,80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Rb</td>
<td>Sr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37,42</td>
<td>38,66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Cs</td>
<td>Ba</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>82,6</td>
<td>137,3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Fr</td>
<td>Ra</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>223</td>
<td>226</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Der eingeklammerte Wert bei radioaktiven Elementen ist die Nukleonenzahl (Massenzahl) des Isotops mit der längsten Halbwertszeit.

2 rot: gasförmig bei STP; grün: flüssig; schwarz: fest; licht: alle Isotope radioaktiv.

Für die Elemente 104 und 105 sind die folgenden Namen und Symbole vorgeschlagen worden: Rutherfordium Rf (nach Ernest Rutherford) und Hahnium Ha (nach Otto Hahn).
Für die Elemente 107–109 sind die folgenden Namen und Symbole vorgeschlagen worden: Nielsbohlrium Nh (nach Niels Bohr), Hassium Hs (nach Hassel; lat. Hassia) und Meltairium Mt (nach Lisa Meitner); eine Bestätigung durch die IUPAC steht noch aus.
Detail of a portion of the periodic table.
J. P. de Limbourg, an affinity table of substances and elements.
bottom there are two extra strips of elements that couldn’t be fitted onto the table. They would attach along the thick red line toward the lower left. So really the table is not two-dimensional—rather, it is two-dimensional with a flap attached near the bottom.

From a physicist’s point of view, the periodic table is only an approximation. A chemist looks at elements for how they behave in test tubes; a physicist looks at them for what they say about the exact arrangements and energies of the electrons in the atoms. When electrons are added to an atom, they can occupy only certain “shells” (orbits) and certain “subshells” within those shells. (That information is given at the lower right of each cell.) A physicist might say the periodic table should really be separated into three blocks, comprised of the left two columns, the middle ten, and the right-hand six. Then each row would represent a single subshell in an atom, and if you were to read left to right across one row of one of the blocks, you would be seeing electrons added, one by one, to a single subshell.

A tremendous amount of information could potentially be added to this simple arrangement. This table distinguishes elements that are ordinarily solid (printed in black) from those that are liquid (green) and gaseous (red), and it notes which are radioactive (white). Each box has a fair amount of information: the key names atomic number, electronegativity, boiling point, melting point, atomic mass, and electron configuration. Yet if this chart were bigger, it would be possible to add much more. Figure 16.2 is a small section from an expanded periodic table with even more detail.

Before modern chemistry and physics, no one had an inkling of such complexities. The forerunners of the periodic table were “affinity tables” (Fig. 16.3). The idea was to list substances across the top and then group other substances underneath them according to how much “affinity” they had—that is, how easily they would combine. This affinity table by J. P. de Limbourg begins with acids at the upper left and runs through a miscellany of substances, including water (denoted by the inverted triangle △), soap (◊), and various metals. Affinity tables have a logic, since any higher symbol will displace any lower one and combine with the substance given at the head of the column. They were criticized by Antoine Laurent Lavoisier for their lack of any real theory, but it has also been said that they were not intended to exposit any single theory.

In the late eighteenth century, there were a growing number of proposals for tables that would capture some underlying theory. People began to want something

*Figure 16.4*

*Charles Janet’s helicoidal periodic table.*
that was rigorously true and could not be shifted and rearranged like the affinity tables. We have settled on a version of Mendeleev’s table, but many others continue to be proposed. There are polygonal tables, triangular “scrimshaw” graphs, three-dimensional models, and even old-fashioned-looking schematic trees.

Charles Janet’s “helicoidal” classification, proposed in 1928, is a typical elaboration (Fig. 16.4). He imagines the elements all strung together on a single thread. The chain spirals upward as if it were wrapped around a glass tube, and then it leaps to another glass tube, winds around a few more times, and leaps to a third tube. Janet asks us to imagine the three tubes inside one another. At first the helix is confined to the smallest tube, but it spirals out to the middle tube and occasionally the largest tube. The diagram gives the helix in plan, as if the three tubes were squashed flat. Actually, he says, it is very neat because the three imaginary glass tubes all touch on one side (as they would if they were laid on their sides on a table). The problem is that to draw them, he has to cut the chain—hence the confusing dotted lines. In Figure 16.5, the whole thing is spread apart, as if the glass tubes had been removed and the chain were splayed out on a table. That makes it clearer that all the elements are on a single thread wound around three different spools.

It looks odd, but Janet’s periodic table has the virtue of being a single piece instead of a stack of blocks like the familiar periodic table. The beginning of Mendeleev’s periodic table is at the center of Janet’s smallest spool, in Figure 16.4. If you follow the thread, you encounter the elements one after another in the same order as in Mendeleev’s table. The middle spool is the middle “block” of the periodic table, separated from the others the way a physicist might do it.

Why don’t people adopt schemes like Janet’s? Partly from force of habit, because we are all accustomed to Mendeleev’s chart. Maybe knots and helices are intrinsically harder for people to imagine. (I certainly have trouble thinking about Janet’s helices and trying to picture how they work.) Still, there seems to be an inbuilt notion that something as elemental as the elements should obey some appropriately simple law. It’s a hope that animates a great deal of scientific research. The periodic table, in all its incarnations, appears to be a glaring exception to that hope. It seems that when it came to the elements, God created something massively complex and very nearly without any satisfying symmetries at all.
Modern maps are rigidly organized according to geometric rules. Latitude and longitude lines are taken care of by mathematical equations and drawn by computer. Even the curving lines of countries, rivers, and roads are put in by computer in unyielding fidelity to the geometric projection. Cartographers choose the projection, but then everything follows the underlying geometry.

Some modern maps try to get away from this tyranny of the geometrical by omitting the grid of lines. Tim Robinson is an English cartographer who has made maps of western Ireland, detailing every fence and pasture but omitting the familiar grid lines. His idea is to encourage people to experience the landscape, and to let each place have its individuality. Some of his maps even have tiny annotations, like little bits of his diary hidden in the landscape. But they are still drawn “to scale” and they obey the tyranny of the invisible grid.

Premodern maps are quite different. They are unconstrained by longitude and latitude, so they have more to say about how people imagined the shape of the world. On the following spread is an example among thousands: a strange map of the world in the shape of a cracked egg (Fig. 17.1). This is a Buddhist map made in nineteenth-century Burma. So it is probably not your world, but it was the world—and still is—for many people.

In Buddhist, Jain, and Hindu thinking, the universe is disk-shaped. At the center is Mount Méru, and there are four continents arranged around it like the slices of a pie. This is a map of the Southern Continent, called Jambūdīpa, rounded into an egg.
Jambūdīpa is where all people live. Mostly it is India, but it includes present-day Myanmar (Burma), Pakistan, Bhutan, Nepal, and Tibet. At the very top—which is the center of the universe—is the sacred jambū tree, where the Buddha sits, watching the world of men. Below it is a vast area covered by the Himalaya mountains. The map depicts the main features of the Southern Continent as they are described in Pali Buddhist texts: the seven great lakes (represented by little white circles) including Lake Anotatta, with a lotus in its middle, surrounded by four spiraling rivers; and the jewelled Mount Méru, ringed by seven mountain ranges.

The lower portion of the map (Fig. 17.2), below the Himalayas, is the part of the world that the Burmese mapmaker actually knew. It depicts the flood plains of India and Burma, crisscrossed with rivers. Because the person who drew this map was Burmese, the rivers might all be the Irrawaddy, or they could be the Ganges, the Irrawaddy, and other rivers all combined. It seems the mapmaker was not thinking of tracing the course of any single river, as a westerner would do, but rather in showing the idea of a land filled with rivers.

In the center of the inhabited land are the Buddhist holy sites, including the Bó tree where the Buddha received enlightenment. At the bottom, the egg cracks into five hundred pieces: the five hundred islands that Buddhists thought were inhabited by inferior peoples who came from across the Samudrá Ocean (the Indian Ocean).

All these features are in Buddhist scriptures, but their arrangement on this map is not orthodox. It is unusual to see Mount Méru off center and the seven lakes scattered around as they would be on some Western topographic map. In earlier Indian maps these features are all perfectly symmetrical like spokes on a wheel. In fact, this entire map was influenced by Western maps. The mapmaker had apparently seen some eighteenth-century European maps, because he (or she) has tried to mimic the Western way of imagining the landscape. The sacred region of the Himalayas is rendered in European fashion as an “aerial view,” as if we were looking at it from a great height. The Buddhist holy sites are “quaintly shown,” as one writer puts it, “by small red squares and circular patches,” as if the Buddha had been born in a small village in France. The mapmaker has even picked up the European custom of marking the map with geometric lines—there is a faint, dashed Equator line and another that might be the Tropic of Cancer, but neither one is where it should be, and it seems the mapmaker was just imitating the practice without understanding it. Strangest of all are the colored divisions of land, which are completely arbitrary; they aren’t named and they do not correspond to any real divisions in the Indian subcontinent. There are even dotted boundaries inside the colored regions (and some that overspill them). It seems the mapmaker liked the piebald pattern and didn’t realize that it was a way of symbolizing different countries.
The map is a compromise, like any map: it is still an egg, and it still has at least a few of the sacred symmetries. The Buddha’s jambu tree at the top of the world is directly above his Bó tree, in the middle. But the rest of it is falling apart. The world is literally crumbling under the pressure of the naturalistic European way of thinking about geography. There are even little European-style boats sailing among the five hundred islands.

The history of cartography is full of wonderful images like this one. Each country, each century has its ways of picturing the world. Even National Geographic Society
and Rand McNally have their customs and conventions. (Among other things, they both keep north to the top, they both avoid the little pictures this mapmaker likes, and they both adhere rigidly to mathematical grids.)

What if this map of India were your world? What if you looked north and saw an inaccessible, mythical realm of high mountains and spiraling rivers with Buddha at its exact apex? What if you looked south and saw the land itself disintegrating, falling into an endless, unknown ocean?
THINGS MADE BY NATURE
One of the reasons the living, moving human body is so beautiful is that it shifts and changes and never quite looks the same. A mannekin moves, too, but it always has predictable shapes. Its joints rotate and swivel, but they do not compress or stretch the limbs, and there are no muscles working underneath the skin, continuously altering its shape.

The shoulder joint is especially intricate and very flexible, and when we move our arms around, the muscles on the back are pushed and pulled into a wide variety of shapes. Basic anatomy gives the essential facts that make it possible to see order in the chaos. The rib cage is essentially egg-shaped, and the bone of the upper arm (the humerus) does not connect to it (Fig. 18.1). Instead it fits into a socket on the shoulder blade. The humerus is tied to the shoulder blade by tough connective tissues and by muscles, such as the one that I have numbered 1 in Figure 18.1. The back of the shoulder blade is hollow, and there is a “spine”—a ridge—along the top. The spine goes out over the top of the humerus, where it connects to the collarbones. On Figure 18.1, the collarbones (clavicles) are visible at the very top, curving around to the front of the chest (number 2).

**figure 18.1**

*Skeletal structure of the back, with deep muscles. 1747, lettering added.*
Muscles often come in groups and layers, and Figure 18.2 shows the deeper muscles of the shoulder. They include:

- The serratus anterior (number 3), which binds the bottom of the shoulder blade to the ribs.

- The rhomboids (4), which link the back edge of the shoulder blade to the spine. On a living person, it is often possible to see and count the spines of the vertebrae (5, 6, and 7) to see where the muscles attach.

- Deep neck muscles (8 and 9); some of them pull the shoulder blade up, and others steady and turn the neck.

- Deep back muscles (10), which wrap the rib cage and help straighten and flex the spine. Notice that these come in several layers; some are already shown in Figure 18.1, and Figure 18.2 adds another two layers.

- The triceps (11 and 12), the big muscle on the back of the upper arm, opposite the biceps. The triceps attaches in several places; one “head” goes to the deep surface of the shoulder blade, and another binds to the humerus.

- Muscles of the shoulder blade (13, 14 and 15), which fill in the hollow surface above and below the spine of the shoulder blade. They all attach to the humerus, strengthening its attachment to the shoulder blade. The most important is the teres major (the lowest number 14), which is a thick muscle, and tends to be prominent in life.

I am giving some anatomical names and omitting others, because in anatomy there is a point of no return, where names begin to clog the attention and distract from the essential structure. It is more important to see the arrangement of the parts than to name small muscles that are rarely visible in life. The construction of the shoulder ends with the superficial layer of muscles (Fig. 18.3):
• The deltoid (1 and 2), which is the large muscle of the shoulder. It attaches to the spine of the shoulder blade at the back and is usually strongly divided into different portions. Ten or more strands can be visible in very muscular people.

• The trapezius (3, 4, and 5), a very large flat muscle that attaches to the whole upper half of the spine and then runs to the side, where its strands gather together and attach on the top surface of the spine of the scapula. Every muscle in the body has a fleshy part (the red muscle, the part that weight lifters try to grow) and a tendon. The trapezius is unusually complex and has flat tendinous areas (technically, aponeuroses) around the vertebrae at the base of the neck (left of number 3), again at the edge of the spine of the shoulder blade (4), and also at the bottom (5). People with strong trapeziuses have hollows in those places, because the tendons stay flat while the muscle gets larger.

• The latissimus dorsi (6 and 7), a huge muscle that wraps around the whole lower half of the rib cage like a beach towel. Notice how the top edge of the latissimus dorsi just barely covers the bottom of the shoulder blade, and notice too how the latissimus dorsi and the trapezius cross one another right near the inside edge of the shoulder blades.

At the bottom, the latissimus dorsi binds to the back of the pelvis and the lower vertebrae (8, 9, 10, and 11). There are a few other muscles, but this is the essential list. (A prominent neck muscle, number 12, can also be seen from the back: it’s the big muscle on either side of the front of your neck, and it has the polysyllabic anatomic name of sternocleidomastoideus.)

There is a little triangle on each side of the back (13) with the latissimus dorsi below, the trapezius on the side near the spine, and the shoulder blade on the other side. The triangle is a spot where the muscles are especially thin. In life, it can look like a little triangular depression; it’s also a good place to put a stethoscope to listen to the lungs.
Many of these muscles are variable: the deltoïd divides naturally into three parts (front, side, back), but it can display ten or more strands. The trapezius is especially variable. The aponeurosis (thin tendinous part) along the spine is sometimes quite wide and has an irregular margin. In other people it’s thin and straight. Like other muscles, the trapezius begins to organize itself into strands if it is well developed, and everyone has slightly different strands. It helps to divide the trapezius into three portions: the upper portion, which attaches to the spine of the scapula; the middle portion, which converges on the end of the spine of the scapula (Fig. 18.3, number 4); and the lower portion, underneath. But each person is different, and often the trapezius divides into seven portions. This is an aspect of medicine that is largely ignored in the twentieth century; very few books even mention the fact that different people have differently shaped muscles. As long as a muscle begins and ends where it should, most doctors are content.

With this information in mind, you can start observing people’s shoulders and seeing how well developed their muscles are. Often the best physiques for seeing muscles and bones are not those of bodybuilders, but of people who have worked hard and steadily for many years and have kept thin. Older men in their fifties and sixties are the best subjects; some of them are like living anatomy lessons. Serious weight lifting and steroid use exaggerate some muscles and make others invisible, and most people who work out have too much superficial fat, so the contours of their muscles are blurred.

Years ago I taught art anatomy to painters and sculptors, and I found that it was easier to go back to artists like Michelangelo than it was to find a model who had a clearly articulated physique. Michelangelo’s drawings are very beautiful and also tremendously complex (they would take more than these few pages to explain). The sculptures and paintings are simpler, but they still have all the essential anatomy; the back of the sculpture called the Giorno (“day”) in the Medici Chapel in Florence is a good example (Fig. 18.4). The right shoulder blade is pulled forward, and the left is crowded back against the spine. Pulling the arm forward brings out the outline of the shoulder blade, and you can see the muscles that cover it (compare with Figure 18.2, numbers 13 and 14). The lump along the bottom of the shoulder blade...
is the latissimus dorsi, which wraps the bottom corner of the shoulder blade and helps keep it from popping out away from the rib cage (compare with Figure 18.3). Also on the right side, you can see the shadowy triangle of the trapezius (compare with Figure 18.3, numbers 4 and 5).

On the left side, where the muscles are bunched up, you can see where the fleshy parts of the muscles turn into flat tendons along the spine: notice that the bright rolling contour of muscles stops a fraction of an inch short of the spine itself (as in Figure 18.3, left of number 3). At first it is hard to understand the strange shape on the left shoulder blade, because it is formed by muscles that are tensed and compressed. It helps to locate the shape of the shoulder blade underneath the muscles. The depression has a peculiar shape:

The curve from number 1 to number 2 is the spine of the shoulder blade, and the muscle that is bunched up over it is the trapezius (as in Figure 18.3, between numbers 3 and 4). The rectangular notch that is marked number 2 is the small tendon of the trapezius, just at the end of the spine of the shoulder blade (as in Figure 18.3, number 4). The trapezius is also the muscle that causes the large arc between 2 and 3. On the Giorno itself, you can see a fainter depression just beyond the arc 2–3 that is the actual edge of the shoulder blade. The bigger roll of muscle between that depression and the spine itself is the combined trapezius and rhomboids (as in Figure 18.2, number 4). The very sharp corner at 3 is the little triangle marked 13 on Figure 18.3. From there to number 4, the big muscle is the teres major, one of the muscles that covers the flat face of the scapula (see Figure 18.3, and also Figure 18.2, the lowest number 14). The curve from 4 to 5 is also formed by muscles over the shoulder blade, pushed back by the arm; and the curve from 5 back to 1 is the deltoid (compare Figure 18.3, number 1).

There is no limit to how carefully you can look at shapes like these and how much you can see. The first roll of muscles just left of the spine has a gently undulating contour—a curve that begins up near the top of the shoulder, and another very subtle one, and then a still longer one that turns down toward the wrist. Those
arcs are the outlines of the rhomboids; as shown in Figure 18.2, number 4, the rhomboids generally split into pairs, and Michelangelo has marked the contours very carefully. In the depression itself, just where I have put the number 5 on the little outline drawing, there is a thin but unmistakable swelling: it is caused by one of the heads of the triceps (see Figure 18.2, number 11) pushing up the muscles that are above it.

Michelangelo was an extremely acute observer, and in the years that I worked on this material, I found only a handful of cases where he might have invented something. Usually he distorted his figures and he simplified their outlines, as in the *Giorno*, but time after time I found that the strange shapes he depicted actually exist. Still, to understand the body it’s necessary to do more than just look at art, even if that art is the record of some of the best observations that have ever been made. The physiques of older men are entirely different—very little like Michelangelo’s work—and they show other forms that have rarely been represented in art.

I chose the photos on the next few pages from an old German anatomy text because newer photos and live models rarely show as much. Anatomy texts for medical students and for artists simplify things to make them easier to see. But the body isn’t schematic, and it was the unsimplified forms that held Michelangelo’s attention. Think of these photos as puzzles—first try looking at them without consulting the outlines or the keys. Find the important muscles and bones, and then look at smaller and more puzzling features. Often the line between one muscle and another is very subtle, and even in this man’s unusual physique, it is not easy to pick out the borders between different parts. The best strategy is to look blankly at a single area until something emerges. At the same time, don’t frame a part in your mind or sequester it from what is around it; try to continue seeing the back as a whole. When one part reveals its contours, then let your eye move on. The keys provide full explanations, but you will see the most if you find the forms yourself.

The shoulder is complicated, and this is only the beginning. Even though we live in a culture that cares a great deal about bodies, most of us are scarcely aware of the astonishing amounts of detail that the body can show us.
### Key to Figure 18.6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>The Form Is Also Shown In:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1, 2, 3</td>
<td>Sections of the deltoideus</td>
<td>Figure 18.3, numbers 1 and 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Triceps</td>
<td>Figure 18.2, numbers 11 and 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Teres major</td>
<td>Figure 18.2, bottom number 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6, 7</td>
<td>Two muscles covering the flat face of the scapula just above it</td>
<td>Figure 18.2, numbers 13 and 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Top edge of the latissimus dorsi</td>
<td>Figure 18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>The little triangle between muscles, showing a deep muscle over the ribs (erector spinae)</td>
<td>Figure 18.3, number 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>A rhomboid</td>
<td>Figure 18.2, number 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11, 12</td>
<td>Strands in latissimus dorsi</td>
<td>Figure 18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>The thin nonfleshy portion of a scapular muscle</td>
<td>Figure 18.2, left of the middle number 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>The bottom corner of the scapula</td>
<td>Figure 18.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>The end of the spine of the scapula</td>
<td>Figure 18.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>The collar bone (clavicle)</td>
<td>Figure 18.1, number 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>The spine of the scapula</td>
<td>Figure 18.3, up to number 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18–end</td>
<td>All parts of the trapezius</td>
<td>Figure 18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Upper part of the trapezius</td>
<td>Figure 18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>The neck muscle sternocleidomastoides</td>
<td>Figure 18.3, number 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–23</td>
<td>Strands of the middle portion of the trapezius leading to individual vertebrae</td>
<td>Figure 18.2, numbers 5–7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>The lower portion of the trapezius</td>
<td>Figure 18.3, leading to number 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>The thin, nonfleshy aponeurosis of the trapezius</td>
<td>Figure 18.3, number 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Thinner part of the middle portion of the trapezius</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Figure 18.5**

Muscles of the back, arm extended to the side. c. 1925.

**Figure 18.6**

Outline of the forms on Figure 18.5.
Key to Figure 18.8

Note: In this picture I have also labeled the vertebrae, which can often be counted. “CVIII” is the seventh and last cervical vertebra; it is usually prominent and easy to find. Counting down from there, “TI” through “TXI” are thoracic vertebrae.

No. Explanation The Form Is Also Shown In:
1 Upper portion of the trapezius Figure 18.3
2 Flat, aponeurotic portion of the trapezius Figure 18.3 and also Figure 18.4
3 Middle portion of the trapezius
4 Lowest part of the upper portion of the trapezius Figure 18.3, from number 4 up
5 Continuation of number 2, called the ligamentum nuchae
6 Beginning of a division within the upper portion of the trapezius
7 The flat aponeurosis at the bottom of the trapezius Figure 18.2, number 5
8 Deltoid: strands in the middle portion Figure 18.3, number 2
9 Deltoid: back portion Figure 18.3, number 1
10 One of the heads of the triceps Figure 18.2, number 11
11 Latissimus dorsi: note the thin top edge of the muscle, crossing over the shoulder blade Figure 18.3, left of number 13
12 Latissimus dorsi: the lateral edge Figure 18.3, right of number 7
13 Latissimus dorsi: the thin top edge of the muscle, crossing over the deep back muscles
14 A muscle of the flank (obliquus externus) Figure 18.3, lower right of number 7
15 A deep muscle of the back (erector spinae) showing through in the little triangle Figure 18.3, number 13; Figure 18.6, number 9
16 Muscles of the flat surface of the shoulder blade Figure 18.2, numbers 13 and 14
17 Spine of the scapula Figure 18.3, from number 4
18–19 End of the spine of the scapula; deltoid on the outside, trapezius on the inside Figure 18.3
20 Fold in the trapezius, as it changes direction going up the neck Figure 18.3, number 3
21 Furrow between the rhomboids Figure 18.2, number 4 (compare both sides)
22 Latissimus dorsi: strands with possible slips (small connections) to the shoulder blade
23 Neck muscle (sternocleidomastoideus) Figure 18.3, number 12
24 Bottom of rhomboid (it is also barely visible on the right) Figure 18.3, left of number 13; Figure 18.2, number 4
Figure 18.7

Muscles of the back, arms raised. c. 1925.

Figure 18.8

Outline of the forms on Figure 18.7.
What we know as the face is a thin mask of frail, interconnected muscle fibers attached to a layer of fat and skin. What we recognize as the emotions and beauty of the face depend entirely on this mat of tissues. Most muscles in the body link bone to bone and are strong enough to help us sit up or walk. There are muscles like that on the face, such as the one that hinges the jaw to the skull. But the majority of facial muscles have nothing to do but pull the skin into different expressions. They are weak and stringy, and they do not usually show up on the face the way a bicep curls on an arm or a pectoral lifts a man’s chest. What we see on a face are the lumps of compressed skin and the folds in between them.

Because we attend so closely to people’s expressions, the face is full of names. Many skin folds have names, and there is a term for every curve in the ear and each turn of the nostrils. By comparison, other parts of the body are terra incognita. There is no name, for example, for that large fold that forms in front of the elbow, or the even bigger one behind the knee. (The areas have medical names, but not the folds.) It is interesting to encounter some of names for facial features, because they turn the face into a kind of map. Also, they aid the memory. Once you know a few

---

**figure 19.1**

*Michelangelo, study for the Cumaean Sibyl on the Sistine Ceiling.*
*Norino, Biblioteca Reale.*
terms, it becomes easier to remember how a person looks. You’ll see someone smile, and you’ll spot the creases that mark their smile apart from everyone else’s. You’ll notice someone’s ear and remember it because you know the name of the little clefts and hooks of cartilage. Without names it is much more difficult even to see the face, much less remember it; and that is a good general moral for this book.

Here, then, are some names for parts of the face. The underlying architecture is provided by the skull, which is especially strong on this wonderful drawing of an old woman (Fig. 19.1). The bulge of the forehead is the frontal eminence; it’s the gentle curve that turns into a shining dome as the hair recedes (marked number 1 in Figure 19.2). It dips down and then bulges into ridges above the eyes, called superciliary arches (2). The glabella is the space between them, and it has a curve of its own (3). At either side of the forehead is a more or less abrupt change in contour called the temporal crest (4). In this drawing everything behind the temporal crest is thrown into
shadow. The drawing shows very beautifully how the horizontal skin folds of the forehead bunch up over the superciliary arches and how they flow down and around the temples. Like the lines in a topographic map, they suggest the underlying geology without quite delineating it.

You can also feel all these things on your own face, and if you move your fingers down past your eyebrows and keep pressing in, you’ll feel the place where the bone gives way and turns inward into the eye socket. That is the supraorbital margin. It is hidden in life but obvious on skulls. The only part of the eye socket that is visible in life is the outside rim, technically the orbital margin of the zygomatic bone (5–5). Here it is crossed by two crow’s feet. This is a typical older person’s face, and it is easy to see how the soft tissues have collapsed a little into the eye socket and how the bone has become more prominent.

There is a bony arch on the side of the face, called the zygomatic arch. The heavy muscle used for chewing attaches to it. The bulk of the muscle, called the masseter, swells her cheek slightly (12). In this drawing, it becomes visible where it begins on the maxilla (6), and you can follow it back to its highest point (7) and from there to the ear (8). You can also feel the zygomatic arch on your own face, even if you’re very young and it isn’t really visible. If you press hard enough, you’ll feel the softer muscles above and below it, and you will sense that it is an arch. This woman has lost some of the fat that conceals the arch in younger people, and there is a shadow beneath the arch, and even a small skin fold (below number 6). In the front portion of her masseter muscle (12) there is a little hollow (13), typical of old age. It was once filled with deep buccal fat, and as the fat has been metabolized, her face has gained an extra contour. Babies have a lot of that fat, and so do healthy young people.

The jaw bone, or mandible, has a very subtle contour. Near its hinge it is concave (9), then it comes to an angle (10). Its inferior border is once again concave (11).

Her nose is especially clearly articulated. The nasion, where the nasal bones meet in front, is a low point (14). The nasal bones themselves show their vertical upper surfaces (14–15) and their sloped inferior surfaces (15–16). The nose is an assembly of little bones, cartilage plates, and softer connective tissue. The upper later nasal cartilages go from the change in contour (16) to the area where connective tissue takes over from cartilage (17). You can even see the edges of the cartilages, their lateral borders (18). The greater alar cartilages each have two surfaces—one from 17 to 19, and another from 19 to 20. The rest of the nose is made of connective tissue and cartilage that is molded into the round shapes of the nostrils and the alae (wings) of the nose.

In the nineteenth century, a French anatomist and sculptor named Paul Richer named most of the folds around the mouth and cheek. Some of his terms also exist
in English and others don’t, so some folds have only French names. Anatomists call the folds at each corner of the mouth, where the lips fuse, the *labial commissures*. Often they run into an accessory fold, as they do here (21–21). Next comes the *sillon jugal*—in English that would be the “jugal fold,” meaning fold of the jugal or cheek bone—and beyond it the *sillon jugal accessoire* (22 and 23). The very prominent fold that comes down on either side of the nose is the *nasojugal fold* (24). Everyone has a nasojugal fold, and many people have a nasolabial fold, which goes from the nose to the corner of the mouth. (One is present here, but it is not well developed.) Only older people have the three other folds numbered 21, 22, and 23. They can merge and separate in different ways. On this woman, the *sillon jugal* and *sillon jugal accessoire* (22 and 23) come together in a V and merge with the fold under the chin, which Richer calls the *sillon sous-mentonnier* (25). When people have double chins, the fold under the second chin tends to connect with the *sillon jugal accessoire* (23). This woman has only a flat stretch of skin where the second chin would go (to the right of 25).

You might not think so, but the part of the face where the shape is determined most by muscle, and not by fat or bone, is the lips. The *philtrum* is the little channel that connects the nose to the center of the “Cupid’s bow” on the upper lip (26). The whole area around the philtrum—the upper lip, the lower lip, and the area between the lower lip and the *mentolabial fold* (27)—is sculpted by muscle.

The eyelids are very delicate thin muscles, like the skin on a custard; they float over the eyeball and over the fat and muscles that pack the eyeball into the eye socket. So it is no wonder that when they wrinkle, they form many tiny folds. The *malar fold* is often doubled into two folds, as it is on this woman (28). Above it are the “bags” of the eyes, which are often corrugated into tiny rumpled and creases. It is not too pleasant to think about, but the little rumpled appear when the delicate underlying sheet of muscle degenerates and small hernias of orbital fat break through it.

This drawing would be a perfect visual dictionary of the forms of the face if Michelangelo had drawn in the ear. Its parts are shown well enough on another drawing (Fig. 19.3). The outer *helix* wraps around the inner *antihelix*. The earhole itself is called the *external auditory meatus*. The outer helix begins just above the meatus, in the *crus*, continues up and around the ear, forming a little inward projection called the *Darwinian tubercle* (marked number 1 on Figure 19.4), and flattens out to form the earlobe (*lobule*). The inner *antihelix* starts in two parts, the *crural*, which are separated by a triangular depression, called the *fossa triangularis*. The furrow between the helix and antihelix is known as the *scapha*. The antihelix continues down, bulges out a little into the wonderfully named *antitragicus* (2), dips back in the *intertragic incisure*, and then out again in the *tragicus* (3). Above the tragicus, but
not visible in this drawing, are the supratragic tubercle, the anterior incisure, and then the beginning of the helix. Inside, nearest the meatus, are the cavum conchae and the cymba conchae, two little projections that look like a third helix in the making.

It seems silly to have so many names for such an unremarkable part of the body, but they can help you to take in the ear’s complicated shape and remember what you see. (And if you want to see more, there are at least six other names I have not mentioned.) These little parts are always preserved in differently shaped ears, and
by learning them you can start to see that ears are not just “pointed,” “flat,” or “long.” They come in infinite variations.

I reproduce this second drawing in order to make some sad observations about aging. On the face, the skin is loosely anchored to the bone underneath by the muscles that produce expressions and by a series of sheets of tissue called fascia. They are like little hammocks tied at one end to the skin and at the other to the skull. Often they run between two muscles, separating them. Skin folds are usually formed where the fascia attach to the skin; they pull the skin down like the buttons in upholstery. As a person ages, the muscles atrophy and the fat migrates, slumping downward until it comes to rest on a fascial sheet. The bags and flabby folds of old age are like fat people slumping in hammocks. This man’s face shows all the signs of impending age. The tissues under his eye (4) have sagged down onto a fascial sheet underneath the eye, and the tissues and muscles underneath them have sagged onto
the nasojugal fold (5). The deep buccal fat to the side of the mouth, and its associated tissues, have fallen down onto the fascia that form the labial commissures (6).

Large muscles such as the masseter (chewing) muscle have fascia on all sides. Here the superficial layer of fat over the muscle itself has slumped down onto a fascial sheet that is in front of the muscle (7), and the fat that is farther back over the parotid gland has fallen down onto the sheet that is at the edge of the muscle (8). (These fascial sheets all have names; this sheet is the fascia parotideomasseterica.) A bar of fatty tissue (9–9) rests on the fascia that are connected to the zygomatic arch and a smaller gland called the accessory parotid gland.

This is what it means to say that gravity takes its toll. Gravity pulls the fat down, revealing the underlying fascia. What was once a network of tissues becomes a series of slumps and slides ending in hammocks of fascia. All the signs of aging are already present in a young man (Fig. 19.5), if you look carefully—and of course the same applies to women. If you are brave enough, take this book to the mirror and you’ll find all the signs of age—no matter how young you are, you have the fascial sheets in place and the folds waiting to form.

---

**Figure 19.5**

Michelangelo, study for the head of a young man. Florence, Casa Buonarroti.
fingerprints are slightly too small to see with the naked eye. In just the right light you can discern the curving lines, but not closely enough to tell one finger from another. Printing the pattern helps, but is not easy to make a print that is clear enough to show every line, and even if you do, you’ll need a magnifying glass to really study it. It’s as if fingerprints were designed to be just out of the range of normal human vision. That is probably why they were not noticed until the seventeenth century (the age of telescopes and microscopes), and not classified until the twentieth century. But if you know how, it is easy to ink your fingers (and your toes, too—they also have fingerprints) and analyze the results.

The official FBI publication *The Science of Fingerprints* is not an especially easy book to read, and it has some grisly bits, such as photographs demonstrating how to snip hands off corpses and how to inject dead people’s fingers with preservative. But the basic facts can be distilled into a couple of pages. There are three kinds of fingerprints: the arch, the loop, and the whorl (Fig. 20.1, numbers 1, 2, and 3). The last two can be measured exactly so that each finger gets a number. To do that,
imagine that the ideal finger is made entirely of horizontal lines, sweeping past from one side to the other. The pattern area is the part in the middle where the flow is disrupted, like a stream that flows around a rock or eddies into a whirlpool. Arched fingerprints (number 1) don’t have anything that seriously interrupts the flow, and almost every line enters on one side and exits on the other. (It does not matter if the lines break or split: it’s the flow that counts.) Loops and whorls have some lines that do not flow from side to side; they get trapped and swirl around in circles, or else turn and go back to the side they came from. The eddying movements can be easily seen in numbers 2 and 3. Such lines comprise the pattern area.

The first thing to do in looking at a fingerprint is to find two lines that start out flowing parallel to one another, and then diverge and go around the pattern area, like A and B in Figure 20.1, number 4. Those lines are called type lines, and the place where they diverge is the delta. (If you want, think of the pattern area as a lake fed by a stream.) The delta is the point that is closest to the place where the type lines diverge. In the diagram, the line D finds the delta, which is the tip of the little V-shaped ridge. If the fingerprint has one set of type lines and one delta, it is probably a loop, as in number 2. (The type lines there come in from the far lower left corner of the print area.) If the fingerprint has two deltas, one on each side, it is a whorl, as in number 3.

The next thing is to look inside the pattern area and find the core, which is the part farthest inside the pattern area—or, in the technical language of fingerprint analysis, “upon or within the innermost sufficient recurve.” This is a complicated business because it is artificially imposed on what nature has given us—fingerprints are not naturally evolved as pattern areas, deltas, and cores. FBI analysts have resolved the ambiguous cases by introducing a number of ancillary rules. A glance at number 5 will give a sense of how the core is located when it is not immediately obvious. These are pictures of pattern areas without the rest of the prints. The first is the simplest: the core is at the end of the innermost recurving line. When the innermost ridge doesn’t curve back on itself, the core is at its end (as in the second drawing). If there is an even number of lines in the middle, the core is the farther one of the central pair. And if a ridge comes down on top of the innermost recurve, then that recurve is “considered spoiled,” and the core has to be found outside the innermost recurve (shown in the last drawing).

Once you have located the delta and the core, it is a matter of drawing a straight line between the two and counting the ridges in between. A typical fingerprint classification might be “loop, ridge count 5.” You can test yourself using Figure 20.2, which gives some counts for different fingerprints. A line in the first picture shows how it is done. To analyze your own fingerprints, you will need very clear impres-
Ink your finger and then roll it once across the paper. It’s essential to roll the finger and not just press it, because you need the full range of detail from left to right. Roll several more times, as the ink gets lighter, and one of the impressions will probably be adequate. Don’t press hard, don’t go back over it, and try not to smudge anything. When you get a reasonably clear print, make several photocopies of it, enlarging it until it’s clearly visible—say about half the size of a normal sheet of paper. Then you can use a colored marker to find the delta and the core, and a ruler to draw a line between them.

Fingerprints get tricky for two reasons: finding the delta and core; and deciding the difference between a loop and an arch. Technically, a fingerprint cannot be a loop unless it has three traits: (i) a sufficient recurve, meaning a ridge inside the type

\[\text{figure 20.2}\]

Examples of ridge counts.
lines that has no bridges connecting it to the type lines; (2) a delta; and (3) a ridge count. Figure 20.3, number 1 is a very small loop that still satisfies these criteria. If you look at the right margin, you can see the two type lines entering parallel to one another and then diverging and running around the pattern area. (Again, it doesn’t matter if they break, as long as you can trace a continuous direction.) The delta is just where the type lines diverge at D. A ridge comes in from the left and loops back on itself, and inside it there is a little ridge. The end of that ridge is the core, marked C. This is a proper loop because it possesses all three traits, and its ridge count would be four.

Arches, loops, and whorls each subdivide into further types. There are actually two kinds of arches: plain arches, where every line enters on one side and exits on the other; and tented arches, where there are a few isolated lines in the center. Tented
Arches, in turn, come in three varieties: those where the central lines form a definite angle, as in Figure 20.3, number 2; those where the central ridges form an upthrust, as in number 3; and those that are almost loops, but lack one of the three essential criteria for a loop. An example of the last kind is number 4. This fingerprint has the first characteristic of a loop, a sufficient recurve; it’s the loop that comes in and goes out again from the right. The core would be on the innermost recurve, but since there is only one recurve, the core is right where it turns. This finger also has type lines—they come in from the left and flow around the recurve—and it has a delta, which is the very same recurve. The problem is that the core is the delta, and the problem with that is that this finger has no ridge count. Hence it fails the third of the three criteria for a loop, and it is a tented arch.

**Figure 20.4**

1. An outer central pocket loop. 2. A double loop. 3. An "accidental pattern" comprised of a whorl and a loop.
Whorls come in different types as well. A central pocket loop is a whorl in which some ridges make perfect closed circles. Figure 20.4, number 1 is that kind of whorl. If you draw a line from one delta to the other, it does not cross any of the lines that make the circles; which is the technical requirement of a central pocket loop. Whorls have to be counted differently from loops. To count a whorl, find the two deltas, and then trace the ridge that starts from the lower side of the left-hand delta. Follow it around until you get as close as you can to the other delta. If the ridge peters out, skip down to the next ridge. If you end up inside the right-hand delta, then the whorl is an inner whorl, and if you end up outside the right-hand delta, it is an outer whorl. Count the ridges from the place you end up to the right-hand delta, and you get the ridge count for the whorl. By those criteria Figure 20.1, number 3 is an inner whorl with a ridge count of two, and Figure 20.4, number 1 is an outer whorl with a ridge count of four. To count this inner whorl (number 1), start at the little dot that is the left-hand delta, and skip down to the type line. Keep following it around to
A koala bear fingerprint—the pinkie of the right hand.
the right until you have to skip down again. Stop when you’re just below the right-hand delta, and count up to it. There are four ridges between (including the delta itself).

You see how this can get very involved—and this is only the beginning. Still, with this much information you can analyze all your fingers and toes. It is not uncommon to find something exotic—a double loop, as in number 2, or an accidental like number 3, which has a loop over a tented arch. You can also make palm and footprints, and parts of them will have loops and whorls, but they are not usually counted by fingerprint analysts. Who knows—you may even find a really exotic pattern like this one that a student of mine found on one of his fingers (Fig. 20.5). You might wonder, though, if your fingerprints look like Figure 20.6 or Figure 20.7—the one is a koala bear, the other a chimpanzee.

(Koalas are an interesting case because they have been on a different evolutionary tree from humans for a long time and have evolved fingerprints independently of humans. It seems that fingerprints are an optimal structure for both holding and climbing, provided you have an opposable thumb. For just plain climbing it is enough to have the nubbly texture, called warts, which is apparent at the bottom of the koala’s fingerprint.)

These days fingerprint analysis is done by computer, though there are still people who are trained in visual classification. Most fingerprints at crime scenes are only “partial prints,” lacking important features like deltas and cores. In that case the analysts look at the little accidental features of the fingerprints: the places where ridges meet or divide, or the little scars and flaws that most of us have. (People who have done a fair amount of manual labor will usually have deeply scarred fingerprints that are fairly easy to identify.)

Learning about fingerprints made me skeptical of lawyers’ claims to be able to identify fingerprints once and for all. I have taken fingerprints from about a hundred people so far, and I have found that it can be very difficult to get a legible print even in the best conditions. If I am ever on trial and the case turns on fingerprints, I am going to want to have a look at the evidence myself.

*figure 20.7*

*A chimpanzee fingerprint from a 46-year-old female.*
Most people who love animals prefer large, furry animals. We love dogs and cats and, from a distance, lions and tigers. In the same anthropomorphic fashion, people who care about plants tend to like large, gaudy plants. They prefer roses and chrysanthemums and larger things like oak trees and sequoias. But as in the animal kingdom, smaller plants are far more common. Grass is a lovely example of an overlooked plant. It would be hard to imagine something more commonly underfoot or more universally unnoticed. It has been estimated that grass covers one fourth of the earth’s surface; grasses (Graminae) are the largest family of flowering plants, with somewhere around two thousand species in North America alone. All the grains we eat are grasses, from oats to barley and wheat. Bamboo is a grass, and so is corn, and so is sugarcane. Yet even those large grasses are almost entirely unknown to people who aren’t farmers. I wonder what percentage of people in the developed countries could identify a field of oats, or rye, or wheat.

Grass is as nearly universal as any visible life form gets, aside from people and insects. Chances are good that no matter where you live, if you are reading this book.
between April and August, you can find at least one of the five grasses I describe here.

Figure 21.2 is a drawing of one of the most common grasses, a fescue. Sheep’s fescue (*Festuca ovina*) is a typical roadside grass; it is found from Greenland to New Guinea, though as a genus it is essentially European.

Figure 21.3 shows sweet vernal-grass (*Anthoxanthum odoratum*). It is named for its springlike smell and is found throughout Europe, from northern Scandinavia to North Africa, and—as one author says—“in the Caucasus, Siberia, Japan, the Canaries, Madeira and the Azores, Greenland and North America.” In some cases grasses have emigrated from Europe and then immigrated back again, following human movements.

Figure 21.4 is Timothy (*Phleum pratense*), which was brought to America in 1720 by someone named Timothy Hansen for use in grazing. Later it was brought back to Europe in a different form. During its stay in America it had mutated—technically, it had developed a polyploid strain—and the British got it back in an even more useful form than when it left.

Figure 21.5 is the famous Kentucky bluegrass (*Poa pratensis*), which is also a European native. It was recorded most famously by Albrecht Dürer in the watercolor known as the “The Great Piece of Turf,” a lovely myopic look at a few square feet of roadside grasses and weeds.

As in any branch of natural history, it helps to know some names for parts of what you’re looking at. Some are demonstrated on a sample of a fifth species, Orchard grass (*Dactylis glomerata*) in Figure 21.6. Grasses have stems (called *culms*), labeled A, and branches, labeled B. In this picture the culms are cut so the plant fits
better into the picture. A sheaf (C), called the *prophyllum*, links the stem to the branch so it won’t snap off. Grass leaves are long and narrow, and they start out wrapped around the stem. After an inch, or a fraction of an inch, they split and veer off the stem; the portion that is wrapped around the stem is called the sheath and the free portion is the *blade* (D).

Those are the structural elements. The parts that you need to attend to in order to identify grasses are the flowers. Flowers come in groups, called *spikelets*; one is magnified at the lower right of Figure 21.6. The easiest way to tell grasses apart is by noticing how the spikelets are arranged. In Kentucky bluegrass the spikelets are in a loose, pyramidal shape known as a *panicle* (Fig. 21.5). In Sheep’s fescue, the top of the stem undulates to make room for a spikelets on one side and then on the other (Fig. 21.2). Such an arrangement is called a *two-rowed spike*. One of the Orchard grasses in Figure 21.6 has a thin, tall panicle (labeled E); the other has a triangular panicle. Its lower branches are spread out horizontally like fingers—hence the Latin name, *dactylis*, meaning “finger.”

The spikelets themselves have most of the information that a botanist cares about. If you look closely at a spikelet, you’ll see that it is made of a series of *florets* (labeled F). If you pluck them all off, you’ll be left with a thin, zigzag stem called a *rachilla*. Botanists pay special attention to the *glumes*, the first pair of “leaves” at the base of the spikelet, and to the shapes of the *bracts*, the “leaves” that cover each of the florets in the spikelet (G, at the top right). By gathering several grasses and picking them apart, you can see how the glumes and bracts differ. Several of the drawings show typical spikelets, florets, and glumes.

This is all minutiae until you start to experience grasses in everyday life. Sweet vernal-grass is among the first to appear in the spring. It is well named in English and in Latin (*odoratum*), because it is the typical smell of springtime. The scent is strongest after a rain, or where fields have been freshly mowed. Vernal-grass is also the sweet part of the smell of hay.
Kentucky bluegrass is another early grass. When I was young I sometimes pulled it up and put the stalk in my mouth as if I were some character from *Tom Sawyer*. It didn’t taste particularly good, and though I didn’t know it, I would have been happier with vernal-grass. Kentucky bluegrass blooms in early to mid-June, so it is prominent before most other grasses. Its panicles have a delicate look, as if they were tender springtime leaves. Orchard grass is another early grass, but it is much bigger and hangs around all summer. It grows especially well in the shade and is common by the edges of fields, where it hides in the shade of trees and bushes. They are easy to tell apart: Kentucky bluegrass is tender and slim; orchard grass is tall and coarse.

Both vernal-grass and Kentucky bluegrass are finished blooming by the time the other grasses come up. To me, the fescues have the look of summer. When I was growing up, I didn’t know their names but I picked them absentmindedly, like any child, and I saw them in the corner of my eye everywhere I went. Somehow they became part of what summer is, and even now, when I see a picture of one, I feel the onset of hot days and summertime air. The spikelets are a mixture of green and purple, as if they were already feeling a little burnt by the sun.

Timothy grows in the same fields and blooms just a little later. It is a grass of high summer, when the days are hot and cicadas and grasshoppers are singing. Timothy is also called cat’s tail grass, because it looks like a smaller, mauve version of the swamp cattail.

All this may seem very romantic to you if you grew up in a city or in the suburbs, where all the grass grows lush on fertilizer and is cut when it gets over half an inch high. But if you grew up with real meadows, fields cultivated with Timothy, woods and streams and places that are not mowed or paved, then the grasses have always been part of your sense of place and season. Vernal-grass, bluegrass, orchard grass, fescue, and Timothy may be new names, but they are not new experiences.

Grasses have a reputation for being hard to identify. Even Charles Darwin thought they must be difficult. When he identified his first grass, sweet vernal-grass, he wrote: “I have just made out my first grass, hurrah! hurrah! I must confess
that fortune favors the bold, for, as good luck would have it, it was the easy *Anthoxanthum odoratum*; nevertheless it is a great discovery; I never expected to make out a grass in my life, so hurrah! It has done my stomach surprising good!” It can be exhilarating to look closely, study the manuals, and finally get to know an anonymous plant. But more than that, it is a wonderful thing to put a name to something you have seen without knowing it, thousands of times from your earliest infancy to the present moment.

*Orchard grass* (Dactylis glomerata).

*Figure 21.6*
No one looks much at trees in the winter. Their bare branches are just an index of cold, and every tree looks about the same. Trees in winter are things you rush by; you hurry past them to get back indoors or you zip by them on a ski slope or in a warm car.

Yet it is possible to tell one tree from another in the winter by looking at the bark and the general shape of the tree. People who are expert at such things have usually been taught by other people who are expert. It seems to be very difficult to describe bark patterns or tree shapes well enough that you could take a book outdoors and identify trees. (In that sense bark is harder to comprehend than the cracks in oil paintings or pavement.)

It is easier to look at twigs. They don’t yet have the corrugated bark of the older branches and the trunk, but a smooth periderm dotted with small lenticels, little holes that let air in to the living tissues inside. (Periderm and lenticels are two nice words: the one means “around the skin,” the other “little lentil.”) In Figure 22.1, the reddish twig at the lower right has orange lenticels. Depending on the tree, a
twig might be the result of one summer’s growth or it might have grown over several summers. You can usually tell by looking for changes along the length of the twig. The twig at the lower left shows two summers’ growth—the part below the letter A in Figure 22.2 is two years old, and the part above is one year old.

The buds on twigs are either places where leaves and new twigs will sprout, or places where flowers will open. Either way, in the winter they are covered with bud scales, like armor plating against the cold. There are two kinds of buds: terminal and lateral. The large twig at the lower right has a single terminal bud. I took another twig from the same tree and cut it open to show how the bud scales protect the inner tissues.

Lateral buds normally open just above the place where a leaf once attached. The leaf—which fell off in the autumn—leaves a leaf scar, and the bud arises just beyond it. The arrangement is clearest on the large whitish twig that crosses the picture diagonally. There are also large whitish leaf scars on the large twig at the lower right. There can also be leaf scars and stipule scars (those left by the edges of the leaf stem where it attached to the twig) without any buds; they can be seen on the twig at the far top right. The reddish twig that rises diagonally at the left has multiple buds at B; often the accessory buds will turn out to be flowers and the central or axillary bud will become a leaf.

The shape of the leaf scars is one way to identify trees in the wintertime. The two large red twigs at the right have scars shaped like smiles with rounded corners, and the whitish twig has half-moon scars with pointed edges (at C). Often it is possible to see little dots inside the scars, which are left by the vascular bundles that supplied nutrients to the leaf stems. The most common arrangement is three groups of vascular bundles, one in the center and one at each corner. (That is clearly visible in both leaf scars on the red twigs.) In other species, the vascular bundles form a continuous line across the leaf scar, as they do at C.

You can also tell twigs apart by looking at the shape of the buds. The American elm has small, rounded buds that bulge slightly. The twig in the background, marked D, is an elm. By contrast, oak twigs have sharply pointed buds that curl back toward the twig. The twig labeled A and B is an oak. There are two other species here, but I have omitted the labels intentionally. Part of the interest of looking
at wintertime twigs is to see if you can learn to recognize trees that you know well in
the summer.

As spring approaches, the leaf scales drop off, leaving scars on the twig that can re-
main visible for several years. The dull gray ring at A is comprised of bud scale scars.
Some trees have large flowers that are widely known and admired. Cherry blossoms
and plum blossoms are examples. But how many people know what a maple flower
looks like? Or an oak flower, or an elm flower? Many trees have tiny flowers, and
they can go completely unnoticed. People who just glance at trees probably take
them to be the first leaves of spring. But in the very early spring, the touches of green
that begin to cover some trees are probably not leaves at all, but flowers. Figure
22.3 is a collection of some of the first flowers of spring: pussy willows, also called catkins,
elm flowers (on the right), and yellow forsythia flowers (in the background). Elms,
red maples, and silver maples put out tiny, delicate flowers before their leaves. Com-
pare the elm buds at the far lower left of Figure 22.1 with the buds at the lower right
of Figure 22.3. It’s the same tree, but Figure 22.1 was taken in mid-February, and
Figure 22.3 was taken on a rainy day in early April. (Notice the water droplets.) Elm
flowers come out for only a little while and from a distance they look like tiny leaves.
By the time the leaves appear, the flowers are long gone.

Next in order are the trees whose flowers are just dying when the leaves appear,
so that the two come one after the other. They include sugar maples, poplars, and
birch trees. Then, a few weeks later in the spring, there are the trees whose flowers
remain on the twigs while the leaves open; they include oak, beech, sweet gum, wal-
nut, and hickory. And finally, when spring is halfway over, come the trees whose
flowers are large and showy and are pollinated by insects: basswood, cherry, crab
apple, and locust. Spring is a more wonderful season if you watch this sequence.
Pick a few trees that you pass every day, and note their yearly cycle: from buds to
flowers and leaves, to leaf scars, and then to next year’s twigs.
I have a lovely collection of microscope slides of sand from all around the world (Fig. 23.1). Some are from places near where I live and others are from places I will probably never visit. (I especially like the sand from Saint Helena Island, where Napoleon was exiled. I can imagine him pacing up and down on the rough, dark beaches, looking out over the ocean.) The slides are lovingly prepared in the nineteenth-century fashion, and the sand is sealed in pools of glycerine. When I tip them on end, the sand slowly tumbles down as if in a tiny snow dome.

I'm not sure I ever would have paid attention to sand if it weren't for my sister. She is a geologist, and the guest author of this chapter. The sand I had seen was more or less white. I had been to White Sands National Monument and even Coral Pink Sand Dunes, and I had seen the black sand beaches of Hawaii on television. But I suppose I thought that sand came in only a couple of varieties, and that was that.

Sand is formed when rocks are ground down by weather or when they simply dissolve. Many of the commonest rocks are actually made of small crystals; if you pick up a stone at random and look at it closely, chances are you'll see small bits
and pieces of slightly different colors. Different minerals dissolve at different rates, so rocks that are exposed to the air will gradually start looking like sponges, with tiny pits and holes where some minerals have dissolved away. Other rocks are ground down by rivers or cracked by ice or abraded by the wind, and slowly pummeled into smaller and smaller pieces.

The sand you see on a beach or in the desert might have been freshly extracted from some mountain nearby or it might have been brought there by a river or an ocean that has long since disappeared. One of the wonderful things about sand is how far it reaches into the past.

To get to know sand, you need a strong pocket lens. (A big Sherlock Holmes–style magnifying glass is not strong enough: you need a little pocket magnifier of the kind that is sold in camping supply stores.) Through the lens sand looks entirely different—the little grains become big rocks, each one different from the others (Figs. 23.2 and 23.3).

Without a specialist’s knowledge and some fairly expensive equipment, you cannot identify every mineral you see. (Most of it is quartz anyway.) But you can be fairly exact about the shapes of the grains. In geology, shape is the overall look of a grain—whether it is round, cylindrical, rhomboid, disk-shaped, or flat like a sheet. Roundness, on the other hand, is a measure of the angles and the sharpness of the edges. Imagine drawing a circle around a sand grain so that the whole grain is included inside the circle. (See the upper right of Figure 23.3, where I have drawn a dashed circle around a single grain.) The ratio between the area of the grain and the area of that circle is the shape. Then imagine drawing another circle inside the grain, as large as you can make it while keeping it inside the grain. Also picture drawing little circles that fit tightly into the corners of the grain. (I have not drawn those, because they would be too small to see clearly.) Then roundness is the ratio between the radius of the corner circles and the radius of the large inscribed circle. In this case, the shape is about 0.75 and the roundness is about 0.5.

When a grain is freshly liberated from its rock it can sometimes be identified by shape. When minerals are still in their original rocks they frequently are crystallized into very angular shapes. Since each mineral has its characteristic crystal shape, it is sometimes possible to identify minerals just by looking at their shapes. One of the

*figure 23.2*

Sand from Provincetown.
most common of all minerals in the Earth’s crust is feldspar; a piece is visible in this sample (Fig. 23.3, F). Feldspar can come in many colors although it is mostly grayish; it typically forms skewed rectangles (rhomboids). Pieces of feldspar tend to have planes at right angles, like skyscrapers with lots of terraces and asymmetric blocks. The grayish grains at the upper right may also be feldspar. Quartz is the most common mineral in sand, and most of the grains in this sample are quartz. Some of the yellower, vitreous grains may be quartz that has been stained red with iron (grains labeled Q). Quartz forms spherical grains and also very thin “pencils” and “blades.” Mica, another common mineral, forms thin sheets. Sand can be very simple—all round quartz, or all blocky feldspar—or it can contain virtually any mineral. Here the dark grains may be ilmenite, rutile, or magnetite (lodestone, the famous natural magnet), and the green grains may be olivine (grains labeled G). Some sands are made entirely of the shells of microscopic organisms, and with a hand lens you can pick out the ribs and curves of the shells. Oolitic sand, like that at the bottom of Figure 23.1, is made of tiny spheres of limestone.

The sharpest grains in Figure 23.2 are the ones most recently dislodged from their parent rocks. There is an especially sharp little piece of quartz at the center left margin, labeled Q! It looks pristine and unscratched, as if it had only been out of its rocky matrix for a year or two. Other grains are well rounded, well on their way to being spheroids, like the one labeled R.

It used to be thought that sand grains became round by rubbing against each other in the surf or by being tumbled together in riverbeds. Recently, geologists have realized that it takes millions of years of abrasion even to begin to round a sand grain. That means that a well-rounded grain, like the green one in Figure 23.2, may have gone through several “cycles”: first it was a crystal in a rock, then it was dislodged and ended up on a beach or in a riverbed. It may have been tossed around in the ocean for a couple of million years. Eventually, it settled somewhere—say at the bottom of a lake. As smaller grains of dust and dirt settled around, it became impacted and eventually hardened into stone. A few more millions of years and the lake might have dried up, exposing the lake bottom. Again the little grain would have sprung free and been washed away to some other beach. Again it would have been tossed around and gotten a little rounder.

Diagram of the sand from Provincetown.
A round grain like the one labeled R might have lain about on different beaches three or four times over the course of a hundred million years—an amazing thought. It would have sat on a beach long before there were dinosaurs and then again millions of years after the dinosaurs vanished, and then one last time in the late nineteenth century, when an amateur naturalist scooped it up and put it on a microscope slide. The smaller the grain, the more slowly it becomes rounded. A really tiny round grain could have been at the bottom of a lake and then—in the scale of time that only geologists can appreciate—it could have been slowly lifted up into a giant mountain range, and then broken off the mountain, washed down to an ocean, stuck in a deep sediment, turned again into a rock, and so on . . . at least for me, the aeons are too long to imagine. “Sand grains have no souls but they are reincarnated,” is how one geologist puts it. He says that the “average recycling time” is around two hundred million years, so that a grain of sand that was first sprung free of its first rock 2.4 billion years ago could have been in ten mountain ranges and ten oceans since then. Even the giddy numbers of Buddhist reincarnations (some deities live billions of years) can’t bring home eternity for me in the way this simple example does. Think of it next time you hold a grain of sand in your palm.
Chances are that the little brown moth that flies into your light or lies dead and dried up on the windowpane isn’t brown at all. Its wings are probably a mixture of faint tans, greens, yellows, mauves, grays, and blacks all swirled together like a chip of bark or a heap of dead leaves—which is probably what the moth is mimicking. The patterns are complex but they are not random. They derive from a simple “ground plan”—a kind of template that is shared, more or less, by all butterflies and moths. If you can read the ground plan, you can decipher the wing patterns of almost any moth or butterfly. What once seemed senseless will reveal itself as a specific distortion, a particular variant on the basic plan.

**Figure 24.2**

Diagram of Figure 24.1. 1. Position of basal symmetry system. 2. Central symmetry system, proximal band. 3. Central symmetry system, discal spot. 4. Central symmetry system, distal band. 5. Ocellary symmetry system, proximal band. 6. Ocelli. 7. Ocellary symmetry system, parafocal element. 8. Submarginal band. 9. Marginal band. A, B, C. Approximate axes of symmetry for the basal, central, and ocellary symmetry systems.
The *morpho* butterfly *Stichophthalma louisa* (Nymphalidae: Morphinae) from Thailand. Underside.
It is best to start with butterflies, because many of them are bigger and more colorful. The “basic Nymphalid ground plan,” as it’s called, is shown in Figures 24.1 and 24.2. (This is the underside of the famous iridescent blue Morpho butterflies.)

The wings are patterned according to symmetry systems marked A, B, and C. Line B is the axis of the “central symmetry system”; right on the axis there is a central element called the “discal spot” (number 3) and symmetrical lines on either side (numbers 2 and 4). Ideally, the discal spot would be a symmetrical spot, and the lines 2 and 4 would mirror one another perfectly across the axis B. But when it comes to butterfly and moth wings, this is fairly good symmetry. A few species are very geometrically accurate, but most have rough symmetries, and you have to search for them.

Axis C is another symmetry system; it was once called the “ocellar symmetry system,” because its central axis is typically a row of eyespots called ocelli. Here the eyespots are very well developed, but the flanking lines, numbers 5 and 7, are not as easy to see. The proximal line does not even begin until partway down the front wing; I have drawn an arrow from number 5 to the place where it starts. The distal line, which is also called the parafoveal element, is much better defined. It’s easier to see this symmetry system if you look for elements 5, 6, and 7 on the hind wings, where they are more continuously marked.

There is also a third symmetry system, marked A, but it is hardly present on this butterfly. All that is left of it is a single line just above the hind wings. On other butterflies it can be just as developed as the central symmetry system (axis B). There are also stripes and other shapes on the outside margins of the wings; they are called submarginal and marginal bands (numbers 8 and 9).

The terminology is confusing because it is not quite uniform. I find the schema easy to visualize if I concentrate on the three symmetry systems A, B, and C, and don’t bother as much with smaller details. Each of the three symmetry systems can get extremely complex, but they tend to remain symmetrical; a butterfly might have a green stripe to the right of line 2, but if it does, it will likely have another green stripe to the left of line 4. In other words, the features develop as if the lines A, B, and C were places where mirrors had been laid down onto the wings. No matter how many features there are, they tend to be symmetric.

Two things complicate this simple ground plan. For one thing, entire symmetry systems might atrophy or disappear entirely, like the basal symmetry system in this species (axis A). Also, the patterns can shift right and left along the veins of the wings until they are so far out of alignment that it’s difficult to find them. On this butterfly, the ocelli are already a little out of line. By and large, however, these are
Butterflies, mostly from the Upper Huallaga Valley, Peru. 
Clockwise from center left: Patroclus ovesta, Peru; A. avernus, Peru; Egyptian polyxena, Peru; T. albinotata, Peru; C. prometheus, Peru; Pyronia Bathsheba sondillos, male, Costa Brava, Spain; center: Elymnia nelsoni, Sapora Island.
The "Beloved Underwing" moth Catocala ilia, variety uxor (Noctuidae).
Natural color (top), and modified to bring out the pattern (bottom).
The “Beloved Underwing” moth. Diagram of the key features.
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Figure 24.5

The “Beloved Underwing” moth. Diagram of the key features.
the essential elements of all butterfly and moth wings. Figure 24.3 is a selection of other species. The large, dark butterfly at the center left is like the one in Figure 24.1, but some elements are missing. The ocelli are there, and they are flanked, very unevenly, by white lines on the left and right. (It is as if the ocelli had been pushed to the left, so they are up against the proximal line. The distal line is farther off, toward the edges of the wings.) There is a reddish submarginal line, and an ochre-colored marginal line. The central symmetry system (numbers 3, 4, and 5 in Figure 24.2) is harder to locate: the central discal spot is the bluish stripe, and it is flanked by a fainter blue spot and a double yellow line on the forewing.

Each species is a puzzle in itself. The butterfly at the upper left has very tiny, faint ocelli on its upper wing, but they are enough to fix the ocellary symmetry system. The little butterfly at the lower left has almost nothing left of the central symmetry system—only a single little streak on its forewings. The butterfly at the center right has a central symmetry system, but it is reduced to a deep brown triangle. The one on the lower right has a few ocelli on its upper wing, but they are pushed far out toward the edge of the wing. Most of the forewing is taken up with a lovely tracery of lines, all broken-up versions of the two symmetry systems A and B and the lines 1, 2, 3, and 4 in Figure 24.2. The owllet butterfly at the upper right has a single huge eyespot (complete with a fake reflection in the pupil), but once you know to look for a row of ocelli, you can find two others, and the dark area surrounding them that comprises the symmetry system, just as in Figure 24.2.

Wing patterns get especially hard to locate when the butterfly or moth is mimicking leaf litter. The small purple butterfly in Figure 24.3 is a case in point. On that butterfly the marginal and submarginal bands are still visible but the rest has disappeared into a forest of confusion.

And what about little brown moths? The one in Figures 24.4 and 24.5 is a typical example. The upper wings are camouflaged, and the lower wings have bright “disruptive” coloration. The moth sits with the lower wings hidden and flashes them when it feels it’s in danger. The result is startling—I’ve seen it at work—and it probably disorients the birds who are looking for an easy meal. Moth forewings have a slightly different pattern from the standard Nymphalid ground plan. The whole point of a camouflaged wing is to hide the symmetry patterns, and so it can be hard to pick them out. I have tried several strategies in Figures 24.4 and 24.5. First I traced the major lines and altered the color, and then, in Figure 24.5, I traced individual lines (on the right) and also colored in the major features (on the left).
In moths, one symmetry system often predominates. In this species the bright white spot is on the axis of symmetry, and there are two dark patches on either side. They are easiest to see on the left of Figure 24.5. Coloring them makes it clear that they are part of the same pattern as the bright stripes of the hind wings. Each dark patch can subdivide and become a symmetry system in its own right. The right half of Figure 24.5 brings out some of the individual lines that comprise the two dark patches; and a close look at the moth itself shows that the outer patch is actually subdivided into four lines: two dark ones on the outside and two lighter ones on the inside.

The bright white spot is one of four spots that commonly occur in the center of the wing. The others, which are not present on this specimen, are named on the left of Figure 24.5. Sometimes a single line runs down the very middle, separating the spots on either side; it is the median line, and only a little of it is present in this species (Fig. 24.5, right).

In addition, moths often have “streaks” crossing the symmetry system at right angles. This one has a “basal dash,” an “apical dash,” and an “anal dash.” (The not-so-poetic name “anal dash” just means that the dash is toward the rear.)

It takes practice to pick out the symmetries in some moths, because their camouflage is so advanced. Every once in a while, you’ll find a butterfly or moth with a truly incomprehensible pattern; that’s a sign that it has evolved to the point where its ocelli, spots, streaks, lines, and dashes have dissolved into the chaos of the forest undergrowth.
Ice halos are the exotic winter cousins of rainbows; both are caused by water suspended in clouds, but ice halos appear when the water freezes into tiny hexagonal crystals. There is one fairly common halo; the 22° halo that forms around the sun (Fig. 25.1). It appears mostly in the wintertime when it is bitter cold, but as the picture shows, it can also happen in warm climates as long as the clouds that cause it are high enough that they are made of ice.

The 22° ice halo is very large; it is very different from the aureoles and brownish-blue coronas that sometimes form just around the sun or moon. Twenty-two degrees is double the spread of your hand at arm's length, so the halo is a little overwhelming, as if it were somehow very close to you.

People who spend time outdoors are used to the 22° halo, which appears fairly often in the winter. It is formed only where there are clouds with the right-shaped ice crystals, so often parts of it drift in and out of focus as the clouds pass by. By far the commonest parts of it are the two bright areas at either side, which are called
the 22° parhelia, or “sun dogs.” Next time you’re out on a very cold winter day, and the sun is shining brightly through thin high clouds, look left and right of the sun—two palms’ lengths on either side—and more often than not you will see brilliant small spots of light. Sun dogs are usually little spectra, with all the colors of the rainbow but in light metallic tints. In my experience, people miss sun dogs mostly because a winter afternoon sky filled with high, shining cirrus clouds can be too bright to look at. But if you make a point of it, you will be amazed. Rainbows have a soft glow, but sun dogs are scintillating and iridescent.

The 22° halo and its sun dogs are only the common members of a whole family of ice halos. Some are not very rare. I have seen the 46° halo, which forms outside the 22° halo and practically fills half of the sky. (The first figure in chapter 27 is modified—and artificially enhanced—from a close-up photograph of part of the two halos. The sun is out of the picture, up above. Not all of them are this beautifully colored; the ones I have seen were dull white. Notice, too, that wherever the clouds are thicker, the halos are brighter, as at the lower left.)

Other halos are common in places where it is desperately cold. Most photographs of ice halos are taken in places like Alaska and Antarctica. I have assembled a selection of them in Figure 25.2. The 22° halo, the 46° halo, and the sun dogs come first (numbers 1, 2, and 3). In places like Alaska, the 22° halo is festooned with an upper tangent arc (10), and I have also seen the “sun pillar,” a vertical line of light that can shine all the way down to the horizon and even below it, so that it looks like it is floating over the ground. The sun pillar ends at the bottom with another bright light, called the “subsun” (number 6).

From here, things get more exotic. In the Renaissance and afterward, large displays of halos were thought to be divine signals—not a surprising conclusion when you have seen them. Halos can be really disturbing to look at; it’s almost as if God has written something in the sky and it needs to be deciphered. The most extensive halos were very rare—one or two would appear over Europe each century.

Figure 25.2 is just a selection, but it includes a couple of the more amazing halos. The parhelic circle (number 13) is a faint circle that passes through the sun and
1 22° halo
2 46° halo
3 22° parhelia ("sun dogs")
4 circumzenithal arc
5 circumhorizontal arc, blending into an anthelic arc
6 subsun, part of the sun pillar
7 sun pillar
8, 8 Lowitz arcs
9, 9 contact arcs to the 46° halo
10 upper tangent arc with upper suncave Parry arc
11 lower tangent arc
12 Wegener’s anthelic arcs
13 parhelic circle
14 anthelic point
15 anthelic pillar

SOME HALO PHENOMENA
continues around the entire sky at the same level, as if the sky were a dome and someone had dropped a ring down onto it. At the other side of the sky, away from the sun, there can be a bright spot called the *anthelic point* (number 14). Even more rarely, the whole sky overhead can be striped with other arcs linking the sun to the anthelic point (number 12). The anthelic point can even have its own sun pillar, called the *anthelic pillar* (number 15). Closer in to the sun there is a whole family of exotic little arcs crossing here and there: four Parry arcs (two of them blurred together at number 10), four Lowitz arcs (number 8), several contact arcs (number 9). In some photographs it looks like the sky has turned into a lace doily.

Many of these arcs have been documented in good color photographs, but no photograph captures them all. Some are so rare they have been seen only once, and others may not exist at all (they may have been hallucinated by the people who claimed they saw them). Physicists have made clear line diagrams of many of them, but I drew this picture instead, to give a sense of how hazy and faint many of the arcs can be. They depend on the clouds and the shapes of the ice crystals. There will probably never be a sky that has all of them together.

A number of physicists have worked on understanding ice halos, and in 1980 Robert Greenler wrote a book that explains virtually all of them. The 22° halo can appear whenever the ice crystals are shaped like little hexagonal columns. Sun pillars are made of light reflected off the top or bottom of thin, pencil-like crystals. Sometimes the light bounces around inside the crystals, following a complicated path of reflection and refraction. Greenler’s book is a kind of scientific triumph; time after time he manages to program his computer to produce certain kinds of ice crystals, and the results are a perfect match for halos people have photographed in nature.

But in the end, it is a little sad to see nature explained so efficiently, so ruthlessly. My favorite parts of the book are the moments when he admits defeat. He looks at a very intricate drawing made by Tobias Lowitz in St. Petersburg in 1790, and he admits that his computer can’t match some of the things Lowitz saw. It can match the Lowitz arcs—the ones named after his observation—but it is helpless to account for some other exquisitely fine arcs and lines that Lowitz also saw.

Over the desk in my office I have a reproduction of a woodcut made in 1551 showing a skyful of halos that appeared over Wittenberg, Germany. I have framed it along with a color photograph of a halo display that was seen in Antarctica, and the two almost match. They share several of the arcs in Figure 25.2, but the old woodcut also has two tiny cup-shaped arcs that would be just over number 10 in my drawing. Those arcs are not in the photograph, and they are not in any book that I know.
That is the real beauty of halos, as far as I am concerned—some of them are so fabulously rare that no one knows how they are formed. Even in five centuries of observing, only a few people in Wittenberg ever saw the arcs that are recorded in that woodcut. It may take another five centuries before someone manages to photograph them—and then I hope they are never explained.
When there are clouds in the air, sunsets can be any color. Occasionally a cloud might even be bright apple-green. But when the sky is cloudless, the colors follow a certain sequence. It was worked out, with typical precision, by several German meteorologists in the 1920s. Figure 26.1 summarizes their results.

During the day, the sky is blue above and white at the horizon (top left). About a half hour before sunset in the west, the sun begins to affect the color of the sky just below it (second picture down, on the right). The light at the horizon begins to turn faintly yellow; in the next few minutes it will often differentiate into horizontal stripes. The stripes are due to layers in the atmosphere, which you see nearly edge on. At the same time the sun may develop a dull brownish halo, which I have outlined because it is too faint to show up well in reproduction. At sunset the sun is surrounded by a bright whitish glow with bluish-white above. If there is orange and red in the sunset sky, this is when the colors are at their most intense.

If you look to the east away from the sun just at sunset, you will see the counter-twilight or antitwilight arch, which soon differentiates and brightens into various colors of the cloudless sunset.
45 MINUTES BEFORE SUNSET
- Blue
- Pale blue
- White

HALF HOUR BEFORE SUNSET
- Blue
- Pale blue
- Pale orange

SUNSET
- Bluish-gray Earth shadow
- Blue
- Whitish-yellow

10 MINUTES AFTER SUNSET
- Blue
- Yellow-blue
- Rusty orange, purple, and red
- Dark gray-blue

20 MINUTES AFTER SUNSET
- Red-purple
- Dark gray-blue

35 MINUTES AFTER SUNSET
- Purple-red
- Bluish-gray
- Pale purple

ONE HOUR AFTER SUNSET
- Dark purple, black

looking east looking west
colors (third and fourth pictures down, in the left row). At its fullest the counter-

twilight is orange or reddish below and cooler above, which shows that it is not a

simple reflection of the sunset in the west. The explanation is that some colors are

scattered more than others by the atmosphere; blue is scattered most easily and

most thoroughly, which is why the sky looks blue in the daytime. Red is scattered

least, which means it can penetrate very far through the atmosphere. As the sun

sets, its light travels through increasingly greater thicknesses of atmosphere, so the

top of the countertwilight reflects light that has traveled through less atmosphere,

and the bottom reflects light that has traveled the farthest. It stands to reason, then,

that the bottom of the countertwilight is reddish, and the top cooler. In effect, it is

a spectrum of the sun produced by the natural prism of the atmosphere.

A few moments before the sun sets, the dark Earth shadow begins to rise in the

east. The Earth shadow is easily one of the most awe-inspiring sights in nature, and

also one of the most rarely noticed. It is nothing less than the shadow of the entire

Earth, cast upward onto the atmosphere itself. Figure 26.2 shows a typical scene: the

Earth shadow is the dark gray-blue portion of the sky. As the sun disappears below

the horizon, the Earth shadow slowly rises and becomes less distinct. People who

climb mountains sometimes see the shadow of the mountain that they are on, cast

far away across the landscape and even up onto the clouds. But mountain shadows

are tiny compared to the Earth shadow. You can see the Earth shadow in nearly

every sunset, though it is most spectacular when there is some haze in the air. (The

air-driven dust gives more of a backdrop for the shadow.) I have been amazed by the

Earth shadow several times. The first time I saw it was over Lake Michigan, and as

it rose, it was as if I could see the waters of the lake casting their shadow up onto

the sky. Another time I saw it over the Great Plains, and I felt as if I could sense the

Earth pivoting silently under my feet, turning downward toward the shadow.

The Earth shadow is one of two sublime events of the sunset. The other is the

purple light or purple glow, which appears roughly fifteen or twenty minutes after

set. (Figure 26.1, five pictures down, on the right side.) At first it looks like an

isolated bright spot fairly high in the sky over the place where the sun has set, and

\[\text{figure 26.2}\]

Looking east shortly after sunset: the Earth shadow and the antitwilight arch.

then it quickly expands and sinks until it blends with the colors underneath. The purple light is a large, diffuse, bright area of salmon- or magenta-colored light. It can be quite startling, as if there were a huge fire over the horizon. It is caused by a layer of fine particles between 6 and 12 miles up in the air; even after the sun no longer illuminates the place where you are standing, it still shines far up in the atmosphere, and the purple glow is the reflection of that light.

Since it was first described, the purple light has been the subject of several debates. It seems to be very difficult to describe its exact color. To me it looks magenta, as I have painted it in Figure 26.1. Other people describe it as “salmon pink,” which I think of as a warmer tone. I wonder if some of the controversy might not stem from the fact that the purple glow contains reddish light from both ends of the spectrum: true red from the long-wavelength end near the infrared, and also magenta or purple from the short-wavelength end near the ultraviolet. The purple light itself is short-wavelength light, but it may well be mixed with long-wavelength light from the earlier sunset.

In the east at the same time, the Earth shadow rises, softens, and finally dissolves (third picture from the bottom, left-hand row). Above it is the bright reflection of the sunset, lingering on after the antitwilight arch has also scattered. It sometimes reflects the light of the purple glow, as I have shown it in Figure 26.1. On other evenings it carries an echo of the spectral colors of the antitwilight arch. In the photograph, the rust- or meat-colored band just above the Earth shadow is the lower portion of the antitwilight arch. In a few more minutes it will grow darker and sometimes more purplish (reflecting the purple glow), and eventually it will disperse into the general haze of the bright reflection.

Like the Earth shadow, the purple light can be an amazing sight. When it is strong, it gives a warm, light-violet tint to rocks, trees, and sand, and it has been reported that it can make buildings in a city look purplish if they face west.

In temperate latitudes the twilight does not end until 45 to 60 minutes after sunset. At that point the purple light diminishes, leaving a dark bluish-white twilight glow, which reaches a height of 20° above the horizon. That is the last tip of the illuminated atmosphere (bottom right picture in Figure 26.1). If you have ever tried to stay outdoors after sunset in order to finish something you were reading, you may have used the purple light. When it finally fades, the light diminishes rapidly, and that is probably when you gave up trying to read and went indoors.

Sunset colors can be hard to pick out because they all blend into one another. One observer recommends drawing imaginary lines between the colors, like the arcs
I have drawn in Figure 26.1. But at least in real life the colors are clearly visible. Even in this age of technological sophistication, no one has captured a satisfactory photographic record of the ordinary colors of the sunset. The range in brightness from the purple glow to the dark sky above is too great for most films, and naturally it is beyond the range of printed pictures. The best simulations are done on computer, because the screen has a range from black to white that is ten times the range of printed books. (Figure 26.1 looked quite realistic when I saw it onscreen before it was printed.) Most people would guess that the sun is fifty or a hundred times brighter than the moon, but it’s actually a half million times brighter (and a million times brighter than the late twilight sky)—evidence of the amazing capacity of our eyes to adjust to light and dark. Figure 26.1 is just a guide; these things have to be seen with your own eyes.

If you live in the tropics, you’ll know that the sunset happens very fast, because the sun sinks down almost vertically. Twilight is over in half the time. Conversely, beyond the temperate regions, these frames can be spun out into hours, and finally into days and months north of the Arctic Circle. Depending on the condition of the atmosphere, you may see much brighter colors, or much fainter ones. In Alaska north of the Arctic Circle I have seen very gray sunsets with just the faintest touches of color. On warmer vacations I have seen blazing sunsets with colors so bright they looked like retouched tourist postcards. The phenomena of later twilight are very sensitive to conditions in the upper atmosphere. The purple glow, in particular, comes and goes; one night it might be brilliant, and the next night almost absent. Dawns are very much like sunset, except in reverse, and they are said to be better for this kind of observation, because the air is generally less turbulent.

Things change, but these are the basics. With this information you can watch a sunset from beginning to end, feel the Earth rotating, and see the sky being lit—at first all around you, and then higher and higher, until only the thinnest air high up over the Earth is still illuminated. Even the colors of the sunset, so famous because they are nothing but pure meaningless beauty, can say a great deal about the Earth, the sun, and the path of the sun’s light through the air. And it’s also a wonderful way to spend an evening—looking into the air and trying to find invisible boundaries between colors that mutate slowly and continuously into one another, blending imperceptibly and growing imperceptibly darker.
How many colors are there? Your computer monitor will probably tell you “millions,” unless you are using an older computer, in which case it may say “thousands,” or just “256.” It is said that the human eye can distinguish over two million different colors, so I wonder if there might be more colors on your computer screen than you can actually see.

But on the other hand, there seem to be very few basic colors. The rainbow is normally said to have seven colors. When I was in school, they were counted using the mnemonic “Roy G. Biv”: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet. But in school we also learned that three colors of paint can be used to mix any color: red, yellow, and blue. Which one is right? Or is the rainbow something special, different from paint?

In the West people have been writing about color for over twenty centuries, and there is still no agreement about the number of basic colors. The number of basic colors depends largely on who you ask: a neurophysiologist, a psychologist, a painter, a philosopher, a photographer, a printer, a stage designer, and a computer graphics expert will all have different answers. Here are some of the theories; you might want to see where yours fits in.

**Figure 27.1**

*Three sets of primaries, against a background of halos. Top: the subtractive or painters’ primaries. Middle: the additive primaries. Bottom: the peaks of the three kinds of cone cells in the retina.*
1. **Rainbow “Primaries”: Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Indigo, and Violet**

Ever since Newton used a prism to separate white light into the spectrum, there have been varying opinions about how many colors he found. Newton himself favored six, but he vacillated on that point. “Roy G. Biv” is seven colors; teachers find it useful because blue, indigo, and violet are hard to remember without some assistance. Historically, they are all interchangeable. In the Middle Ages, violet was sometimes spoken of as a light color, akin to white. Indigo is not a common color word in English, especially because it has connotations of the fabric industry and even slavery (since the dye was extracted using slave labor). It does seem that the rainbow has discrete colors, but what exactly are they?

2. **Painters’ Primaries: Red, Yellow, and Blue**

This is a theory first developed in the seventeenth century by artists. The idea was to find a minimal set of colors that could be used to mix all other colors—but it didn’t work. Contrary to what you might have been told in elementary school, there are many colors that cannot be mixed starting with the painters’ primaries. If you mix red and yellow, you get orange, but the orange is ever so slightly less intense than another orange you might buy separately. That is because the intensity (chroma) of the color decreases slightly with each mixture. In Figure 27.1, the painters’ primaries are shown at the top: they are still the most influential set of primaries, despite their shortcomings.

3. **Printers’ Primaries: Red, Yellow, Blue, and Black**

You also can’t mix very dark colors if you start with yellow, red, and blue. For that reason modern artists and printers add black. The set of four is usually abbreviated CMYK (for “cyan, magenta, yellow, black”). Many people would say that black doesn’t count as a color (or that it doesn’t start with “k”), but it is still indispensible and so, in a sense, it is one of the primaries.

4. **Another Set of Painters’ Primaries: Red, Yellow, Blue, Black, and White**

One of the earliest formulations for painters’ primaries is the same four plus white. (In printing, white ink is not as important, since the page is white.) This set of five primaries was codified first at the end of the Renaissance, and it became the basis of the first theories of primary colors in the seventeenth century.
5. **Additive Primaries: Orange-Red, Green, and Blue-Violet**

Painters and printers use the ordinary “subtractive primaries,” but stage directors, computer graphics designers, and photographers use the “additive primaries.” If you are mixing colored lights and not colored pigments, then the three colors orange-red, green, and blue-violet can make almost any color. *Almost* any color, because they have the same shortcoming as the subtractive primaries: they can’t produce extremely high-chroma colors.

In Figure 27.1, the additive primaries are in the second row. It took a long time for the difference to become widely known, probably because additive primaries look and work so differently from subtractive primaries. If they are all mixed together, they make white light, but if you mix all the subtractive primaries, you get dull gray. Light added to light makes more light; but paint added to paint tends downward toward black.

6. **Computer Graphics Primaries: Red, Green, Blue, Cyan, Magenta, and Yellow**

Computer graphics software can translate freely between additive and subtractive primaries. The additive colors orange-red, green, blue-violet (simplified to red, green, and blue, and abbreviated RGB) are one option, but with the click of the mouse, a picture can be changed to CMYK. Most work onscreen is done with additive primaries because the screen is colored light, but the computer knows how to translate into individual subtractive colors.

In most painting and photo manipulation software, users are offered six primary colors: R, G, B, and their opposites cyan, magenta, and yellow. At first this seems wildly counterintuitive. Isn’t cyan very much like blue? How can red be the opposite of cyan? But people who work with digital images get used to it.

Complementary colors are a relatively recent discovery; they date from Newton’s invention of the color circle. It is easier at first to think of the colors in a triangle rather than a circle. If the ordinary subtractive primaries are arranged in a triangle—yellow at one vertex, red at another, blue at the third—then the “secondary colors” are clear: opposite yellow is violet, opposite blue is orange, opposite red is green. (If you sketch a little triangle, you will see how each secondary color is the mixture of two primaries.) To many people, those six colors make good sense, but can anyone really *think* in terms of red, green, blue, cyan, magenta, and yellow?
7. More Computer Graphics and Printing Primaries:
Pantone, Tint, HLS, and CMY

In addition to RGB and CMYK, there are at least four other systems in use. People who work with them get used to them, just as painters get used to red, yellow, and blue, and eventually they come to seem natural. High-end software offers choices of many different systems, and artists who use computers tend to have their favorites. Strangely, it doesn’t really matter whose primaries you use, because the computer does all the thinking when it comes to printing the image.

8. Ancient Greek Primaries: White, Black, Red, and Green

The impetus to reduce colors to their basics begins with the Greeks. Empedocles said that the four kinds of atoms—earth, air, fire, water—produce the colors. (It is unclear whether he thought yellow or green should be the fourth color.) This particular schema hasn’t had much influence since Empedocles’s time, but it is important as a reminder of how people have felt the desire to reduce colors to a manageable set.

9. Psychological Primaries: Yellow, Green, and Blue

What made Empedocles choose those four colors? If you ask whether or not a set of primaries makes sense, then you are stepping outside of science and technology and into the equally interesting domain of “psychological primaries.” The question here is not which colors are scientifically capable of mixing all other colors, but which colors feel most elementary.

People who have thought about color this way often choose yellow, green, and blue, for two reasons. First, they are the only colors that do not change when the light dims. If you turn down the light on an orange, it will look browner, and if you turn up the light, it will get more yellow. Yellow, green, and blue are different: they do not seem to change color as the light changes. The second reason people choose these three colors is because they seem to be the most pure of all the colors. Scientists are not sure why we perceive some colors to be pure and others to be impure, but many people think they can discern purity and impurity. To some observers red looks like a mixture of yellows, browns, and oranges—even though red can be a pure spectral color, made of only one wavelength. Psychologically, yellow, green, and blue seem to be the most pure.

Science offers a number of surprising facts along these lines. All the colors of the spectrum are physically pure; that is, each one is made of light with only a single wavelength. But yellow, for example, can also be produced by mixing green and orange-red light, and there is no way for us to tell whether the yellow we see is pure.
spectral yellow or a mixture of green and orange-red. Hence there is no way to know whether you are seeing a pure color, despite what you may feel. Some spectral colors cannot be made with any kind of mixture, so they are always pure. (Blue-green is an example.) And conversely, some mixtures of light can only make nonspectral colors—colors that are not found in the spectrum at all. Magenta, for instance, is not a color that is found in the light refracted by a prism or in a rainbow—it is a mixture of red and blue. It is strange to think that you can’t tell a pure color from an impure one or that there are colors that have no place in the spectrum, but science proves it. The psychological primaries yellow, green, and blue are therefore doubly mysterious.

10. Psychological Primaries: Yellow, Green, Blue, Brown, White, and Black

Other people have different lists of colors that seem most fundamental. Some add brown, even though brown is a nonspectral color made of a mixture of yellows, oranges, and reds. Others think of black and white as colors, despite the fact that our teachers always say that black is the absence of color and white is all colors. And there are many other answers as well.

11. More Painters’ Primaries: Yellow, Green, Blue, Red, Black, and White

At one point Leonardo da Vinci advocated a set of six primaries for painting; his choices were close to the psychological primaries, but with the addition of red. (In other texts he changed his mind and said that green and blue were also compound colors and not primaries.) We tend to think of intuition and technology as two very different endeavors, but before the twentieth century there was no clear demarcation between psychological primaries and scientific primaries. And by the same token, in a few centuries’ time our science might turn out to be based on psychology: our CMYK and RGB systems might turn out to be founded as much on how we feel color behaves as on the ways that science proves that it behaves. Leonardo was scientifically minded by the standards of his time, but he was also a working artist. His six-color system of primaries serves both purposes.

12. Emotional Primaries: Dark Blue, Blue-Green, Orange-Red, Bright Yellow, Brown, Black, and Gray

The psychologist Max Lüscher invented a test in which people were asked to rank colors in order of preference. In one version they were given seven colors, and Lüscher reports that they ranked them in the order I have given above.
In general, Lüscher found that blue is considered passive, inward-turning, sensitive, and unifying, and that it expresses tranquility, tenderness, “love and affection.” Orange is thought of as active, offensive, aggressive, autonomous, and competitive. Historically none of this holds water, because Lüscher was clearly measuring the preferences of his time and place (mid-twentieth century, upper-class, educated Europeans). Many of his own ideas about color can be traced to philosophers such as Goethe and painters such as Kandinsky. But the emotional content of colors is important. For many people, the emotional associations of colors determine their number and their arrangement.


One step further along this road and we arrive at synesthesia, the notion that all the senses might be involved in comprehending color. The number 3 used to seem brown to me, and I used to think that yellow had a kind of shrill, piercing sound to it. Synesthesics tend to think that their associations are just their own, but often enough it turns out that they come from the common culture. Kandinsky said that yellow is like a shrill-sounding canary, and he said it 50 years before I did. I wonder if it’s luck that brown is number 5 on Lüscher’s test—not far from 3.

If you associate colors with smells, images, tastes, textures, temperatures, sounds, animals, directions, or even times of day, then your list of primaries may be different from lists made by people who do not experience synesthesia—but don’t be surprised if someone else has the exact same ideas you have.

14. Physiological Primaries: Greenish-Yellow, Orange-Red, and Blue

There are also primary colors built into our eyes. Color vision is dependent on three kinds of color receptors in the retina, called the A, B, and C cone cells. Each kind is receptive to a range of light but most sensitive to just one wavelength. Those called A are maximally sensitive to orange-red; the B cells are most sensitive to green-yellow, and the C cells to blue.

What we experience as colors are actually particular ratios of responses from the three types of cone cells. If something appears orange, for example, it is because the
A cone cells are absorbing 80 percent of the light, the B cone cells 20 percent and the C cone cells are not absorbing the light at all. This goes against what you might imagine—we do not have a sensor in the eye for each wavelength and, even more surprising, the “primaries” in the retina do not correspond to any of the primaries that I have listed. I have put them on the bottom row of Figure 27.1, so you can make a rough comparison with the subtractive and additive primaries.

The fact that the retina has its own set of primaries is a very deep mystery. If humans naturally tend to think that some colors are basic or primary and if we naturally group colors into a small number of color names, then why aren’t those names and those colors the ones that we are actually built to perceive? If you’re going to spend time wondering about color, this is an excellent place to start.

15. Ideal Primaries: Ideal Red, Ideal Green, Ideal Violet

Another scientific schema for color is the CIE system defined in 1931. It was inspired by the painters’ and printers’ problem of mixing high-chroma colors. Mixtures of the subtractive primaries red, yellow, and blue cannot make all visible colors, but it is possible to imagine extremely intense colors that could. Such colors are not real and we cannot see them, but they can be used to measure all colors that actually exist. That is the idea behind the CIE diagrams. One is shown at the bottom left of Figure 27.2.

The actual visible spectrum is bent around in a horseshoe shape, and red is connected with violet along the bottom edge. The whole shape is then set on a graph. The horizontal scale measures the degree of “ideal red,” an imaginary, super-high-chroma red. At the end of the horizontal axis is 100 percent “ideal red.” The right-hand side of the horseshoe points toward it, but we cannot perceive red that is more intense than the hue shown at the corner of the horseshoe. Ideal green is on the vertical axis, and again visible green stops short of it. (The third ideal primary, ideal violet, is calculated just as the remainder of the other two.) The center of the chart is “equal-energy white,” a perfect mixture of all the spectral colors, and from there the colors get more saturated out to the curved border.

The CIE system is immensely useful. If you match a color sample to a spot in the horseshoe, you can calculate how it could be mixed by drawing a line from equal-energy white to the border of the horseshoe. CIE diagrams have also been used to visualize color changes. If you look at a very bright white light and then look away, you will see afterimages in various colors. First the light will look greenish-yellow, then pale pink, then reddish, reddish-purple, bluish-purple, and finally pale blue. The path is marked out by the curved line. I tried it by looking at a strong halogen bulb, and it works exactly this way.
All this is useful for color technology, but I wonder if “ideal red” or “ideal green” can ever seem intuitively right. Is it possible to imagine all visible colors as toned-down versions of intense, imaginary colors? The ideal primaries probably cannot make any more sense than the idea that the visible spectrum is just a small part of the longer electromagnetic spectrum (Fig. 27.2, bottom right). Who can really understand what it means that some wavelengths of light have color and others don’t? The CIE diagrams may be the furthest that scientific theories of color have ever gotten from psychological primaries.

16. Linguists’ Primaries: Black, White, Red, Green, Yellow, Blue, Brown, Purple, Pink, Orange, and Gray

Ever since the nineteenth century, linguists have studied the words for colors in different languages. The field is still in flux, but it seems clear that the words for color determine much of the experience of color as well as the various practices of painting and drawing. (If you don’t have a word for something, you are not likely to notice it.) According to one study, each language progresses from the point where it has only two color terms—black and white—to the point where it has 11. Beyond that, the terms tend to get specialized: “chartreuse,” “ocher,” “bay,” “madder,” and thousands more come from particular fields. The linguists’ supposition is that something around 11 terms characterize most English-language speakers’ everyday sense of color. This is another sense of “primary colors”—the words you habitually use to structure your experience.

The desire to make systematic sense of color runs deep, but as the art historian John Gage points out, all this literature is somehow inconsequential, because what we really love are the myriad of unsaturated, unnameable colors, not the garish primaries. I painted the backgrounds of these pictures to get away from the dull parade of color boxes: and at least for me, the backgrounds are where the real interest lies.
Night is when most of us stop looking—after all, it’s when there is nothing to see. The sky over a city glows dull orange or pale yellow all night long, winter and summer, and there is not much left of the heavens. Where I live, in Chicago, I am lucky to see 20 stars on a clear night. In downtown Los Angeles there are clear nights when no stars at all are visible. But if you are far enough away from a city, there are thousands of stars and several other, more exotic kinds of lights to be seen.

To see those fainter lights, the moon must be absent. Have you ever tried to look at the stars when a full moon is shining? It spreads a cool, bright haze over most of the sky, like a paler sun. Astronomers keep away from moonlit nights, just as they try to keep away from big cities. If the moon isn’t around, then the sky is still lit up by the stars, but much more faintly. If you’re in an unpopulated spot, and there is no moon in the sky, you can see between a thousand and five thousand stars, depending on your altitude; those are not very large numbers, and on an average night it can seem as if you might be able to count them all. Telescopes, especially in the twentieth century, have overturned that simple notion. Aside from cities, the

\section*{How to look at the night}
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moon, and the visible stars, the night sky is also lit by the myriad of stars that are too faint to be visible by the naked eye. What seems to be dark sky between stars is actually a very faintly shining fabric of thousands of millions of stars and galaxies. Astronomers say there are around ten billion stars in the galaxy, and between any two stars there are uncounted numbers of galaxies. Recently astronomers have even counted the average number of galaxies per patch of sky, right out to the end of the visible universe. Telescopes fill in the gaps between stars, but they also get rid of the poetry, the idea that things we cannot see still contribute their faint light. Taken all together, the light of the visible and invisible stars and galaxies is called the integrated starlight.

I think that one of the saddest things about city life is that so many people have never seen the Milky Way or even thought about seeing it. If you are out in the countryside, the Milky Way looks like a very pale, undulating, soft stripe crossing over the entire vault of the sky. Figure 28.1 is a picture of the whole sky taken in the Southern Hemisphere. This is a good view of the Milky Way, and you can even see the dark dust clouds braided in with the stars. (The two very small rectangular patches of light at the bottom of the photo are the Magellanic Clouds, two minor galaxies close to the Milky Way. They can be seen only from the Southern Hemisphere.) If you are out in the desert or on an island far from the mainland, the Milky Way can be genuinely astonishing. In its full splendor it is a scintillating, candent pathway across the sky, and it continues right down to the horizon. I have seen it plunge into the ocean, like a white waterfall.

So there are the moon, the visible stars, and the integrated starlight, which includes the Milky Way. Another source of light is the airglow or nightglow. It forms a continuous shining envelope around the Earth caused by the spontaneous recombination of molecules in the night air. The sun heats the sky, and some molecules split apart in the daytime. By night they recombine, giving off tiny amounts of light. It has been estimated that nightglow contributes a quarter to a half of the light in the night sky. That means that even the deepest dark nights, the ones when the Milky Way is the brightest thing in the heavens, are still lit by the weak light of the glowing sky itself. When astronauts say how dark space is, the light they are missing is the nightglow. There is a hint of the nightglow in Figure 28.1, because the sky gets a little brighter at the horizon, and that is due to the atmosphere itself.

Even fainter is the galactic light, a diffuse glow that scatters off the dust in the space between the stars. It is said to account for an additional 6 percent of the light of the night sky, too faint to be distinguished from the integrated starlight and the nightglow.
Dust accounts for another of these nighttime lights, the *zodiacal light*. It is caused by the zodiacal cloud, the name astronomers give to the dust that orbits the sun along with the planets and asteroids. Sunlight that reflects off the zodiacal cloud is called zodiacal light. The zodiac is the path that the planets follow through the sky. In Figure 28.1, the zodiac starts at the right, at 3 o’clock, and arcs over to the left, crossing the Milky Way, to about 9 o’clock. (That means that in the daytime the sun would follow that same course.) An astronomy magazine can show you where to look for the zodiac in your locality, but you can also find it at night by noticing where the sun goes during the day, and then remembering that path when you go out at night.

Conditions have to be just right to see the zodiacal light; in Figure 28.1 it is the bright cone that rises from the horizon at 9 o’clock. The light reflects the sun, which is hidden behind the Earth. Later in the night, when the sun is even farther behind the Earth, the zodiacal light disappears—from then on it is too faint to be seen by the unaided eye. Like the galactic light, the zodiacal light comes from beyond the Earth’s atmosphere, so it is more clearly visible from space. Astronauts say it is brilliant when it is seen from orbit or from the surface of the moon.

When the sun is directly underfoot and the night is at its darkest, some people say they can see an extremely faint glow directly overhead, just where the sun would be at noon. That last and weakest of the extraterrestrial lights is the *Gegenschein*, meaning “counterlight.” It exists but it is nearly impossible to see with the naked eye. It is also caused by the dust in the zodiacal cloud, and the idea is that it shines brighter at the point diametrically opposed to the sun, just as a cat’s eyes shine back at us when everything around is dark. I have never seen the Gegenschein, but people who have say that the best way to spot it is to sweep your eyes back and forth across the area where it should appear, keeping your vision slightly averted. It is the most elusive of the lights of the night sky.

The diffuse galactic light, the zodiacal light, and the Gegenschein are the last sources of light that come from beyond the Earth. Other lights closer to home subtly mark the time of night and the approach of dawn. The *night twilight glow* follows the sun, from west to east. If you are in the Northern Hemisphere, you can see the night twilight glow moving along the southern edge of the sky, and if you’re in the Southern Hemisphere, it will move along the northern sky. The farther toward the poles you live, the higher the night twilight glow will be. In Greenland it reaches over halfway up to the zenith. The most perfectly dark nights are therefore in the tropics, where the sun sinks lowest beneath the horizon.

About two and a half hours before sunrise, the *early twilight glow* appears in the east and reaches the zenith about two hours before sunrise. After that, dawn begins.
There are also hidden lights in the sky—radiation of various wavelengths, from invisible heat to cosmic rays. If our eyes could detect infrared light, the Earth would be a very different place to live in, because during magnetic storms the entire sky is striped in invisible infrared arcs called M-arcs (or red arcs, or SAR-arcs). The light is very strong, but our eyes don’t notice. Photographs of the M-arcs made with special film are spectacular—the whole sky becomes a zebra.

While you’re outside, you might try looking around to see how things change in the dark. The night looks monochromatic because the eye’s color sensors shut down, but actually the “rod cells” of the eye, which provide night vision, are not equally sensitive to all wavelengths. Their receptivity peaks in blue-green light, so we perceive blue-green dark things much better than red dark things. Find a tree or bush with red berries, and go out and look at it at night. The berries will be very dark, almost invisible. If you take note of the colors of objects in the daytime, you’ll see how they seem relatively too light or too dark at night, depending on how much blue-green color they have. At night, your night vision is best when you do not look directly at an object but focus on a spot off to one side. I used to think that was an old wives’ tale, but it turns out there are actually more night vision receptors around the center of the retina than there are right at the center. Amateur astronomers know that this is so, and you can test it yourself by looking at some especially faint stars. The very faintest ones will disappear when you look at them face on.

But please don’t try any of this in a city or even in a big town. Where there is civilization, there isn’t any real night. If you have been outside for half an hour and you still can’t see your hand in front of your face, then you are experiencing a real night.
Many people think mirages are in the eye of the beholder. If you are lost in a desert and you see a swimming pool and a waiter with an iced tea, you’re probably hallucinating. But if you are lost in a desert and you see a shimmering lake on the horizon, it is as real to you as it would be to anyone lost in that same desert. And if you fall to your knees (like the characters in cartoons always do), and the pools come up closer until it looks as if you’re on a little sandy island in a vast gleaming ocean, then your eyes are not deceiving you. Mirages are optical phenomena—properties of the light and air, not of frenzied minds.

Figure 29.1
An inferior mirage of a palm tree.
Mirages are also far more common than people tend to think. Anytime you’re driving and you see the road ahead begin to shimmer as if someone has poured blue paint on it, you are seeing the same kind of mirage. Mirages also occur on vertical surfaces—if you put your head very close to a long wall that is heated by the sun, and sight down it, you may well see double and triple “reflections” of people who are walking near the wall. And most impressively, mirages occur in the wintertime, especially over long stretches of cold water. Where I live, in Chicago, there are mirages out over Lake Michigan nearly every day in the wintertime. Factories that shouldn’t be visible loom up over the horizon; distant towns at the south end of the lake become impossible cities full of high-rise buildings; huge oil tankers steam by upside down, or glued to copies of themselves, or broken apart into little shards.

Mirages are caused by light that bends on its way to the eye. In school we’re taught that light travels in straight lines, but this is seldom true. Light bends around galaxies and planets and even atoms, and it bends very strongly toward anything that is denser or colder than what it is traveling through. If a laser is shined into an aquarium full of sugar water, it bends sharply down to where the sugar is denser at the bottom. In the atmosphere, light bends toward colder, denser air and away from hotter, lighter air. The buildings in towns on the other side of Lake Michigan are normally out of sight, hidden by the curvature of the Earth itself. When I see them, it is because the light bends around with the curve of the Earth, and comes right over the horizon to my eye. It does that when the surface of the lake is freezing cold and the air above is warm; the light keeps bending down, away from the warmth, and stays close to the surface of the lake until it reaches me.

In the desert, where the sand is hot and the air slightly less so, the light bends up. Figure 29.1 shows a typical desert mirage. The observer standing at the right will see the palm tree, and also an upside-down mirage. Some light reaches her eye directly, like ray number 1. Light ray number 2 travels downward until it gets to the superheated half-inch or so above the ground, and then it curves away from the intense heat and up to the eye. Since the light ray comes up from below, the observer thinks it comes from an object down low, at number 3. (All we know about the world is what our eyes tell us; there is no way to see that the ray has curved.) A ray starting lower down on the trunk of the tree, at number 4, will bend just slightly, and so the observer will see the trunk below it, at number 5. There are no actual reflections in a mirage; the light never touches the ground and bounces off. It starts out straight and then turns when it hits a temperature gradient.

Since the mirage is below the original, these kinds of desert and hot-weather mirages are called inferior mirages. Mirages in which the mirage looms above the object,
as if it were floating in mid-air, are superior mirages. Figure 29.2 shows a superior mirage, in which a schooner appears half-sunk beneath the horizon, with an astonishing apparition just above it. The apparition is of a copy of the schooner sailing on a compressed reflection of itself. In typical mirage fashion, the three boats blur into one another. This example may seem strange, but multiple superior mirages like this are common. (Normally the parts will be much blurrier, so I have drawn them instead of using a photograph.)

In simple mirages (as in Figure 29.1), the air is hot on the ground and gets colder upwards, or vice versa. Multiple mirages are produced where the air is hot at ground level, then cooler, and then hot again, or vice versa; all such changes are called inversions. In Figure 29.3, the air is hot at lake level, then cool between the levels marked A and B, warm again between B and C, cool between C and D, and finally warm again above D. The half-sunken schooner at the base of the mirage is caused by rays like numbers 1 and 2, which go down to level A and then start to bend back up. (Note the numbers on Figure 29.2, which correspond to the rays on Figure 29.3.)

It goes against intuition, but these conditions imply that there are some parts of the actual ship that the observer cannot see, even though it is right there in front of her. If a light ray such as number 6 starts out toward the observer, it will be deflected and miss her entirely. As a result, the lower portion of the boat is invisible and can be seen only up above, in its mirage “reflection.”

The lovely mirage in Figure 29.4 is common in the desert. A whole range of mountains is upended and fused to the actual mountaintops. Some of the mirages end up looking like impossibly high curved cliffs, and others tear free of their moorings in the land and hover in midair. The airy mountains are mirages of real mountains that are farther away from the photographer (in this case, up to 52 miles away, well beyond the horizon). In general, the higher and smaller the mirage, the more distant the object.
Diminishing mountains are an effect that is commonly reported by sailors. As an island recedes to the horizon, it seems to shrink upward, until it disappears in the air. It is shown in Figure 29.5, and explained in the two diagrams below the illustration. I have exaggerated the curvature of the Earth and raised the islands to impossible heights in order to bring out the relations. Say you’re on the island at the right, looking down into the ocean toward point A. As you raise your eyes, you will come to a point where light rays from the distant island can be bent upward and reach your eye. (Closer in, the rays would have to bend too sharply.) At that point, you are seeing a mirage that looks as though it is in the direction I have marked by the dotted line. As you continue to raise your eyes, you will see mirages of the lower parts of the island, until you reach the point where you’re looking at the base of the island itself. The situation here is the same as with the palm tree.

Now imagine the island is much farther away, partly hidden by the curvature of the Earth. As you raise your eyes, you will encounter the same point B, where the mirage begins. But then, as you continue to look upward, you’ll quickly reach a point where the mirage cuts off (point C). Notice how little of the island can actually contribute to the mirage—only a small portion of the high cliff. The two limits to the mirage are called the vanishing line and the limiting line. The mirage itself is upside down, as in the palm tree, so it seems to begin at the limiting line and stretch downward to the vanishing line. Everything above the limiting line on the actual island is directly visible, and you will see it above the mirage.

Notice where the horizon is in these lower two diagrams. It isn’t where you’d expect just by looking at the curvature of the Earth; it’s much lower, just at the point where the mirage begins—on a straight line down from point B. Everything closer to you,
such as point A, looks like the surface of the ocean; everything higher than point B looks like part of the mirage or—in the bottom diagram—like sky. This is one of the most unexpected properties of mirages: the sky to the left and right of a mirage is also a mirage, and so is the horizon beneath it, even though they look for all the world like an ordinary sky above an ordinary horizon. In this example the sea is really much higher than it looks. The reverse can also occur. Here the horizon stays in the same position, but the island and its mirage appendage seem to shrink and to float higher and higher until they disappear when the vanishing line meets the limiting line. At that point, depending on the atmospheric conditions, the island might be well beneath the actual horizon.

The photograph of mountains in Arizona shows some mountains that are nearer than the horizon and others that are beyond it (Fig. 29.4). And it has a wonderful feature that is typical of mirages. A line of tiny telephone poles crosses the landscape from the left. The poles and wires are unaffected by the mirage because they are closer, and the light from them does not curve as drastically. Behind them looms the never-never land of curving bluish cliffs.

\[figure\ 29.5\]

An island mirage receding into the distance.
This is a box that I own, with a few large crystals, some copper (at the bottom), and a little geode—a rock with a cavity inside, filled with small crystals. The tufts of white mold on the large rock are tiny rodlike crystals of okelite, a mineral so fragile that it feels like rabbit fur—as I found out when I touched some, and permanently crushed it. The person who sold them to me said they are found in India, and that there are other specimens in the same mine that are so long and fragile that they cannot be brought to the United States, even—so he said—if they are carried onto the plane and held the whole way in a courier’s lap.

The large crystals are especially entrancing because they look so artificial, as if someone had made some random cuts in a piece of glass. Their facets seem to point in all directions without rhyme or reason. But crystals follow very strict and very beautiful laws, and with a little practice, it is possible to look at a crystal and see how it obeys those laws. When you can perceive the symmetries, the crystal is not just dazzling—it is interesting.

*figure 30.1*

A collection of crystals, including fluorite, calcite, quartz, and okelite.
There are two ways to understand crystal forms. The first is to imagine that they are all cut away from some larger form, as you might sculpt a big block of wood by sawing off its corners. The trick is to look at an actual crystal and be able to visualize the simple, invisible shape that encloses it, from which it was cut. (Actual crystals grow from smaller ones, instead of being pared away, but this is a good mental exercise.) For example, you might start with a cube, as in the top left drawing in Figure 30.2. If you bevel each one of the eight corners, you get the next shape in the first row. That is clear enough, but if you keep going, planing away each corner equally, the next stop is a very unexpected shape (first row, third drawing). The original faces of the cube are still visible, and they are still square, but they are now all bordered by triangles.

In real crystals, the corners may not all be beveled simultaneously. Often only half of the corners will be affected (first row, fourth drawing). That “hemihedral” condition is clear enough when it first starts, but if you keep paring away those four corners, you arrive at an even more surprising result (second row, first drawing). And just a little more planing suddenly creates a pyramid (second row, second drawing). Where is the cube now? It takes some time to picture how this tipped-over pyramid fits inside the cube.

If we continue beveling the corners of the pyramid, the form gets smaller (second row, third and fourth drawings). What would the next shape look like? I leave this unanswered.

You might also shave off only two opposite corners, as shown in the third row. The result would be a very irregular-looking shape that looks like two pyramids (third row, third drawing). Paring two sets of opposite corners gives yet another look (third row, fourth drawing). Often a complicated-looking crystal has corners pared several times. It’s as if one shape was made, and then its corners were pared away, and so on. Some examples are shown in the fourth row.

Some of the older mineralogy textbooks keep up this kind of exercise for pages on end—there are hundreds, almost thousands, of crystal forms you can learn to recognize by thinking this way. Many have outlandish names—pinacoids, brachydomes, gyroidal tetartohedrons. In nature, crystals are far from symmetric like the examples in Figures 30.2 and 30.3. Often they are missing some faces, or others have been “pared away” more deeply than others. It can take some staring to recognize the hidden symmetries.

Picturing the hidden shapes is one way to understand crystals. The other is to imagine that they are built around three axes, as in Euclidean geometry. The first crystal in Figure 30.2 shows how it works: there is a vertical axis and two horizontal

Fourth row, nos. 3 and 4: beveling of pairs of opposite vertices, repeated.
axes, and they meet at the center of the crystal. If the crystal is a cube, the axes touch the middle of each face. If it is an octahedron, as in Figure 30.3, the axes touch the vertices instead of the faces.

It turns out that all crystals have one of six different arrangements of the axes. All the ones I am showing here are in the *isometric* or *cubic* system: they have three mutually perpendicular axes, and each axis has the same length. In the box (Fig. 30.1), the four small purple crystals are fluorite, which crystallizes in the cubic system. They are octahedrons, just as in Figure 30.3, but stretched or pressed a little out of perfect symmetry.

The other five crystal classes are progressively more difficult to imagine. In the *tetragonal* system, the vertical axis is stretched or shortened. The cube would be pulled up into a vertical block or pushed down into a flat rectangle. Similarly, the octahedron would become high and skinny, like two tall pyramids, or else short and squat.

*Orthorhombic* crystals, the third class, are based on three unequal axes. They are still perpendicular to one another, but each one is a different length. The cube would become a brick shape, and the octahedron would look lopsided. In *monoclinic* crystals, the fourth class, one of the axes is tilted. That means that two of the faces of the cube will slant. In *triclinic* crystals...
(the fifth class) all the axes are tilted, and none is perpendicular to the others. Such crystals look completely distorted and they have no symmetry. In Figure 30.1, the two whitish translucent crystals just below the fluorite are calcite, which belongs to the triclinic class. They are shaped like boxes that have been slightly crushed; there are no right angles. The basic shape of a side is a parallelogram; notice the smaller parallelograms on the top face of the crystal that’s in shadow. When parallelograms are put together, and there are no right angles between them, the result is an asymmetric, tilted block called a rhombohedron. (The beautiful opalescent colors in the larger crystal are caused by diffraction in the fine structure of the crystal.)

The sixth and last crystal class, the hexagonal class, has an extra horizontal axis. Three horizontal axes means that there can be six vertical faces around the sides of the crystal, and such crystals can look very much like pencils, which also have hexagonal symmetry. In the box, the two large crystals at the top are quartz, which is in the hexagonal class. One is on its side to demonstrate how it is essentially
columnar. The other is seen head-on to show the six-sided column. The six sides are not all the same width, but opposite sides are parallel.

When crystallographers draw crystals, they start by drawing the axes. The goal is to draw the completed crystal, called a trigonal trisoctahedron (Fig. 30.3). The drawing proceeds in three stages: first the axes, then a simple octahedron (Fig. 30.4), and then the smaller faces that decorate the trisoctahedron. These days, this kind of drawing is done by computer, but the software follows the same procedure that was used when crystals were drawn by hand. Before computers, a crystallographer would begin by tracing the standard isometric axes from a pattern. (If you want to try this exercise, you can begin by tracing the three axes labeled A, B, and C.) Each axis would be divided like a ruler, with plus and minus directions. The crystallographer would just connect all the points that were the same distance from the center, creating a perfect octahedron.

The next step would be adding the smaller faces. Figure 30.5 shows just one of the faces of the octahedron, the one labeled ABC, and it also shows the three smaller faces of the trisoctahedron, the ones labeled 1, 2, and 3. All the smaller facets that comprise the trisoctahedron intersect two of the axes at the unit length—the same as the octahedron’s facets—and they intersect the third axis at double that length, labeled E, F, G. The next step is to draw the three faces numbered 1, 2, and 3 so that they intersect all three axes in the correct places. The face numbered 3, for example, intersects the axes at the points B, C, and E. The face numbered 2 intersects the axes at A, C, and F. Then it is necessary to figure out where the three axes meet—that is, to find the tentlike structure given by dotted lines. If you consider Figure 30.5 for a minute, you’ll see how it is done: the two faces labeled 1 and 2 cross each other, and the drawing shows two of the places they meet, point A and point H. Connect those two points with a dotted line. Do the same for faces 2 and 3, and for faces 1 and 3. The result is three dotted lines, and they will form the pattern that is visible in the actual trisoctahedron.

The last step is to repeat the diagram in Figure 30.5, but for the faces I have labeled 5, 6, and 7. Since those faces are partly visible, they each have to be dissected into three smaller faces like 1, 2, and 3. I have not illustrated that part of the exercise, but you can see if you get it right by comparing your result to the final drawing.

I know from experience of teaching this material that it seems very dry, and my students have had a tendency to want to skip over it. But if you take the trouble to actually get out a pencil and ruler and try it yourself, you’ll see immediately how crystals work in three dimensions. You will be able to imagine crystals as the intersections of many transparent planes, with each plane intersecting the invisible axes...
at specific points. It is the best key to understanding crystals. (On the other hand, if
you're the kind of reader who tries to understand things without actually working at
them, you probably will not be able to draw or explain crystals. Some things just
take practice!)

The large quartz crystals at the top of the box (Fig. 30.1) end in an irregular-looking
collection of facets—or so it seems. If you look closely at the one at the upper right,
you'll see that the top is comprised of exactly six facets: five large ones and a very
small triangular one at the lower center. Each of these facets tilts upward from one
of the six vertical sides, and each one tilts at exactly the same angle. If the crystal
had a perfectly symmetrical hexagonal base, the six facets would all converge on a
single sharp point.

The apparent chaos is not chaos at all—it is rigorous and simple geometry.
Using an expensive slit-lamp microscope, your ophthalmologist gets a spectacular view of the inside of your eyes (Fig. 31.1). But you can also see the inside of your eyes, and it doesn’t require any intimidating equipment.

The easiest way to become aware of what’s inside your eye is to look at a broad expanse of unclouded sky or a bright smooth wall. Don’t move your eyes. If you stare intently, after a minute you’ll probably become aware of cloudy or wormy forms drifting slowly around. The blurry shapes are called “floaters”; they used to be called “flying gnats.” (*Mouches volantes*, or, in Latin, *muscae volitantes*.) They are actually red blood cells deep inside your eye, suspended between the retina, in the back of the eye, and the transparent ball of jelly—the “vitreous body”—that fills the eyeball. There is a very thin layer of watery fluid around the vitreous body, which lubricates it so that it doesn’t stick to the inside walls of the eye; floaters are blood cells that have hemorrhaged from the retina and escaped into the watery layer. (Think of a round fishbowl with a large ball inside. The floaters are the fish, trapped between the ball and the sides of the bowl.) Since blood cells are sticky, they tend to link together into clumps and chains; if you look closely, you’ll notice that the chains are really made up of little balls.

The center of the retina is a slight depression called the fovea, and the watery layer is a little deeper there. If you lie on your back and look up at the ceiling for a while, you may notice the floaters become sharper. That is because they are slowly sinking to the bottom of the depression, like leaves in a swimming pool. The closer
they get to the retina, the clearer and smaller they look. Floaters are shadows cast on the retina, and in that respect they are just the same as the shadows you cast on a screen if you hold your hand up in front of a projector. The closer your hand is to the screen, the smaller the shadow and the sharper the silhouette.

Some people have only a few floaters, and other people have large dense ones that they find continuously distracting. For some people they look faintly creased, like rumpled cotton sheets. Others experience them as bulbous things like masses of half-melted tapioca, with concentric rings all around them. Andreas Doncan, a nineteenth-century physician, classified them into four species: large circles, “strings of pearls,” granular clusters of circles, and bright streaks or membranes that look like little scraps of wet tissue paper. Floaters can seem quite large, but of course they aren’t; the “large circles” are less than a twentieth of a millimeter wide, and the “strings of pearls” are seldom more than 4 millimeters long. They are actually by far the smallest things you can see with your unaided eye. You may notice that your
floaters have three or four little rings around them—those are the diffraction pattern caused by light bending around them on its way to the retina. Physicists have measured them and found that the smallest, outermost rings are only 4 or 5 microns across—that's four thousandths of a millimeter, a thousand times smaller than the smallest speck that you could see in everyday life. Four microns is only ten times the wavelength of the light that makes the floaters visible.

It is notoriously hard to focus on floaters: every time you try, they slide away. That is because they are behind the lens of the eye, so it is not possible to bring them into focus or even to turn the eye to face them. They just slosh back and forth as the eye moves. I remember one occasion when I was annoyed by floaters, and I tried to get them to move out of my field of view by turning my eyes violently from side to side. Apparently that is a common strategy among people who suffer from

figure 31.2

The eyelashes seen against a bright light.
floaters, but it doesn’t work. A quick turn dislodges them a little, but in a minute they waver and return to the places they had been. That’s because the inside of the eye has the consistency of hard-set gelatin. The floaters are like the bits of fruit suspended in the gelatin; if you spin the bowl around, everything vibrates, but eventually it settles back the way it was. (Each of the pictures in this section misrepresents what is seen, because nothing in these images can be seen directly. They aren’t like ordinary pictures, where you can look around at will. Everything inside the eye is seen in peripheral vision—it is glimpsed but not fully seen.)

If you keep very still, you will see that most of the floaters are drifting slowly downward. Because the image on our retinas is upside down, it follows that the floaters are really drifting slowly upward. In the nineteenth century, it was thought that floaters must be lighter than the fluids in the eye, because otherwise they wouldn’t rise. But now it seems the explanation is that when the eye moves, the jellylike sphere of vitreous humor turns in its socket of watery fluid, and when the eye stops moving, the sphere settles to the bottom of the eye, pushing the watery fluid up all around it like a big ice cube in a glass.

Floaters are easy enough to see, and with a little ingenuity you can see even deeper into your eye. You need a very intense light source such as a strong projector lamp or a high-wattage bulb. Small bulbs are best; if you have only a large one, put it as far away from you as possible. In a dark room, use a magnifying glass or a strong lens to focus the light from the bulb onto a sheet of aluminum foil. Put a tiny pinprick into the aluminum foil, as small and as perfectly round as you can make it. The idea is to have the light focused so exactly that it converges just on the pinhole and not on the rest of the sheet. Then go around to the other side of the sheet, look through the pinhole, and you’ll see a burst of light. Almost everything you see around the light itself is actually on the inside of your eye: you’re looking at shadows of things in your eye, cast on your own retina.

In the mid-nineteenth century, several German scientists drew pictures of the things they saw (Figs. 31.2–31.5). (These drawings omit the very bright light that

\[figure 31.3\]

Water droplets and grains of dust on the cornea, seen against a bright light.
shines right in the middle of your field of view.) The first thing you’re apt to notice, especially if you’re squinting, is your own eyelashes, which remind me of tree trunks in some prehistoric swamp (Fig. 31.2). If you open your eye a little more, you will see a large disk of light, as in these engravings, because your pupil is throwing a round spot of light on your retina. If your iris has an irregular margin, as some people’s do, the circle will not be completely round. Figure 31.3 shows dark, circular blobs with bright spots at their centers. They are caused by drops of moisture that are secreted by the tear glands and spread out over the outside of the cornea. Like water drops on an irregular surface, they cling to bits of dust and tiny impurities; the bright spots are images of the impurities. Hermann von Helmholtz, one of the scientists who drew these pictures, says these droplets drift slowly downward until you blink and your upper eyelid drags them back up again. (They are like the smears on a windshield that sink down until the wiper comes across and pulls them up.)

Figure 31.4 shows what happens if you close your eye and rub it for a while with your fingers. That actually distorts the surface of the cornea, rumpling it like a rug that has been pushed up into folds. Figure 31.5 shows features that are part of the lens itself, which is made of concentric circles of transparent cells. (These are all normal or common conditions, and if you see them you probably don’t need to call a doctor.)

There is even a way to have a look at the very back of the eye, at the blood vessels that spread out over your retina. Even though the vessels lie on top of the retina, we aren’t normally aware of them because the photoreceptors underneath them have gotten used to living in the shade. But if you can shine a very bright light on the
retina from an unusual angle, the shadows will shift and the blood vessels will sud-
denly become visible. I have done this using the same apparatus, but without the
aluminum foil sheet. Just take away the foil and focus the light source right into
your eye. Don’t look at the bulb itself, but look away, toward a dark corner of the
room. At first you might not see anything, but if you move your eye slightly to one
side, and then back, you’ll see a sudden flash of thick, undulating veins. (If the ex-
periment doesn’t work, you can wait until your next eye exam, but constantly look-
ing aside to see your retinal veins will probably irritate your doctor.)

It’s an uncanny sensation suddenly seeing your own retinal blood vessels “projected”
onto the walls of the room. It happens because you have shifted the normal angle of in-
coming light and cast skewed shadows of the vessels onto the retina. But how odd to
think that every day, wherever you look, you’re looking through a net of curving blood
vessels. It is as if we are all seeing the world from behind a dense spiderweb.

The retinal vessels form a pattern that is different in each person, so they can be
used like fingerprints to distinguish you from everyone else. The same is true, more
subtly, of each of the pictures in this section—your right eye and your left eye will
have their own patterns of recurring floaters, their own distinctive corneas, their
own structures in the lens. If you try these experiments, you’ll get a sense of the tex-
ture and feel of your eyes—their minuscule imperfections, the mass of the jelly in-
side them, the slightly notched and soiled surface of your cornea, the spidery
tendrils that cling to your retinas.
Is it possible to see absolutely nothing? Or do you always see something, even if it is nothing more than a blur or the insides of your own eyelids?

This question has been well investigated. In the 1930s, a psychologist named Wolfgang Metzer designed an experiment to show that if you have nothing to look at, your eyes will stop functioning. Metzer put volunteers in rooms that were lit very carefully so there was no shadow and no gradients from light to dark. The walls were polished, so it was impossible to tell how far away they were. After a few minutes in an environment like that, the volunteers reported “gray clouds” and darkness descending over their visual field. Some experienced an intense fear and felt as though they were going blind. Others were sure that dim shapes were drifting by, and they tried to reach out and grab them. Later it was found that if the room is illuminated with a bright color, within a few minutes it will seem to turn dull gray. Even a bright red or green will seem to turn gray.

Apparently the eye cannot stand to see nothing, and when it is faced with nothing, it slowly and automatically shuts down. You can simulate these experiments at
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Picture of nothing.
home by cutting ping-pong balls in half and cupping them lightly over your eyes. Since you can’t focus that close, your eye has no detail to latch on to, and if you’re sitting in a place with fairly even illumination, you won’t have any shadows or highlights to watch. After a few minutes, you will begin to feel what the people in those experiments experienced. For me, it is a slow creeping claustrophobia and an anxiety about what I’m seeing—or even if I am seeing. If I use a red lightbulb instead of a white one, the color slowly drains out until it looks for all the world as if the light were an ordinary white bulb.

(This experiment won’t work, by the way, if you close your eyes. The slight pressure of your eyelids on your corneas and the tiny flicker of your eye muscles will produce hallucinations, called entoptic lights, which will give you something to look at. The only drawback to using ping-pong balls is that your eyelashes get in the way. The experimenters recommend using “a light coating of nonirritating, easily removed, latex-based surgical adhesive” to fasten the eyelashes to the upper lid—but it’s probably better to get along without it.)

These experiments are interesting but they are also artificial. It takes something as contrived as a polished white wall or halves of a ping-pong ball, to create a wholly uniform visual field. There is another way to see nothing that I like much better, and that is trying to see something in pitch darkness. In recent decades scientists have figured out that it takes only between five to fifteen photons entering the eye before we register a tiny flash of light. That is an unimaginably tiny quantity, millions of times fainter than a faint green flash from a lightning bug. Unless you have been in a cave or a sealed basement room, you have never experienced anything that dark. And yet the eye is prepared for it.

It takes at least five photons to produce the sensation of light, instead of just one, because there is a chemical in the eye that is continuously breaking down, and each time a molecule breaks, it emits a photon. If we registered every photon, our eyes would register light continuously, even if there were no light in the world outside our own eyes. The chemical that emits the light is rhodopsin, which is the same chemical that enables us to see in dim light to begin with. So as far as our visual system is concerned, there is no way to distinguish between a molecule of rhodopsin that has broken down spontaneously and one that broke down because it was hit by a photon. If we saw a flash every time a rhodopsin molecule decomposed, we would be seeing fireworks forever, so our retinas are designed to start seeing only when there is a little more light.

Five to fifteen photons is an estimate and there is no way to make it exact, but the reason why it can’t be exact is itself exact. It has to do with quantum mechanics,
the branch of physics that deals with particles like photons. According to quantum physics, the action of photons can be known only statistically and not with utter precision. The precise theory shows that the answer is imprecise. There is also a second reason why we can never know exactly how little light we can see. The human visual system is “noisy”—it is not efficient and it fails a certain percentage of the time. Only cave explorers and volunteers in vision experiments have ever experienced perfect darkness, and even then they see spots of light. Those are “false positives,” reports that there is light when there isn't. We see light when we shouldn't and we fail to see light when, by the laws of physics, we should. Also, the two eyes take in different photons and so they never work in perfect harmony. In extremely low light, a report of light from one eye might be overruled by a report of darkness from the other. Many things can happen along the complicated pathway from the rhodopsin in the retina to the centers of visual processing.

These phenomena of false positives are called by the wonderful name “dark noise” and the not-so-wonderful technical term “equivalent Poisson noise.” Then there’s the light generated inside the eye itself, called the “dark light of the eye.” It may have a photochemical origin, such as the light from rhodopsin; wherever it comes from, it contributes to the sensation of light.

Entoptic light, the dark noise, the dark light of the eye—this is the end of seeing. But they are wonderful phenomena. To see them, you have to find a perfectly dark spot—a windowless basement room or a hallway that can be entirely closed off—and then you have to spend at least a half hour aclimiting to the dark. Where I live, in the city, it is impossible to find real darkness. There is a bathroom in our apartment that opens onto an interior hallway, but even if I close all the curtains, close off the hallway, and shut the bathroom door behind me, light still comes in under the doorway. I don’t see it at first, but after ten minutes my eyes pick out a faint glow. Real darkness is elusive.

In the end, when there is nothing left to see, the eye and the brain invent lights. The dark room begins to shimmer and with entoptic auroras. They seem to mirror my state of mind—if I am tired I see more of them, and if I rub my eyes they flower into bright colors. In total darkness, entoptic displays can seem as bright as daylight, and it takes several minutes for them to subside. Looking at them, it is easy to be sympathetic with anthropologists who think that all picture-making began with hallucinations. Some entoptic displays are as lovely and evanescent as auroras, and others as silky and seductive as a ghost. Pure dark, in the absence of entoptic colors, is still alive with dark noise. If I try to fix my gaze on some invisible object—say my hand held up in front of me—then my visual field starts to sparkle with small
flashes of dark noise, the sign that my neurons are trying to process signals that aren’t really there. They can also become quite strong, like the sparks that come off bedsheets on a cold winter night. I can also try to erase all sense of illumination by letting my eyes rest or wander wherever they want. When I do that, I am still aware of the sensation of light—really it is too dim to be called light; it is more the memory of light. Perhaps that is the “dark light of the eye,” the chemicals splitting and reforming in the eye in the normal processes of molecular life.

So I am left with this strange thought: even though we overlook so many things and see so little of what passes in front of us, our eyes will not stop seeing, even when they have to invent the world from nothing. Perhaps the only moments when we truly see nothing are the blank, mindless stretches of time that pass unnoticed between our dreams. But maybe death is the only name for real blindness. At every other moment our eyes are taking in light or inventing lights of their own: it is only a matter of learning how to see what our eyes are bringing us.
I don't see a rhyme or reason to all the things that I have described in this book? If I were a psychologist or a scientist, I might say there is. It looks as though there are different kinds of seeing—some depend on quick glances, and others on hard, focused staring. A psychologist might say the book is really a collection of species of seeing.

Some chapters, for instance, show how we naturally try to find orderly patterns in nature. The cracks in oil paintings are a case in point, and so are the cracks in pavements, and the patterns in the bark of trees that I alluded to in passing. Other chapters seem to be about counting and measuring. Fingerprint analysis requires it, and so does the inspection of culverts. Still other chapters have to do with the kind of concerted attention that gradually draws out invisible details. I said as much about staring at the smooth skin of the shoulder joint to find its hidden articulations, and about staring at the subtle colors in a sunset to see their invisible outlines. There are also chapters that are principally concerned with very close looking at very tiny shapes—sand and postage stamps would be examples. Yet other chapters are about an observer's ability to look at something in two dimensions and visualize it in three. That is an essential skill in looking at crystals, engineering drawings, and X rays.

Eight or ten categories could encompass this book fairly well, and when I was writing the book I thought about organizing it that way. The table of contents would have had headings like Pattern Recognition, Counting and Measuring, Focused Attention, Close Looking, Three-Dimensional Visualization. But in the end, what a
dull book that would have been. Psychologists and cognitive scientists work with categories like those, and they are certainly helpful in understanding how our brains process visual signals. But such categories are too abstract; they utterly fail to capture what is fascinating about the objects themselves. I do not look at sunsets in order to test my ability to discern similar colors or at crystals to practice my skills at three-dimensional visualization. On the contrary, as I look at a sunset or a crystal, it might occur to me that I am seeing in a special way, and afterward I might want to classify different kinds of seeing. Seeing is what is in question, not theorizing or classifying.

The pleasure of looking at unusual things is particular to those things and it is lost when it is transported into a theory. The invisible boundaries between the colors in a sunset are not like the invisible boundaries between the colors in a rainbow or in a painting. The facets of a crystal are aligned according to very particular rules, and those rules do not apply to any other objects. The way I see each kind of thing is peculiar to that thing, and the same is true outside of vision. People who say that mathematics teaches you how to think are simply wrong. Mathematics teaches you mathematics. Geometry teaches you to think like a geometer, and algebra teaches you to reason like an algebraist. It’s the lines and the equations that count, that hold all the interest, just as here it is the objects that hold my attention.

So I decided not to organize this book according to some Theory of Vision, or Classification of Looking. I would rather this book were a demonstration of new things to see and new ways of seeing. In that spirit, I will end with an example of a kind of looking that is entirely beyond human possibility.

A chiton is an animal, a small one, that is common on seaside rocks. Literally, a chiton is a Greek tunic, but the animal does not really look like a tunic. In England it is called the “coat-of-mail shell,” and in America, the “sea cradle,” and both of those names are closer to the mark. A chiton has a gentle curl to it, like a rocking cradle, and it is segmented as if it were armored. Chitons look very much like the little, segmented shelled animals called “pill bugs” or “sow bugs” that can be found under stones. (If you pick up a pill bug, it curls, armadillo-fashion, into a little pill.) Pill bugs are nearly blind—they have only two eyes, which I imagine they do not often need to use. But chitons are an entirely different matter. Biologists have discovered that the shells—the part that faces the world, while the animal huddles underneath—are nearly covered in eyes. One species has exactly 1,472 eyes; another has “apparently no fewer than 11,500.”

What do these eyes see? In the biological jargon, chitons give “shadow responses”—that is, they can shift themselves on the rocks depending on how light or dark it is. But why would a chiton need 11,500 eyes to do that? The eyes are rudimentary, but that is a
deceptive word; each eye has a tulip-shaped retina with a hundred photoreceptors—enough to form a fuzzy image. So what looks at me when I walk on the beach? And is the look a steady, monotonous, focused gaze, or a bleary unfocused seeing? How many of the 11,500 eyes does it take to glimpse my appearance on the beach and to follow my shadow as it passes over the rocks?

There is also the possibility—so far unproven—that chitons have even larger numbers of smaller photoreceptors. They have been given the wonderful name “aesthetes.” No one knows what they could possibly do or even, definitively, whether they exist. It is almost as if the chiton’s shell is really a dense bank of eyes camouflaged as a protective skin.

Of course it is impossible to know what the world looks like to a chiton. Things are no less strange for other mollusks: some have compound eyes; others have “eye spots” or “mirror eyes.” Scallops are a famous instance—they have up to two hundred eyes, far more “advanced” than other mollusks and well able to form clear images. The eyes have a mirror at the back and two retinas: one catches light coming in, and the other catches the light focused by the mirror on its way back out. Other mollusks also have “cephalic eyes” or “true eyes”—“true,” that is, by human standards, since the biologists count any eye on the head of any creature as “true,” and others as merely “non-cephalic.” Yet even in the restricted realm of “true” eyes, there is a bewildering variety: some mollusks have “simple eyes,” others pinhole eyes, scanning eyes, and even humanlike eyes with lenses. The deep-sea nautilus, a favorite of shell collectors, has pinhole eyes; that is, just a hole in the front, with no lens. Some researchers have said that the nautilus must see very poorly: but it is an ancient creature—and why would a bad system of vision persist for over four hundred million years? Octopi have very large, humanlike eyes, but they also have tiny “photosensitive vesicles” that are said to be just barely visible to our own eyes as little orange spots. No one knows what the vesicles do or how they assist the enormous octopus eyes that have up to twenty million photoreceptors—more than many mammals.

Animal vision is full of incomprehensible situations—worlds we cannot hope to share, and ways of seeing that must lie entirely beyond our cognition. When I am on the beach, I like to think of the millions of eyes staring at me—the huge clear eyes of fish and birds, the watery eyes of octopi, the several hundred bright red mirror eyes of a scallop, the tens of thousands of eyes and aesthetes on every chiton. It’s a reminder of how many ways of seeing there are in the world, and how many things there are to see. This book has 32 of them, and there are millions more waiting to be discovered.
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   Figure 5.6 Overlay by the author.
   Figure 5.7 Overlay by the author.

6. How to Look at Linear B
   Figure 6.1 Diagram by the author, after John Chadwick, *Linear B and Related Scripts* (London: British Museum, 1987), p. 24, fig. 7.

7. How to Look at Chinese and Japanese Script
   Figure 7.1 From *Jiten KANA-syutten meiki, kaiteiban*, edited by Inugai Kiyoshi and Inoue Muneyo (Tokyo: Kasama Shoin, 1997), p. 22.
   Figure 7.2 From *Jiten KANA-syutten meiki*, p. 72.

8. How to Look at Hieroglyphs
   Figure 8.4 From Nina Davies, *Picture Writing in Ancient Egypt* (London: Oxford University Press, 1958), colorplate VI.

9. How to Look at Egyptian Scarabs
   Figure 9.1 From Daphna Ben-Tor, *The Scarab: A Reflection of Ancient Egypt* (Jerusalem: The Israel Museum, 1989).
10. How to Look at an Engineering Drawing

Figure 10.1  From Ingenious Mechanisms for Designers and Inventors, edited by Franklin Jones, 2 vols. (New York: Industrial Press, 1951), vol. 2, pp. 295–97, fig. 9.
Figure 10.2  From Ibid., fig. 10.
Figure 10.3  From Ibid., fig. 11.

11. How to Look at a Rebus

Figure 11.1  Courtesy Department of Special Collections, University of Chicago Libraries.

12. How to Look at Mandalas

Figure 12.2  From The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious.
Figure 12.4  From The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious.

13. How to Look at Perspective Pictures

Figure 13.1  From John Joshua Kirby, Dr. Brook Taylor’s Method of Perspective Made Easy, Both in Theory and Practice, 2nd ed. (London, 1755), book II, plate IX, fig. 36.

14. How to Look at an Alchemical Emblem

Figure 14.1  From Steffan Michelspacher [Müschelspacher], Cabala, Spiegel der Kunst und Natur: in Alchymia (Augsburg, 1615), plate 1.

16. How to Look at the Periodic Table

Figure 16.1  Courtesy Science Division, Walter de Gruyter, Berlin and New York, 1997.
Figure 16.2  From K. Y. Yoshihara et al., Periodic Table with Nuclides and Reference Data (Berlin: Springer, 1985), p. 21.
Figure 16.4  From Charles Janet, Essais de classification hélicoïdale des éléments chimiques (Beauvais: Imprimerie Départementale de l’Oise, 1928), plate 4.
17. How to Look at a Map
Figure 17.1  From Richard Temple, *The Thirty-Seven Nats: A Phase of Spirit-Worship Prevailing in Burma* (London: W. Griggs, 1906), figure facing p. 8.

18. How to Look at a Shoulder
Figure 18.1  Modified from Bernard Siegfried Albinus, *Tabulae Sceleti et Musculorum Humani* (Leiden: Johann & Hermann Verbeck, 1747).
Figure 18.2  Modified from Ibid.
Figure 18.3  Modified from Ibid.
Figure 18.6  Photo: German, c. 1925. Collection: author.
Figure 18.8  Photo: German, c. 1925. Collection: author.

19. How to Look at a Face
Figure 19.1  Inv. no. 15627r. Tolnay 1557.
Figure 19.3  1895–9–15–518r. Tolnay 350v.
Figure 19.5  47Fr. Tolnay 124r.

20. How to Look at a Fingerprint
Figure 20.1  From *The Science of Fingerprints: Classification and Uses* (Washington, DC: US Government Printing Office for the United States Department of Justice, 1984), figs. 1, 4, 7, 11, 12, 33, 34, 37, 40 respectively.
Figure 20.2  Ibid., figs. 72, 82, 86, 88.
Figure 20.3  Ibid., figs. 67, 124, 128, 137 respectively.
Figure 20.4  Ibid., figs. 281, 255, 269 respectively.
Figure 20.6  Print taken by Kosette Lambert and Maciej Henneberg, photo by Robert Murphy, University of Adelaide. Used with permission.
Figure 20.7  From Maciej Henneberg and Kosette Lambert, "Fingerprinting a Chimpanzee and a Koala: Animal Dermatoglyphics Can Resemble Human Ones," *Proceedings of the Thirteenth Australian and New Zealand International Symposium on the Forensic Sciences*, Sydney, 8–13 September 1996, fig. 5a. Used with permission.

21. How to Look at Grass
Figure 21.3  From Mary Francis, *The Book of Grasses* (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, Page, and Company, 1912), p. 97.
Figure 21.4  From Ibid., p. 111.
Figure 21.5  From Hitchcock, *Manual of Grasses*, fig. 181.
Figure 21.6  From Ibid., fig. 366. Lettering added.

25. How to Look at Halos
Figure 25.1  Photo by William Livingston.

26. How to Look at Sunsets
Figure 26.2  Photo by William Livingston.
28. How to Look at the Night

Figure 28.1   Photograph by Art Hoag. National Optical Astronomy Observatories photograph no. 2–2227. By permission of William Livingston.

30. How to Look at a Crystal

Figure 30.3   From Edward Dana, *A Text-Book of Mineralogy*, 3rd ed. (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1880), p. 424, figs. 814, 814, 816.

31. How to Look at the Inside of Your Eye


Figure 31.2   From Johann Benedikt Listing, *Beitrag zur physiologischen Optik* (Leipzig: Wilhelm Engelmann, 1905 [1845]), plate 1, fig. 12.

Figure 31.3   From Ibid., fig. 13.

Figure 31.4   From Ibid., figs. 14, 15.

Figure 31.5   From Ibid., fig. 20.